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Foreword 
 
Mid Bedfordshire will experience unprecedented levels of growth in the period up to 2021 
and beyond.  Mid Bedfordshire District Council recognises the need to provide a framework 
for green infrastructure provision in the District to meet the needs of existing and new 
communities, essential if we are to create truly sustainable communities in the future.  Mid 
Bedfordshire District Council recognises the principle of ensuring a net gain in green 
infrastructure provision to meet growth needs and address existing deficiencies. 
 
Following on from the Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan for Bedfordshire in Luton, this Mid 
Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure Plan follows similar principles and sets out a proposed 
spatial vision, backed up by supporting baseline data and analysis, for establishing a 
strategic green infrastructure network for Mid Bedfordshire.  As with the Strategic GI Plan, 
the approach has utilised the knowledge and experience of members of the Bedfordshire and 
Luton Green Infrastructure Consortium, integrating information from five „GI Themes‟: 
 

 Accessible Greenspace 

 Access Routes 

 Biodiversity 

 Historic Environment 

 Landscape 

This Plan has been produced to fit in with Mid Bedfordshire District Council‟s timetable for 
producing its Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy and other Local 
Development Documents.  It will be submitted as evidence to the LDF Taskforce in 
September 2008 and will therefore be an important factor in shaping future planning policy. 
 
It also recognises the great potential for delivering the green infrastructure network for the 
future, and sets out how this might be achieved, acting as a guide to the wealth of partner 
organisations who will help make the GI network a reality. In May 2008 Mid Bedfordshire 
District Council adopted a new „Planning Obligations Strategy‟.  This forward-thinking 
Strategy creates a mechanism where all new development in Mid Bedfordshire is required to 
make a contribution to a range of measures, including green infrastructure provision, needed 
to create sustainable communities in the district. 
 
As the creation of a new, Central Bedfordshire Unitary Authority in April 2009 draws closer, 
this document will work alongside similar proposed GI Plans elsewhere in the new Authority‟s 
area.  It will help inform Town and Parish Level GI Plans, also being produced as a result of 
Mid Bedfordshire District Council‟s vision and commitment, over the next two years. 
 
This Plan has been produced alongside the Mid Bedfordshire PPG17 assessment of open 
spaces and recreation, produced by Ashley Godfrey Associates (not yet published). 
 
The Mid Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure Plan has been resourced by Mid Bedfordshire 
District Council and compiled by the Greensand Trust with input from Green Infrastructure 
Consortium Partners. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Need for the Plan and Policy Background 
 
Mid-Bedfordshire is part of the Milton Keynes and South Midlands (MKSM) Growth Area, an 
area identified as one of the four major growth areas by the Government‟s Sustainable 
Communities Plan. 
 
The East of England Plan requires that Mid Bedfordshire provides for at least 11,000 homes 
between 2001 and 2021 with Bedford and the Northern Marston Vale area providing 19,500 
houses and Luton and South Bedfordshire 27,300 over the same period. 
 
Both the MKSM Sub-Regional Strategy and the East of England Plan recognise that this 
level of growth and development needs to contribute to an improved environment, by 
requiring high standards of design and environmental construction, protecting and enhancing 
environmental assets (including landscape and biodiversity), and providing green space and 
related green infrastructure.  
 
The Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan sets out a proposed spatial 
vision for establishing a strategic green infrastructure framework for Bedfordshire and Luton 
and encourages the development of more detailed green infrastructure plans in conjunction 
with local stakeholders using the Strategic Plan as a framework.  
 
This District level GI plan supplements the strategic GI plan and will be a technical document 
providing the detailed background information to support the policies and proposals in the 
Mid Bedfordshire Local Development Framework. 
 

What is Green Infrastructure? 
 
Green Infrastructure has been defined within the Bedfordshire and Luton Green 
Infrastructure Plan as  
“A strategically planned and managed network of green spaces, access routes, wildlife 
habitats, landscapes and historic features which meet the needs of existing and new 
communities by providing: 
 

 an essential environmental foundation and support system 

 a healthy and diverse environment 

 attractive places to live and visit and a good quality of life 

 a sustainable future” 
 
The green infrastructure network will be protected, conserved, enhanced and developed, and 
widely known and valued. It will be of high quality and an example of best practice and 
innovation. The network will be multi-functional and meet a wide range of social, 
environmental and economic needs. It will connect urban and rural settlements and the 
countryside and provide a spatial planning framework to guide and promote sustainable 
development. 
 
Aim  
 
To identify a green infrastructure network that will provide the foundation for sustainable 
communities across Mid Bedfordshire through the protection and enhancement of the key 
existing natural, historic, cultural and landscape green infrastructure assets; accessible 
greenspace; and rights of way; and the identification of new features that will provide a 
connected multi-functional green infrastructure network for the benefit of both existing and 
new communities.  



 
Objectives 
 

 To protect and where possible enhance the rich landscape, biodiversity and the 
historic environment of Mid Bedfordshire. 

 To provide new green infrastructure assets for both existing and new communities 

 To improve access and links for people and wildlife between existing and proposed 
green infrastructure assets. 

 To manage the green infrastructure network to high standards of environmental 
quality and sustainability. 

 To deliver integrated social, economic and environmental benefits that contribute to 
the quality of life in Mid Bedfordshire. 

 To minimise and mitigate the impacts of global warming 
 
Mechanisms 
 
The aim and objectives will be achieved through the following mechanisms: 
 

 Identifying projects and producing an action plan to implement projects. 

 Providing a District perspective for both the Strategic GI Plan and Parish Green 
Infrastructure Plans. 

 Providing a source of information and guidance for planners, landowners and 
developers in formulating land use plans. 

 Securing resources to establish and maintain the green infrastructure network. 

 Promoting community involvement 

 Put in place a structure for monitoring and updating this Plan. 
 
Environmental Context: 
 
The landform of the District is dominated by the Greensand Ridge running from Woburn in 
the west to Everton in the north east with its steep north facing scarp slope overlooking the 
Marston Vale and Milton Keynes. To the south lays the extreme northern edge of the 
Chiltern Hills with a small section of the Area of Outstanding Beauty included within the 
District. Sandwiched between the Chalk and the Greensand is the Gault Clay Vale. The 
Oxford Clay lying underneath the Greensand has given rise to the broad low lying Marston 
Vale but with a pronounced ridge to the north and west. The two major rivers of the District 
are the Ivel and the Flit which both have their origins the springs that rise from the foothills 
of the Chilterns. 
 
This landscape has been heavily influenced by human beings, through agriculture, forestry, 
clay and mineral extraction, the brickmaking industry and landfill.  The legacy of the latter two 
in particular led to a significant part of the District being designated as a Community Forest – 
the Forest of Marston Vale. 
 

The Plan Preparation Process 
 
The GI Network has been developed through the following stages: 
 

 Baseline review  

 Stakeholder and community consultation 

 Integration Process  

 Identification of GI Network and Project Plan 
 
 
 
 



 
As with the Strategic GI Plan the following five themes underpin this GI Plan: 
 

 Accessible Greenspace 

 Access Routes 

 Biodiversity 

 Historic Environment 

 Landscape 
 
Each Theme‟s work has been led by a „Theme Leader‟. Baseline data, opportunities and 
deficits have been mapped on a Geographical Information System under these themes and 
integrated to produce the Mid Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure Network (Figure 3.2). 
 
The Network, and priority projects to take it forward, are described within six sub-areas in 
Mid Bedfordshire: 
 

 Forest of Marston Vale  

 Ivel Valley  

 Greensand Ridge  

 Flit Valley  

 Southern Clay Ridge and Vale  

 Chilterns  
 

The Project Lists 
 
Priority projects for each of these sub-areas have been identified through workshops and 
theme work, that could be taken forward as part of investing in the GI network. The 
breakdown across the character areas is done to aid clarity but it should be remembered that 
it is a District wide network and also connects with networks in adjacent administrative 
areas. 
 

Implementation 
 
A range of methods for implementation of projects to deliver the GI Network are considered, 
including 
 

 Through the planning system 

 By agriculture and forestry 

 By local communities 

 Through external funding 
 
The issue of how to prioritise projects in terms of their ability to deliver against this Plan is 
discussed and potential criteria are suggested. 
 
A series of recommendations are made to guide the implementation of this Plan. These 
recommendations are: 
 

 Mid Bedfordshire District Council should set up an Advisory Group, with input from 
the Green Infrastructure Consortium, to confirm selection criteria and advise on 
priority projects for funding under the Planning Obligations Strategy, ensuring that 
potential recipients of funding are not in a position where they can influence 
decisions.   

 

 Ensure that the GI Plan is used as a mechanism for targeting agri-environment 
schemes to the areas where they can be most effective in delivering GI 

 



 Secure additional funding to facilitate the implementation of community GI projects 
identified through the Parish GI process 

 

 Promote effective partnership working to deliver priority GI Projects identified in this 
Plan 

 

 Ensure that the importance of maintenance funding to the sustainability of the GI 
Network is widely understood. 

 

 That a group is established, with input from the Green Infrastructure Consortium, to 
advise on monitoring delivery and annual revisions to the Plan.  This Group could 
provide input to the District Council on the priority projects for funding from the 
Planning Obligations Strategy as suggested above in 5.3; 

 

 That the new Central Bedfordshire authority considers the potential for the 
amalgamation of the Mid Beds GI Network with any Luton and South Bedfordshire GI 
Network.  The three authorities charged with creating the Central Bedfordshire 
Unitary should also ensure that any generic actions they instigate or undertake prior 
to the formation of the new authority are applicable across the whole of Central 
Bedfordshire; 

 

 That this Plan be reviewed three years after publication. 
 
In addition, the following recommendation was also made: 
 

 It is recommended that further work on mapping „accessible greenspace opportunity 
areas‟ and strategic access route opportunities is carried out, so that future revisions 
of this Plan can integrate opportunity areas for all themes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Introduction  

 
1.1 Need for this Plan 



 
Mid-Bedfordshire is part of the Milton Keynes and South Midlands (MKSM) Growth Area, an 
area identified as one of the four major growth areas by the Government‟s Sustainable 
Communities Plan. The MKSM area has a key role in accommodating the growth required to 
address the strategic challenges facing London and the South East. These challenges 
include increasing housing supply, making home ownership more available, tackling 
transport and other infrastructure issues, addressing issues concerning skills and the labour 
market, and tackling deprivation and the need for urban renewal. 

 
The Milton Keynes and South Midlands Sub-Regional Strategy recognises that this level of 
growth and development needs to contribute to an improved environment, by requiring high 
standards of design and environmental construction, protecting and enhancing 
environmental assets (including landscape and biodiversity), and providing green space and 
related green infrastructure.  

 
The strategy states that „the provision of green infrastructure needs to be addresses in 
planning development throughout the Sub-Region so as to ensure a net gain to meet the 
needs generated by growth and, where relevant, help to address existing deficiencies. This 
may take the form of enhancement, protection or extension of existing resources or the 
provision of new or replacement facilities. … A network of multifunctional green spaces in 
urban areas, the countryside in and around towns, and the wider countryside needs to be 
established. It will also be important to ensure that the character of the wider countryside is 
protected and, wherever possible, enhanced. 
 
Guidance and principles for green infrastructure in the Milton Keynes and South Midlands 
area are set out in the Green Infrastructure for Sustainable Communities guide. 

 
The East of England Plan (RSS14 – adopted May 2008) requires that Mid Bedfordshire 
provides for at least 11,000 homes between 2001 and 2021 with Bedford and the Northern 
Marston Vale area providing 19,500 houses and Luton and South Bedfordshire 27,300 over 
the same period. Pressure for further additional homes in the period 2021 to 2031 is 
expected.  In addition, proposals for an „Eco Town‟, comprising up to 15,000 homes within 
the Marston Vale could have significant implications for green infrastructure requirements in 
this part of the district.  A decision from Government is expected in late 2008/early 2009.  
 
In the face of this growth it is vital that the rich landscape, wildlife and historic heritage of Mid 
Bedfordshire is protected, enhanced and sustainably managed. In planning the new 
development there needs to be a net gain in green infrastructure to meet the needs 
generated by growth and to address any existing deficiencies.  
 
The Bedfordshire & Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan was produced in February 
2007 by the Bedfordshire & Luton Green Infrastructure Consortium. It sets out a proposed 
spatial vision for establishing a strategic green infrastructure framework for Bedfordshire and 
Luton in the period to 2021.  It also encourages the development of more detailed green 
infrastructure plans in conjunction with local stakeholders using the Strategic Plan as a 
framework.  
 
The Mid Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure plan enables green infrastructure priority areas to 
be identified at a more detailed level, and allows for more community involvement in 
identifying priority areas and projects. The Mid Bedfordshire Green Infrastructure plan 
complements the Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan, using the same approach and 
methodology, but providing finer detail. 
 
The Bedfordshire and Luton Green Infrastructure Consortium was established in 2005 to 
promote a strategic and consistent approach to the management, planning and delivery of 
green infrastructure provision as an integral element of growth and environmental 



management throughout Bedfordshire and Luton.  It is a multi-agency partnership, its 
membership is listed in Appendix 1. 
 
 
1.2. Policy Background.  
Green Infrastructure is now enshrined in regional and sub-regional policy as a necessary part 
of the elements that need to be put in place when new developments are being planned – in 
the same way as transport and health facilities are needed – to ensure a high quality of life 
for existing and future residents.  
 
The East of England Plan Policy ENV1 States: 
 
Areas and networks of green infrastructure should be identified, created, protected, 
enhanced and managed to ensure an improved and healthy environment is available for 
present and future communities. Green infrastructure should be developed so as to 
maximise its biodiversity value and, as part of a package of measures, contribute to 
achieving carbon neutral development and flood alleviation.  In developing green 
infrastructure, opportunities should be taken to develop and enhance networks for walking, 
cycling and other non-motorised transport. 
 
Local development documents will: 
 

 define a multiple hierarchy of GI in terms of location; function, size and levels of use, 
based on an analysis of existing natural, historic, cultural and landscape assets,and 
the identification of areas where additional green infrastructure is required. 

 

 identify and require the retention and provision of substantial connected networks of 
greenspace, in urban, urban fringe and adjacent countryside areas to serve the new 
communities in key centres for development and change; and  

 

 ensure that policies have regard to the economic and social as well as environmental 
benefits of green infrastructure assets and protect sites of European or international 
importance for wildlife. 

 
The East of England Plan also includes reference to assets of particular regional significance 
for the retention, provision and enhancement of green infrastructure including: 

 The Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

 Other areas of landscape, ecological and recreational importance notably the 
Community Forests, including the Forest of Marston Vale 

 Strategically significant green infrastructure projects and proposals such as the Milton 
Keynes to Bedford Waterway Park 
 

The Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan for Bedfordshire and Luton (2007) has informed the 
draft Mid Bedfordshire Core Strategy and Development Management Policies Development 
Plan Document.   This provides strategic policy to guide the production of other Development 
Plan Documents within the Mid Beds Local Development Framework (LDF).  
 
This District level GI plan supplements the strategic GI plan. The District level GI plan will be 
a technical document providing the detailed background information to support the policies 
and proposals in the LDF. 
 
In addition the Mid Bedfordshire LDF Planning Obligations Strategy Supplementary Planning 
Document (Adopted May 2008) provides support for the delivery of GI through contributions 
from the development process.  
Local (parish/town) level green infrastructure plans will be produced across the district, 
supported by Mid Bedfordshire District Council, over the next two years.  These will provide 



local community input into the green infrastructure (and wider) planning process.  The chart 
below shows the relationship between GI planning at the different levels: 
 

 
 
1.3. What is Green Infrastructure?  
Green Infrastructure has been defined within the Bedfordshire and Luton Green 
Infrastructure Plan as  
“A strategically planned and managed network of green spaces, access routes, wildlife 
habitats, landscapes and historic features which meet the needs of existing and new 
communities by providing: 
 

 an essential environmental foundation and support system 

 a healthy and diverse environment 

 attractive places to live and visit and a good quality of life 

 a sustainable future” 
 
The green infrastructure network will be protected, conserved, enhanced and developed, and 
widely known and valued. It will be of high quality and an example of best practice and 
innovation. The network will be multi-functional and meet a wide range of social, 
environmental and economic needs. It will connect urban and rural settlements and the 
countryside and provide a spatial planning framework to guide and promote sustainable 
development. 
 
Green infrastructure assets included in this Plan include: 
 

 Accessible Greenspace including community woodlands 

 Green corridors 

 Urban parks and gardens 

 Registered commons and village greens 

 Natural and semi-natural habitats for wildlife including nature reserves, Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest and County Wildlife Sites 

 Country parks 

 Historic parks and gardens and historic landscapes 

 Scheduled Ancient Monuments 



 Waterways and waterbodies, including flooded quarries 

 Important public rights of way and cycleways  
 
The following green infrastructure assets not included in this Plan:  
 

 Neighbourhood Level Accessible Greenspace (see section 9.3 for definition) 

 Allotments 

 Children‟s play space 

 Formal sports facilities 

 Cemeteries 
 
All of the assets listed above have been included within the Mid Bedfordshire PPG17 Study, 
a draft of which has informed the Accessible Greenspace theme of this Plan. 
 
Green infrastructure helps maximise the synergies between the landscape, biodiversity and 
historic environment and can help resolve conflicts between them. Sometimes a balance has 
to be struck between the themes or greater weight given to one of them. 
 
1.4. Aim and Objectives 
 
Aim 
To identify a green infrastructure network that will provide the foundation for sustainable 
communities across Mid Bedfordshire through the protection and enhancement of the key 
existing natural, historic, cultural and landscape green infrastructure assets; accessible 
greenspace; and rights of way; and the identification of new features that will provide a 
connected multi-functional green infrastructure network for the benefit of both existing and 
new communities.  

 
Objectives 

 To protect and where possible enhance the rich landscape, biodiversity and the 
historic environment of Mid Bedfordshire. 

 To provide new green infrastructure assets for both existing and new communities 

 To improve access and links for people and wildlife between existing and proposed 
green infrastructure assets. 

 To manage the green infrastructure network to high standards of environmental 
quality and sustainability. 

 To deliver integrated social, economic and environmental benefits that contribute to 
the quality of life in Mid Bedfordshire. 

 To minimise and mitigate the impacts of global warming 
 
Mechanisms 
The aim and objectives will be achieved through the following mechanisms: 

 Identifying projects and producing an action plan to implement projects. 

 Providing a District perspective for both the Strategic GI Plan and Parish Green 
Infrastructure Plans. 

 Providing a source of information and guidance for planners, landowners and 
developers in formulating land use plans. 

 Securing resources to establish and maintain the green infrastructure network. 

 Promoting community involvement 

 Put in place a structure for monitoring and updating this Plan. 



2. Context 
 
2.1 Environmental Context 
 
The landform of the District is dominated by the Greensand Ridge running from Woburn in 
the west to Everton in the north east with its steep north facing scarp slope overlooking the 
Marston Vale and Milton Keynes. To the south lays the extreme northern edge of the 
Chiltern Hills with a small section of the Area of Outstanding Beauty included within the 
District in the parishes of Harlington and Shillington. Sandwiched between the Chalk and the 
Greensand is the Gault Clay Vale although the drainage pattern has also given rise to the 
line of clay hills on which many of the villages such as Harlington, Pulloxhill and Meppershall 
are situated. Similarly the Oxford Clay lying underneath the Greensand has given rise to the 
broad low lying Marston Vale but with a pronounced ridge to the north and west on which 
villages such as Brogborough and Cranfield are situated. 
 
The two major rivers of the District are the Ivel and the Flit which both have their origins the 
springs that rise from the foothills of the Chilterns. The Flit rises north of Luton and flows 
north to Flitwick before swinging east and cutting through the dip slope of the Greensand 
Ridge and joining the Ivel at Shefford. The Ivel flows north before joining the Great Ouse at 
Tempsford cutting a north/south swathe right through the Ridge near Sandy. The Marston 
Vale is drained by the Elstow Brook which joins the Great Ouse east of Bedford. 
The flood plains of these rivers and streams have a vital role in flood alleviation in the 
District and both the Chalk and The Lower Greensand contain important water bearing 
aquifers important for public water supply and for springs that feed wetlands especially in 
the Flit Valley. 
 
Historically the light soils of the Greensand Ridge and the Chilterns were occupied from an 
early date and routeways are ancient.  For example, the Icknield Way dates back to the 
Neolithic period. Heathland vegetation was once widespread on the Greensand Ridge 
although this habitat is now much reduced and many areas of previous heathland are under 
conifer plantations. Large estates were established on the Greensand Ridge and continue to 
be an important influence on the landscape especially around Woburn, Southill and Old 
Warden. The Greensand Ridge also provides a major resource for informal recreation for the 
District and surrounding populations where the well drained soils provide good conditions 
underfoot both winter and summer. The extractive industries have had a huge influence on 
the Mid Beds landscape but now can provide opportunities for recreational use and habitat 
creation. Fullers Earth has been extracted since Roman times near Woburn and later at 
Clophill although this has now ceased. Coprolite digging was a substantial industry for a 
short period during the agricultural revolution. Old small scale sandstone quarries for local 
building stone are situated throughout the Ridge although sandstone is now rarely used 
except for repairs. Sand is a major industry now concentrated between Sandy and Potton. 
Gault clay was used for brick making with a major works at Arlesey. The Marston Vale 
formed on the Oxford Clay also had a thriving brick making industry for most of the last 
century which had a dramatic effect on the landscape both in respect of the many clay pits 
and the factory chimneys. Several of the major worked out clay pits then became nationally 
significant landfill sites. In the early part of the 21st century the brick making has finally 
ceased and landfill has been reduced with the onset of recycling. In response to decades of 
industrialisation and resulting degraded landscape in the Marston Vale, the Government 
designated it in 1991 as one of the twelve Community Forests in England, with a target of 
increasing tree cover from 3% to 30% by 2031.  
 
There is a continuing exploitation of gravel along the River Ivel giving rise to many new 
water bodies within the flood plain. The high quality soils of the Ivel Valley and to a lesser 
extent the Flit gave rise to a thriving market garden industry during the last century which is 
now much reduced although still important in the area. Although predominantly an area for 
arable agriculture there are some important remnants of heathland and acid grassland that 
have survived on the light sandy soils. Areas of grassland often near settlements mean that 



grazing remains an important component of the conservation of the distinctive landscape and 
wildlife habitats of the District even if less important to the agricultural industry. There is 
surviving ridge and furrow grassland including an outstanding example at Potsgrove. 
 
The market towns of Sandy, Biggleswade and Flitwick have experienced rapid growth as a 
result of being on main railway lines from London to the Midlands and the North with the 
opportunities this brings for commuting into London. The M1 Motorway and A1(M) have also 
provided opportunities for people to live in Mid Beds but to work further afield. Woburn and 
Ampthill have retained their historic cores and there are a range of attractive villages.  
 
2.2 Growth Context 
 
As part of the Milton Keynes and South Midlands growth area, Mid Bedfordshire will receive 
(and is already receiving) significant levels of new growth, primarily housing development. 
Government requirements are that Mid Bedfordshire provides for at least 11,000 homes 
between 2001 and 2021 with Bedford and the Northern Marston Vale area providing 19,500 
houses and Luton and South Bedfordshire 27,300 over the same period. Pressure for further 
additional homes in the period 2021 to 2031 is expected.  In addition, proposals have been 
submitted for an „Eco Town‟, comprising up to 15,000 homes within the Marston Vale. 
 
The largest development site underway is Wixams, south of Bedford on the border between 
Bedford and Mid Bedfordshire; this site will provide 4,500 new homes. A further series of 
developments and development proposals exist for the Marston Vale (with the EcoTown 
potentially being the largest development affecting Mid Bedfordshire; proposals currently 
being considered by Government are for the provision of 15,000 new homes). Smaller urban 
extensions and developments are underway or proposed for the area east of Biggleswade, 
south of Stotfold and east of Arlesey. (See Figure 2.2) 
 
Further sites will be identified for development. It is therefore necessary to plan and deliver a 
green infrastructure network that meets the needs of these new communities, and also 
provides for people who already live and work in Mid Bedfordshire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 



3.0. Plan Preparation Process.  
 
The GI Network has been developed through the following stages: 
 

3.1 Baseline review  
3.2 Stakeholder and community consultation 
3.3 Integration Process  
3.4 Identification of GI Network and Project Plan 

 
These are illustrated in the chart below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1. Baseline Review 
 
Existing GI assets were mapped according to five themes. 

 

 Accessible Greenspace 

 Access Routes 

 Biodiversity 

 Historic Environment 

 Landscape 
 
A „Theme Leader‟ (who is a professional in the specific theme) has been appointed for each 
of the themes who have worked with the relevant reference groups where these exist (e.g. 
Bedfordshire & Luton Biodiversity Forum).  The Theme Leaders and relevant reference 
groups are listed in Appendix 3.  A separate chapter has been written for each theme, 
looking at the existing green infrastructure assets and opportunities for enhancement and 
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creation.  These chapters are effectively „stand alone‟ studies (see Chapters 6-10).  These 
have in turn been informed by a series of key studies and documents including: 
 

 Landscape Characterisation at 1:50000 and 1:25000 scales 

 Historic Landscape Characterisation for Strategic Study 

 The Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Action Plan and the Biodiversity 
Characterisation at 1:50000  

 The Mid Bedfordshire Cycle Route mapping Project 

 The Bedfordshire Outdoor Access Improvement Plan 

 The PPG17 Study for Mid Beds 

 The Forest of Marston Vale „Forest Plan‟ 
 
The themes of Landscape; Biodiversity and the Historic environment have made extensive 
use of the characterisation process. This process extends beyond the identification of 
individual assets to defining areas by virtue of their collective character. The next stage was 
to identify opportunities for enhancing existing assets and creating new. Opportunities for 
improved management, access and interpretation have also been noted. Within the 
Accessible Greenspace and Access Route themes the process has involved undertaking 
audits of existing provision and identifying areas of deficit and need. Details of the assets 
mapped are in the Theme chapters (6-10) or in Appendix 2.   
 
 
3.2. Stakeholder and community consultation 
 
At the district level it is considered important that there is an element of stakeholder and 
community engagement to ensure that this Plan and resulting projects are supported by 
those who will be involved in project development and delivery, and those whose quality of 
life will be affected by the growth and changes in the GI network.  Consulting with individual 
residents across the whole of the district is not feasible, so the best way to engage and 
consult was considered to be via workshops involving community representatives and key 
officers.  The opportunity to engage individual residents will come through the Parish Green 
Infrastructure Plan process, delivering across Mid Bedfordshire over the next two years. 
 
The themed information was taken to a series of workshops. A base map bringing together 
all the existing assets was used as the framework for the GI planning at these workshops.  
The first workshop was held with officers from the local authorities, Government 
organisations and voluntary environmental sector groups to make initial suggestions on 
green infrastructure needs. This information was digitised and presented to four stakeholder 
workshops based on geographical areas where local stakeholders would be confident about 
their levels of knowledge and experience and could make meaningful contributions. Invitees 
included community representatives from Town and Parish Councils and representatives 
from stakeholder organisations such as the Ramblers, British Horse Society, Cycle Touring 
Club, RSPB, the Wildlife Trust, CPRE, Local History Societies. These workshops verified the 
mapped information, highlighted where assets were known to exist but had not been 
recorded and made proposals for new GI projects based on the conservation and 
enhancement of existing assets, overcoming existing deficits and providing for future needs.  
 
Because the workshop results were cross-referenced and officer input was combined with 
that of community stakeholders, these results have greater value than if they were mere lists 
of aspirations.  With wider support they should also represent those projects that will be more 
deliverable. The results of these workshops were digitised. The workshop results and list of 
attendees can be found in Appendix 4.  
 
 
 
 
 



3.3. Integration process 
 
The true value of green infrastructure planning is in the way that it is possible to combine the 
information on existing assets and opportunities for enhancement and creation in a spatial 
manner.  This provides a clear vision of the green infrastructure network and identifies where 
it is most advantageous to focus efforts and target green infrastructure development for 
present and future populations. 
 
The most effective and flexible way to do this is using a Geographical Information System 
(GIS). Information on existing green infrastructure assets were carried forward to the 
integration process.  The opportunity areas from the biodiversity, historic environment and 
landscape themes were produced as GIS overlays and combined on one map (see Figure 
3.1) alongside existing assets. Where two or more of these themes overlap this represents 
where multiple GI benefits could be possible, and is specifically highlighted.   
 
 
For the integration process and the resulting network to represent all themes, accessible 
greenspace and access routes must be considered. To date, accessible greenspace 
opportunities areas‟ have not been mapped spatially, and of the access routes only cycle 
route opportunities (see Figure 10.3) have been mapped.  However there is knowledge of the 
areas of accessible greenspace deficiency (see Figure 9.2, Strategic Sites, and 9.3, Middle 
Level Sites, along with section 9.3 for explanation of the different levels within the 
greenspace hierarchy). The Outdoor Access Improvement Plan Priority Areas (see Figure 
10.4) show how improvements to the outdoor access network will be prioritised in the areas 
closest to the significant urban areas. 
 
The framework of existing assets, combined with the opportunities and deficits from the five 
themes and the workshops have been amalgamated to create the Mid Bedfordshire Green 
Infrastructure Network (see figure 3.2). Full details of the baseline review, opportunity 
mapping, deficiency audits and potential enhancements can be found in the themed chapters 
6-10. 
 
It is recommended that further work on mapping „accessible greenspace opportunity areas‟ 
and strategic access route opportunities is carried out, so that future revisions of this Plan can 
integrate opportunity areas for all themes. 
 

3.4. The Green Infrastructure Network  
 
The Mid Bedfordshire GI Network identifies those areas where the maximum potential exists 
for the delivery of a multi functional network of green infrastructure. The network shows key 
areas and corridors for investment. However it must be remembered that the boundaries of 
the network are not always closely defined and it may be that new opportunities will arise in 
the future that will allow the achievement of the aims and objectives of this Plan. This is 
particularly true as areas for new development are identified. It is intended that the network 
will be environmentally functional and make a substantial contribution to people‟s quality of 
life. It requires the conservation and enhancement of existing assets as well as the creation 
of new features. 
 
The Network, and priority projects to take it forward, are now described within six sub-areas 
in Mid Bedfordshire: 

 Forest of Marston Vale (M) 

 Ivel Valley (I) 

 Greensand Ridge (G) 

 Flit Valley (F) 

 Southern Clay Ridge and Vale (C) 

 Chilterns (Ch) 
3.5 The Project Lists 



 
The following chapter describes the priority projects for each of these sub-areas. These 
projects have been prioritised as a result of significant support through the workshops, often 
in combination with support through the theme work. They can therefore be seen as a series 
of projects identified by professionals and local community stakeholders that could be taken 
forward as part of investing in the GI network. 
 
The breakdown across the character areas is done to aid clarity but it should be remembered 
that it is a District wide network and also connects with networks in adjacent administrative 
areas. These linkages to adjacent areas are shown where the information is available. 
The list is not exhaustive and there are many actions included within the individual themes, 
including those relevant to the whole of the district.  
 
Generally the maintenance of the existing resource is not covered in the Project List. It 
should not be assumed that this important aspect of the sustainability of the GI network is 
under control or properly resourced. Changes in Government/European Policy and changes 
in world markets such as fuel and food prices can have a dramatic effect on land use with 
knock on effects on the effectiveness of the Network. There are also unresolved issues 
regarding the costs of maintaining GI features in all themes but especially within the 
biodiversity, historic landscape and accessible greenspace themes. 
 
In relation to mitigating the effects of climate change there is an assumption that there will be 
no loss of flood plain capacity from future development and opportunities for increased flood 
storage will be sought. The latter can often be combined with habitat creation. The principle 
of buffering and linking wildlife sites to allow habitats and species to adapt to climate change 
is implicit in many of the proposed GI projects. In addition, GI projects have the potential to 
help increase levels of carbon sequestration in the District, most notably through tree 
planting. 

 
 
 



 





 

4. Network Area Descriptions and Project List 
 

4.1. The Forest of Marston Vale 

Following a successful joint bid by Mid-Bedfordshire District Council, Bedford Borough 
Council and Bedfordshire County Council, the Forest of Marston Vale was designated by 
Government in 1991 as one of England‟s 12 Community Forests. Its purpose is to use trees 
and woodlands to transform 61 square miles between Bedford and Milton Keynes, repairing 
parts of the Marston Vale landscape scarred by decades of clay extraction, brick making and 
landfill. There is a Government-set target to increase woodland cover from 3% (as at 1991) 
to 30% by 2031. Approximately 50% of the 61 square mile area designated as the Forest of 
Marston Vale lies within Mid Bedfordshire. The creation of the Forest of Marston Vale is 
guided by the 'Forest Plan', which was produced through extensive consultation and is 
endorsed by Local Authorities and Statutory Agencies, and its implementation is being led by 
The Marston Vale Trust on behalf of the Local Authority partners. The Marston Vale Trust 
(MVT) is the registered charity dedicated to environmental regeneration and the delivery of 
green infrastructure throughout the Vale. Working with local communities, government and 
businesses, the 40-year vision is to deliver environmental regeneration that catalyses social 
and economic regeneration of the area, whilst providing major recreation, landscape, 
biodiversity, cultural heritage and quality of life benefits.  
 
As the existing publicly and politically endorsed strategy for the area, the Forest Plan is the 
key reference for creating the Forest of Marston Vale and sets out agreed key principles, 
objectives and broad proposals relating to GI. This Mid Beds GI Plan seeks to compliment 
this overarching strategy by reflecting relevant aspirations of the Forest Plan at the District 
level. 
 
Woodland creation is the primary GI objective in the area and the vehicle for delivering a 
wide range of associated benefits (i.e. landscape, biodiversity, access/recreation, sustainable 
timber production, carbon sequestration, health/well-being, and amenity). The delivery of the 
30% woodland cover target by 2031 requires around 20 square miles of woodland to be 
created, with a nominal 10 square miles of this being within Mid Bedfordshire. This 
unprecedented scale of positive transformation will fundamentally change the landscape and 
perception of the Marston Vale, will necessitate concerted effort and support from all parties 
involved, and will require the harnessing of a range of existing mechanisms and the creation 
of innovative new ones. 
 
The Forest Centre & Millennium Country Park, created, owned and privately operated by 
MVT, was opened in 2000 and provides a strategic new multi-functional greenspace for the 
District, including a major visitor centre, access routes, and valuable new wetland habitats.  
The Millennium Country Park, which receives over 400,000 visitors annually, is the only 
Green Flag Award winning site in the District. Beyond the Millennium Country Park, the other 
wetland habitats in the Marston Vale range in size from small field ponds and marshy areas 
to the large disused clay pits at Brogborough and Stewartby, collectively supporting 
important breeding and wintering birdlife and amphibian populations.  The Marston Vale is 
widely believed to host a potential meta-population of Great Crested Newts, a European 
Protected Species and UK BAP priority. The ponds and lakes of the Vale are noted in a 
national study as important stonewort areas.  There are important ancient woodlands on the 
slopes of the Greensand Ridge and also on the slopes of the clay ridges at Salford, Holcot, 
Marston Thrift, Wootton and Kempston. The Vale contains a rich heritage of human 
settlement and iconic brick making works and pits which make a distinctive contribution to its 
character. 
 
 
The M1 forms the south western boundary of the Forest of Marston Vale area and the 
planned dualling of the A421 will increase the impact of transport corridors on this area and 



increase severance of existing ecological and access corridors. The Vale has long been 
identified as a strategic growth corridor between Bedford and Milton Keynes, and is currently 
highlighted for major housing and industrial development as a key part of the Milton Keynes 
& South Midlands Growth Area. Current housing growth plans will result in a doubling of the 
existing population in the Vale by 2021, and it will receive impacts from developments in 
adjacent areas like Milton Keynes. The NIRAH scheme, which has planning permission at 
Quest Pit near Stewartby, will be a major tourism attraction in the future, as will the nearby 
Center Parcs development at Warren Wood, helping to transform perceptions of the area 
and foster „green tourism‟. 
 
Apart from the primary target of achieving 30% woodland cover in this part of the District, 
there are major GI initiatives for wetland creation in relation the proposed Milton Keynes to 
Bedford Waterway Park and restored brick pits, significant new areas of accessible 
greenspace and woodland and other habitat linkages between the existing ancient 
woodlands on the wooded slopes surrounding the Vale. The Marston Vale Trust is also 
leading on the delivery of the Bedford River Valley Park, a 3½ square mile greenspace 
creation project to the East of Bedford, which although outside the District will benefit 
residents of Mid Bedfordshire.  
 
Forest of Marston Vale Project List (see also Figure 4.1) 

M.1. Creating the Forest of Marston Vale. This is the primary, overarching green 
infrastructure initiative for this part of the District, seeking to deliver the agreed vision of 30% 
woodland cover across this landscape by 2031. This requires the creation of some 10 square 
miles of woodland within this part of the District. New woodlands will range from small farm 
woodlands on private land, delivering just landscape and biodiversity benefits, through to 
large-scale multi-purpose community woodland projects delivering the full suite of GI 
functions and benefits to a high standard. The Forest of Marston Vale is specifically 
supported by the East of England Plan (RSS14) which identifies it as an asset “of particular 
regional significance for the retention, provision and enhancement of green infrastructure” 
(Policy ENV1), and is further supported in the Milton Keynes & South Midlands Sub-Regional 
Strategy. 

M.2. Bedford & Milton Keynes (B&MK) Waterway. This is a major green infrastructure 
project that seeks to complete a missing link in the national waterway network between the 
Great Ouse at Bedford and the Grand Union Canal at Milton Keynes. The majority of the 
proposed route runs through the Forest of Marston Vale and the Waterway project has the 
potential to help deliver the Government‟s environmentally-led regeneration objectives for 
this area, as well as closing the gap in the waterways to complete a link identified by British 
Waterways as of national strategic importance (Waterways 2025, British Waterways June 
2004). The project is also specifically supported by the East of England Plan (RSS14), 
identified as being “of particular regional significance…” (Policy ENV1), and it is noted as a 
“strategic waterway” capable of providing “strategic bridleway, cycle and footpath links” in the 
Bedfordshire & Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (2007). 

The project is currently being progressed in stages as funds become available. The stage 
between the M1 near Milton Keynes and Stewartby Lake lies within Mid Bedfordshire, and 
offers a major opportunity to deliver a significant green infrastructure project in this part of the 
District which delivers not only a section of the B&MK Waterway but also contributes to the 
objectives of the Forest of Marston Vale – both regional GI priorities. 
Local authorities are working with the Department for Communities & Local Government 
(CLG), the B&MK Waterways Trust, landowners and the Marston Vale Trust to secure a 
broad multi-functional „green corridor‟ along the proposed route. This corridor, a potential 
„linear park‟, will vary in width and nature but will provide a range of major access, landscape 
and biodiversity benefits through the heart of the Marston Vale whilst also providing for the 
future construction of the B&MK Waterway. 
 



2a) Milton Keynes to Brogborough Lake – a potential landmark engineering 
attraction will define this section of the Waterway as it „climbs‟ over Brogborough Hill, 
through areas suitable for habitat creation/linkage as part of the Waterway corridor 
development. 
2b) Brogborough Lake to Stewartby Lake – proposals to link these lakes include 
major wetland and woodland habitat creation and access improvements. 

 
M.3. Clay Ridge Woodland Linkage Corridor. A landscape-scale woodland linkage 
project to reverse the isolation of a set of key remaining ancient woodlands along the slopes 
of the Clay Ridge, using the creation of new woodland and grassland, hedgerow corridors, 
new public greenspace and including enhanced management of the existing ancient 
woodlands. Together with a similar proposal along the Greensand Ridge Scarp (see project 
G3), this woodland linkage concept along the once-wooded slopes of the Marston Vale is a 
key habitat creation proposal in the Forest Plan. With the restoration of Brogborough Landfill 
site, linking a number of surrounding sites, there will be a significant block of woodland, 
grassland and ponds of strategic importance in terms of landscape, biodiversity and public 
access. 

3a) Holcot Wood to Salford Wood – proposed woodland linkage of increased 
importance within the context of the eastward spread of Milton Keynes and the need 
for strong structural woodland planting and landscaping on the rising ground. 
3b) Brogborough Landfill – major restoration scheme that includes woodland, 
ponds and neutral grassland habitat creation and a bridleway scheme within and 
around the site. 
3c) Reynolds Wood – new multi-user route to Holcot Wood and linking to NCN 
Route 51, plus associated improved management. 
3d) Rectory Wood – linking Cranfield to Marston Thrift, a major new 70 hectare 
native species community woodland. 
3e) Marston Thrift – infrastructure improvements that will assist access, 
conservation of rare species, interpretation and the de-coniferisation of this SSSI 
woodland. 
3f) Marston Thrift to Wootton Wood – improved habitat linkages, using woodland 
creation, grassland and hedgerow corridors, along clay ridge from Marston Thrift to 
Wootton Wood. 

M.4. Millennium Country Park – New wetlands habitats are being provided with improved 
management of herb rich grassland. Enhanced visitor facilities and access improvements. 

4a) Wetlands Nature Reserve – access, habitat and visitor infrastructure 
improvements to create exemplary „safe and welcoming‟ nature reserve for all. 
4b) Access „hub‟ development – creation, upgrading and promotion of radial 
network of access routes from the Millennium Country Park into the wider Marston 
Vale, linking to other GI assets and communities. 
4c) Expansion/Links: Rookery Pit North – proposed nature reserve „extension‟ 
to the existing Park with wetlands, surrounding grasslands including great crested 
newt habitats, and new access links. 
4d) Expansion/Links: Berry Wood – proposed linkage to nearby under-utilised 
Berry Wood site (in Bedford Borough) as part of B-MK Waterway GI corridor 
development and enhancement. 

M.5. Wixams – Multi-functional woodlands and greenspace buffering the new 4,500 home 
development, providing essential GI for the new community and preventing coalescence with 
Houghton Conquest. Improved off road links are proposed to the Millennium Country Park, 
Houghton Conquest and Wilstead. 

5a) Wixam Woods – proposed large new community woodland providing access, 
landscape and biodiversity benefits to existing and future residents. 
5b) Conquest Wood – expansion and linkages with Wixams site and access 
improvements. 

 



M.6. Lidlington Ridge Woodlands – community woodland development and expansion 
along the „Lidlington Ridge‟, including potential improved access and habitat corridor linkages 
to the Millennium Country Park. 
 





4.2 Ivel Valley  
The valley of the River Ivel provides an important area of north-south green infrastructure 
along the east of the county. It extends northwards from south of Arlesey on the Beds/Herts 
border, until it joins the River Great Ouse at Roxton Lock, north of Tempsford. It is connected 
to the Flit Valley by the Ivel Navigation between Langford and Shefford, and it cuts right 
through the Greensand Ridge at Sandy. The East Coast Main Line Railway and the A1 follow 
the north south line of the valley and provide considerable barriers for potential green 
infrastructure linkages. The valley includes the communities of Arlesey, Stotfold, Shefford, 
Henlow, Langford, Biggleswade and Sandy and adjoins the major settlements of Hitchin, 
Baldock and Letchworth in Hertfordshire at the southern end of the valley. 
 
Green infrastructure assets within this corridor include a range of flood plain grasslands 
including the extensive area of Biggleswade Common and a concentration of gravel pit lakes 
along the river valley floor, both active and restored.  It also includes the Kingfisher Way walk 
and historic routes including the Great North Road and White Way. There is high quality 
agricultural land, especially in the central and northern sections of the corridor, which 
previously supported a thriving market garden industry.  Although the latter is still important, 
it is much reduced from its heyday. The River Ivel is not currently navigable, though it did 
enjoy navigation in the mid 1800s.  
 
Whilst not falling under one of the MKSM Sub Regional Strategy major areas for growth, 
significant urban extension and housing growth are being proposed. Mid Beds District Local 
Plan outlines growth allocations for Stotfold in the region of 1,500 new homes including the 
new community being developed at Fairfield Park; and for 2,100 new homes around 
Biggleswade. Green infrastructure opportunities include: 

 Meeting an identified deficit in strategic accessible greenspace in this corridor serving 
the communities of Sandy, Biggleswade, Stotfold, Arlesey, Henlow and Clifton. In 
order to meet this need, potential area(s) for creation of a strategic level accessible 
green space resource need to be identified. Some of the project ideas listed below 
may meet these requirements, but should be developed as part of a strategic 
approach to the Ivel Valley that involves remedying the deficit in accessible green 
space provision. Identifying potential sites should therefore be a priority. 

 The creation and enhancement of Green wheels around Sandy and Biggleswade;  

 Habitat improvements and linkages throughout the floodplain including wet grassland, 
wet woodland, willow management and management specifically for otters, water 
voles and native crayfish;  

 Landscape enhancement of the A1(T) corridor;  

 The proposed creation of Great North Cycle Route (Route 12) which will link from 
Stotfold through the corridor towards St Neots. 

 
As well as identifying deficits in quantities of accessible greenspace, the Mid Beds PPG17 
study has also identified deficiency in informal recreation space around Biggleswade in terms 
of accessibility.  „Green wheels‟ are proposed around settlements where opportunities 
merge into each other to form a full or partial „wheel‟ around them, creating GI opportunities 
for people accessible from wherever they live in that settlement, and building on the benefits 
of linking habitats and landscape features. 
 
Ivel Valley Project List (see also Figure 4.2) 
I.1. Blue Lagoon – a privately owned disused chalk pit with permitted use for angling and 

sailing. There is also a history of high levels of unauthorised access for other uses such 
as swimming and parties especially in the summer. A detailed feasibility study has been 
undertaken for use as a Country Park in an area deficient of strategic open space. A 
link will be sought to the restored Arlesey Landfill site 

I.2. River Hiz Corridor 
2a) Arlesey Landfill Site – restoration plans include public access. Linked thematically 
to Blue Lagoon site and could be zoned for less intensive recreational use/nature 



conservation. Has frontage to River Hiz. A pedestrian link already exists to the north 
and the Flit but a link to the restored Blue Lagoon will be sought.  
2b)Arlesey – linkages for habitat improvement and access between Glebe Meadows 
and Arlesey Old Moat to Mill Pits Meadows/Arlesey Common through to Landfill Site 
and Blue Lagoon. 

I.3. Stotfold Green Wheel. A range of GI opportunities linked to existing features around 
Stotfold. 

3a) Etonbury Wood – extensions of woodland/accessible greenspace to east and west 
as enhancements of the existing habitat/access and to prevent coalescence of Stotfold 
and Arlesey. 
3b)  East of Stotfold – linking and extending existing sites to buffer and protect 
habitats and accessible greenspace, potentially incorporating new, off-road section for 
Kingfisher Way walk. 
3c) Stotfold – Arlesey Greenway – extending along River Ivel corridor on route of 
Kingfisher Way with habitat improvements and accessible grasslands.  

I.4. Broom Quarry.  New GI opportunities related to extensive gravel extraction in the 
flood plain. Restoration in line with the agreed restoration plans will provide benefits for 
biodiversity, recreation and access. Historic environment benefits can also be delivered. 

4a) Broom Quarry Restoration plans include use of quarry to water sports, wildlife 
habitats and some public access; further enhancements possible.  
4b) Broom Quarry East – new access route and habitat creation as part of gravel 
extraction; further enhancements possible. 
4c) Kingfisher Way – new alternative route linking to Navigator‟s Way, following 
western/ northern banks of River Ivel and Navigation Channel respectively, between 
water courses and new gravel pits. 

I.5. Sandy Green Wheel   
5a) Northern section]– linking greenspace and access routes east to Hassall‟s Hedge 
with southern link to Route 51 cycleway. 
5b) Kingfisher Lakes – expansion of existing habitats and improved access including 
land south to Girtford Bridge and north beyond Route 51 cycleway to form western 
section of Sandy Green Wheel. 

I.6. Biggleswade Green Wheel 
6a) Biggleswade Common – proposed extensions and buffering to existing common 
with access and facilities improvements.  Enhanced visitor management will be 
required, especially on the south east „Pastures‟ part of the Common as this site comes 
under increasing pressure from the expansion of adjacent urban area. Habitat links to 
the east along the Potton Brook are proposed with access links west to manor farm and 
rights of way network west of the A1. The opportunity exists for interpretation, 
protection and management of the historic environment. 
6b) Biggleswade Eastern Relief Road Linear Park – proposed as part of housing 
developments east of Biggleswade; incorporating multi-user route, habitats and 
accessible greenspace; further enhancements possible.  Links to green wheel required.  
6c) Eastern section. Links will be needed from the new Linear Park to the Saxon Gate 
cluster of greenspaces including the Scheduled Ancient Monument, pocket park and 
linear woodland. 
6c) Meadows west of Biggleswade – existing wet grassland with aspirations for 
habitat enhancement and public access.  
6d) Southern Section.  Multi purpose landscaping, access routes, greenspace and 
habitat creation are needed with links across A1 being critical.  

I.7.  Kingfisher Way  A strategic footpath route running north/south along the Valley with 
important links to Greensand Ridge Walk, Navigator‟s Way and Route 51 
7a) new alternative route linking to Navigator‟s Way, following western/ northern banks 
of River Ivel and Navigation Channel respectively, between water courses and new 
gravel pits. 
7b) upgrade of path from permissive to definitive Public Right of Way between 
Biggleswade Common and New Road, Sandy. 

I.8. Navigator‟s Way – extension from Clifton Road to Stanford Lock.  



I.9. Clifton – greenspace and access links to east and west of Clifton to prevent 
coalescence. 
I.10. Shefford – enhancement and extension of multiple urban and urban fringe sites. 
I.11. Carry out evaluation of the feasibility and impacts of canoe access to the River Ivel 
and the Ivel Navigation.  
 



 
 
 
 



4.3 The Greensand Ridge  
The underlying outcrop of Lower Greensand gives rise to a broad swathe of elevated land 
which forms the spine of Mid Bedfordshire from the A5 north eastwards to Potton. This area 
contains a considerable richness of green infrastructure assets.  
There are large country estates at Woburn, Southill and Shuttleworth with associated houses 
and parkland of great historic importance. The rich landscapes associated with these large 
estates with veteran trees, the rare parkland habitat and extensive woodlands have also 
given rise to biodiversity hotspots. Smaller remnants of designed landscapes survive at 
Ampthill Park (a Capability Brown designed parkland), around Chicksands Priory, at 
Moggerhanger and at Everton and Woodbury Park and Tetworth Hall. There is considerable 
potential to exploit the tourism potential of these important heritage features while at the 
same time conserving the key conservation features and enhancing linkages and 
interpretation. 
 
Woodlands are an important feature of the Greensand Ridge with ancient woodlands usually 
found where the underlying sand is draped with glacial boulder clay, and extensive conifer 
woodlands are often planted on former heathlands. On the steep scarp slopes where the 
ancient woodlands survive, such as at King‟s Wood (Houghton Conquest) and Wilstead, they 
form significant landscape features. Although many of the ancient woods were coniferised 
during the 1900s the Forestry Commission is now removing the conifers and returning the 
woods to a deciduous structure. Effective conservation management and improvement of 
visitor facilities are high priorities. 
 
The once extensive heathlands are reduced to small remnants through the planting of 
conifers or agricultural intensification so that even small areas of heathland such as at 
Cooper‟s Hill at Ampthill are of national importance. Important initiatives to restore heathland 
are underway around the RSPB headquarters at Sandy Lodge in conjunction with new land 
acquisition and adjacent quarrying operations at Sandy Heath. The conservation and 
expansion of remaining heathland areas are vital.  
 
The light, well drained sandy soils have proved ideal destinations for informal recreation with 
good conditions underfoot both winter and summer. Sites such as at Aspley Woods, Rowney 
Warren and Ampthill Park (where the largest expanse of acid grassland in the County is) are 
under intense visitor pressure. The expanding populations of Luton/Dunstable, Bedford and 
Milton Keynes are increasing the pressure on many existing sites and there is an urgent 
need to increase and enhance the greenspace provision on the Ridge. The County‟s premier 
long distance walking route, the Greensand Ridge Walk runs along the Greensand Ridge 
and a Greensand Ridge Cycle Route is planned. Horse riding trails are provided at Aspley 
Woods and Maulden Woods but generally connectivity is poor. 
 
The Greensand Ridge is cut by many north/south transport corridors that form barriers to 
east /west green infrastructure linkages. These include the A5; M1; A6; A1 and the Midland 
Main Line and East Coast Main Line railways. It is also bisected by the Ivel Valley. 
  
This area includes the market towns of Woburn, Ampthill and Potton and a range of attractive 
villages. 
 
Greensand Ridge Action List (see also Figure 4.3) 
 
G.1. Aspley Woods – Enhanced visitor management will be required as this site comes 
under increasing pressure from the expansion of adjacent urban area. A high priority will be 
the sustainable management of the heathland remnants that survive in the ride sides and 
glades. The site spans the administrative boundary with Milton Keynes. Improved off road 
links to the urban area might solve some of the car parking problems. 
G.2. Aspley Guise – this area of herb rich and ridge and furrow grassland is proposed for 
conservation and recreation in association with the proposed urban extension of Milton 
Keynes. Routes to the north and south are proposed with safe links across the road and rail 



network. The Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterway Park also passes close by and will 
provide important links into Milton Keynes and towards the Forest of Marston Vale. 
G.3. Greensand Ridge Scarp – Millbrook to King‟s Wood to Wilstead Wood. Along this 
steep northern facing scarp slope the soils are varied and considerable opportunity exists to 
expand and link woods via both new woodland and networks of hedgerows, lowland 
meadows and sensitively managed arable field margins It is extremely sensitive from a 
landscape perspective with distant views to the north from the top of the scarp and it 
provides a dramatic backdrop when viewed from Bedford and Milton Keynes. The majority of 
the scarp slope falls within the area designated as the Forest of Marston Vale, where agreed 
woodland creation objectives reinforce the desire for woodland expansion and linkage along 
this part of the Greensand Ridge. 
G.4. Ampthill Park – Upgrade to facilities including toilets and heritage centre are needed 
as are improvements to management including grassland, veteran tree and woodland and 
scrub/tree control in the designed parkland. Conservation of the remaining features of the 
designed landscape such as Millbrook Clump and areas to the north east of the Park and 
Ampthill Castle (a scheduled ancient monument) are also needed. Restoration of parkland 
features to areas within the Registered Park to the north of the Park are proposed. 
G.5. Cooper‟s Hill – Enhanced visitor management and extensions to the existing 
heathland habitat are urgently required on this small publicly accessible urban fringe SSSI. 
G.6. Maulden Wood – Improved facilities are needed including parking, toilets and 
refreshment facilities. A working woodland centre to achieve sustainable management of 
ancient woodland is also proposed. 
G.7. North of Clophill – Aspirations for habitat extensions and linkages with improved 
management  in an area with a number of very sandy fields with some remnant acid 
grassland vegetation, hedgerows and tracks stretching between Maulden Wood and 
Chicksands Wood. The Greensand Ridge Walk goes through the area. At Clophill Church  
improvements are planned for this Scheduled Ancient Monument and Listed Building in a 
prominent position overlooking the Flit Valley which suffers from misuse and vandalism 
G.8. Rowney Warren – Changes from a conifer plantation towards more heathland and 
broadleaved woodland are proposed at this popular visitor facility. The sandy soils make it a 
popular venue throughout the year. Improved visitor facilities are planned for this site 
especially in relation to the regionally important mountain biking circuit.  
G.9. Sandy Heathland Creation A major heathland creation project around the RSPB 
headquarters at the Lodge with new visitor facilities and off road access links to Sandy and 
Potton. The site includes the scheduled ancient monument at Galley Hill, where there are 
opportunities for conservation and interpretation of this historic environment feature. 

 9a) Sandy Lodge – Major extensions to the RSPB Nature Reserve are underway 
with heathland conservation and restoration and improvements to access facilities and 
routes. 
 9b) Sandy Heath Quarry – heathland habitat creation as sand quarry is restored with 
some public access. 

9c) Sandy – Potton Greenway – multi-user route via disused railway line. Deepdale 
(Carthegena Road) to Potton off road section undefined. 

G.10. The Greensand Ridge Walk There will be a continuing programme of upgrading the 
route, links to adjacent communities, information for users and safe crossings at dangerous 
points such as the A5, A6 and B530. 
G.11. A new flagship cycle route is planned along the Greensand Ridge; this 
predominantly off road route will act as a spine to the northern edge of the District, linking 
north into Bedford Borough and south into communities, areas of high landscape value and 
tourism facilities. 

 

4.4 The Flit Valley  
The River Flit rises in the foothills of the Chiltern Hills to the north of Luton and runs north to 
the Town of Flitwick with the M1 to the west and the Midland Main Line to the east.  At 
Flitwick the river turns east and cuts through the dip slope of the Greensand Ridge passing 
through the parishes of Flitton and Greenfield, Maulden, Clophill and Chicksands before 
joining the Ivel Navigation at Shefford. The flood plain contains nationally important wetlands 



(e.g. Flitwick Moor SSSI) and some fine examples of the national priority habitat – wet 
woodlands. There are Scheduled Ancient Monuments at Cainhoe Castle and Ruxox Moat 
with an extensive area of waterlogged archaeological remains between Flitwick and Flitton. 
The east/west section has the increasingly busy A1/M1 link, the A507, closely following its 
course.  

 
The Flit Valley Action List (see also Figure 4.3) 
 
F.1 Fancott Wood and Meadows. Newly acquired SSSI with enhanced management and 

visitor facilities planned. 
F.2. Flitwick Green Wheel 

2a) Flitwick Western Fringe – wetland and woodland habitat linkages and access 
routes needed linking the Flit Valley via the Flitwick Manor Park to Flitwick Wood and thence 
to Steppingley and the Greensand Ridge using the new routes associated with Center Parcs 
development. 

2b) Flit Valley Country Park – a new Country Park is proposed to overcome the 
identified deficiency around Flitwick, to release the growing pressure on Ampthill Park and 
preventing the coalescence of the towns of Ampthill and Flitwick. It is situated either side of 
the Steppingley Brook with a new footbridge connection proposed across the A507. It will 
also accommodate formal sports provision and a new cemetery. 

2c) Flitwick Moor – buffering and extensions both on the valley sides to the east and 
west to protect the SSSI and along the valley bottom linking upstream towards Flitwick 
Manor Park and downstream to link with Flitton Moor. To the north this included proposals to 
restore grassland to the centre of Ruxox Scheduled Ancient Monument  
F.3. Clophill Lakes – restored Fuller‟s Earth workings with lakes and wet grassland and 
adjacent Cainhoe Castle Scheduled Ancient Monument. Aspirations for footpaths, bridleways 
and interpretation. 
F.4. Sandy Smith Nature Reserve – Includes Upper Alders wet woodland, reedbed, 
marsh, flood plain grassland and adjacent arable fields running up to Chicksands Wood. 
Proposals for wet woodland and deciduous woodland to link Upper Alders to Chicksands 
Wood and acid grassland and heathland creation with creation of green lanes and open 
access woodland. 
 

4.5 The Southern Clay Ridge and Vale 
Lying between the chalk of the Chilterns and the sandy soils of the Greensand Ridge this 
area is dominated by the Gault Clay and the overlying glacial deposits also predominantly 
clay. Harlington; Pulloxhill, Shillington and Meppershall sit on top of Clay Ridge and 
command excellent views south to the Chilterns.  To the east of the Ivel Valley the ridge is 
less pronounced but the settlements of Edworth, Dunton, Eyeworth and Wrestlingworth are 
on the slightly elevated ground. Potton Wood SSSI occupies a ridge top site on the County 
boundary with Cambridgeshire. 

 
The Southern Clay Ridge and Vale Action List (see also Figure 4.3) 
 
C.1. Shallow river /stream valleys running north from the calcareous grasslands and 
woods of the Chilterns and linking this important area to those to the north.  Here habitats 
could be conserved or expanded to complement the streams.  Flower rich lowland meadows 
and hedges with perhaps arable field margins managed as grassland would link together 
along the valley and be enhanced by occasional field ponds, copses and reprofiled 
watercourses. The Bottoms – A narrow lane in the valley floor but within the AONB and 
chalk streams adjacent. It suffers from fly tipping and is proposed as a Quiet Lane or 
preferably a bridleway 
C.2. Harlington to Pulloxhill Ridge – A ridge of land with scattered fragments of rich 
habitat stretching from grasslands and wetlands around Toddington in South Bedfordshire to 
Silsoe.  Sandy soils outcrop in places.  The topography and complexity of soils offer 
opportunities to rebuild a network of species rich hedgerows and grasslands including arable 
field margins to support strong populations of farmland species and to buffer and link those 



important existing fragments. The steep south facing scarp is an important landscape feature 
with on the slope and off-road cycleway proposals linking to upper school and station.  
C.3. Rolling Arable farmland - East of Biggleswade and into Cambridgeshire, an 
important area for species of open arable farmland. This area forms a western extension of 
an area of farmland stretching northeast through Cambridgeshire which is of national 
significance for farmland bird populations.  Emphasis here should be on the networks of 
habitats within an arable farmland landscape which can support strong populations of open 
farmland species. 
C.4. Potton Wood – a substantial block of ancient woodland with public access and a 
prominent feature in the landscape. Part of a network of similar woods in South Cambs 
where there is an initiative for co-operative management and habitat linkages 

 

4.6  The Chilterns 
The extreme northern edge of the Chiltern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty extends 
into Mid Bedfordshire and includes nationally important chalk grasslands at Pegsdon, 
Deacon Hill, Knockinghoe and the Sundon Hills with Sharpenhoe Clappers and Barton Hills 
National Nature Reserve NNR] immediately adjacent in South Bedfordshire.   

 
The Chilterns Action List (see also Figure 4.3) 
 
Ch.1. Chalk Arc – A major proposal to link the chalk grasslands that encircle the Luton, 
Dunstable, Houghton Regis conurbation to form a sub-regional recreational facility of over 
500 hectares that will also ensure the co-ordinated conservation of the nationally important 
biodiversity and historical features that the area contains. A comprehensive and coordinated 
approach is required across the whole area. During the period 2008-2011 the Chalk Arc 
Initiative Steering Group aims to oversee the delivery of 60ha of strategic accessible 
greenspace, alongside local greenpaces and strategic access improvements.  Elements of 
relevance to Mid Beds include: 

1a. Sundon Hills – Buffering the existing SSSI with chalk grassland re-creation is 
proposed on the shallow chalk soils to the north. There are a number of chalk springs with 
potential for wetland creation and access links to the restored Sundon Landfill and the 
Access Areas at Sundon Quarry. 

1b. Icknield Way Trail – develop improved links to this regional route from existing 
communities. The route is also nationally important as an historic routeway; this interest 
should be conserved, and information provided to users about the history of the route. 

1c. Pegsdon Hills to Knockinghoe – Chalk grassland restoration linking these two 
nationally important sites and westward towards Barton Hills NNR. Important and well 
preserved archaeological remains are a feature of the site which provides heritage interest.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





5. Implementation 
 
5.1. Introduction 
Although green infrastructure is a new term the component parts are not new. There are a 
range of organisations and mechanisms already in place that manage, maintain, enhance 
and deliver new GI components. The new aspect of Green Infrastructure is the co-ordinated 
and integrated approach taken in the planning and delivery of green infrastructure in a 
specified area. In Bedfordshire the Green Infrastructure Consortium (GIC) has been 
established to oversee this process. The GIC have developed methodologies for GI planning 
at the different levels and coordinated the prioritisation of GI Projects for specific funding 
opportunities. They will have an important role in ensuring that GI Plans are monitored and 
reviewed at regular intervals.   
 
This chapter looks at the issue of project prioritisation, reviews some of the major influences 
on GI implementation, proposes potential mechanisms for prioritising projects and makes a 
series of recommendations on delivery of the GI network. 
 
 
5.2 Project Prioritisation 
Implementation will depend upon a range of factors, including available funding, 
organisational capacity, feasibility and deliverability.  As each sub-area contains a number of 
projects it will be necessary to prioritise projects according to how well they deliver the GI 
network for Mid Beds, but also according to other criteria (for example those of an external 
funding organisation). 
 
These factors will vary through time and circumstance – it is not therefore the aim of this 
chapter to produce a prioritised list of the projects identified within the previous chapter.  
Such a list would become rapidly out of date, and in any case it would be very difficult to rank 
projects that are at different scales and have a different focus.  It is desirable to bring forward 
a range of projects in terms of geographical location, types and scale, in accordance with 
identified needs (for example housing and population growth), existing and projected deficits.   
 
The preferred approach is to create a set of criteria/questions that, when applied to a specific 
project, provide an indication of how well it would deliver against the objectives of this Plan.  
Additional questions can then be added when considering schemes against a specific 
funding scheme, or to adapt to changing circumstances. 
 
The provisional criteria are set out in Appendix 5. 
 
 
5.3 Delivering through the Planning system 
The impetus for this plan came through Policy ENV1 of the East of England Plan which 
highlights the requirement for GI to deliver sustainable growth in the region.  The area within 
which Mid Bedfordshire is located will be accommodating significant development and the 
implementation of a GI network has therefore been given a high priority by Mid Bedfordshire 
District Council. The planning system will have a vital role to play in the delivery of the GI 
network by protecting existing green infrastructure assets through effective spatial planning 
that will prevent the direct destruction or adverse impact on sensitive parts of the network. It 
also provides guidance on the most effective and efficient areas for the new parts of the 
network that are needed to provide for new populations and to make good any existing 
deficiencies. Further investment from public and private sector will be crucial to help address 
current and future needs for GI provision; however, it is equally important that new 
development make commensurate contributions towards new and improved local 
infrastructure where that development will add to infrastructure needs and requirements 
locally. Cumulatively, even smaller developments create significant additional demands for 
new infrastructure.  
 



The Mid Bedfordshire Planning Obligations Strategy (POS), a new Supplementary 
Planning Document (SPD), provides an improved approach to negotiating and securing 
planning obligations associated with new development in Mid Bedfordshire.  It is intended to 
provide users of the planning service in Mid Bedfordshire with greater transparency and 
certainty of what planning obligations will be sought in conjunction with planning applications 
for development.  The SPD has been prepared in accordance with government advice upon 
preparing Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) and securing Planning Obligations 
including Circular 05/2005, Planning Obligations Practice Guidance (July 2006) and the Audit 
Commission‟s Section 106 Toolkit.  The priority work needed to deliver a multi-functional 
Green Infrastructure Network across Mid Bedfordshire has been costed to enable a Standard 
Charge to be applied to all new dwellings.  Contributions for GI projects were included in the 
calculations, which means that a specific sum will be allocated towards them.  Although this 
process was carried out in advance of the production of this Plan, and it looked at „model‟ GI 
project costs rather than specifics, the fact that the Theme Leaders were heavily involved 
means that there is strong compatibility with the project lists within this Plan.  Therefore it is 
logical to assume that the Planning Obligations Strategy will provide significant resources for 
capital investment in the Mid Beds GI network over the coming years.   
 
The POS works on the basis that it is addressing the wider impact of development, and 
therefore the scale of projects towards which it will contribute should reflect this.  It identifies 
the need to deliver the provision of two new country park sites and the upgrading of one 
„neighbourhood‟ level site to a strategic level via enhancements to facilities (note that in this 
context „neighbourhood‟ level equates to the „middle‟ level mentioned elsewhere in this Plan).  
It also recognises the need to enhance provision and add capacity at five existing strategic 
country parks.   
 
Developers will also be required to separately contribute district wide towards the continued 
creation of the Forest of Marston Vale. The GI standard charge has been calculated to strip 
out proportionate woodland creation costs in the Forest of Marston Vale to avoid double 
counting. The GI charge includes costs for land acquisition and development of multi user 
green access corridor related to the Bedford - Milton Keynes Waterway Park, costs for 
creating 242km of strategic access routes, and historic environment, biodiversity and 
landscape costs.  
 
In addition to the GI standard charge developers will also be required to make contributions 
for rights of way and cycleways. 
 
Standards have been proposed through the PPG17 Study which will help address open 
space deficiencies below the strategic level in the hierarchy.  Therefore the delivery of some 
smaller scale GI projects could be linked to these standards at the local level. 
 
The POS was introduced on 1st May 2008, it is therefore likely to be some months before 
such funding begins to filter through. 
 
For some elements of green infrastructure it may be appropriate to seek contributions from 
commercial development. These would be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Recommendation: MBDC should set up an Advisory Group, with input from the Green 
Infrastructure Consortium, to confirm selection criteria and advise on priority projects for 
funding under the POS, ensuring that potential recipients of funding are not in a position 
where they can influence decisions.   
 
 
 
 
 
5.4 Agriculture and Forestry 



 
With the majority of land still in agricultural production this can have a significant influence on 
many of the aspects of Green Infrastructure. The agricultural policy following the Second 
World War led to the destruction of many landscape, historic and wildlife features of our 
countryside on a scale never previously seen. However in recent years the advent of agri-
environment schemes has meant that there are a range of incentives available for farmers 
and landowners to carry out beneficial environmental activities. These have ranged from 
improved management of historic earthworks, replacing hedgerows or creating permissive 
footpaths and horse riding routes. The limitation of such schemes is that they are time limited 
and with the rise in world prices of grain the pressure is back to grow more arable crops and 
the benefits accrued are in danger of being lost. This GI Plan will be used to help ensure that 
environmental support and incentives for agricultural land are targeted most effectively for 
maximum environmental and recreational benefit. 
 
Land managed for environmental benefit is an important component of green infrastructure, 
benefiting the biodiversity, landscape and heritage of the area. Land management schemes 
may also enable permissive public access. This includes land used for commercial food 
production, and also community scale food production. 
 
Forestry has also had a significant impact on the Mid Bedfordshire, particularly on the 
Greensand Ridge with the Estates and later the Forestry Commission planting large areas of 
conifers on the light sandy soils that were previously heathland. Forestry operations in the 
recent past have depended substantially on the incentives available through grant schemes 
and tax breaks and the management of existing broad leaved woodlands has been at a low 
level. This situation has been exacerbated by the costs of overcoming the problems of 
muntjac deer browsing young trees and re-growth. Rising commodity prices and fuel costs is 
leading to a new optimism regarding the economics of woodland management which could 
lead to improved management of existing woodlands and new woodland plantings. 
 
Recommendation: Ensure that the GI Plan is used as a mechanism for targeting agri-
environment schemes to the areas where they can be most effective in delivering GI 
(alongside other theme specific strategies). 
 
 
5.5 Local Communities 
Town and Parish Councils and local community groups can play a significant role in 
delivering GI. Parish level GI Plans have already been undertaken in Harlington, Aspley 
Guise and Flitton and Greenfield. Mid Bedfordshire District Council are now making funding 
available to deliver a further twenty plans over the next two years. Mechanisms for 
incorporating proposals from Parish level within District and Strategic level plans are being 
discussed by the GI Consortium. Experience to date has demonstrated how important it is 
that resources are available to implement projects that come forward as a result of the parish 
GI planning process. 
Recommendation: Secure additional funding to facilitate the implementation of community 
GI projects identified through the Parish GI process 
 
5.6 Partner Organisations 
As has already been stated there are many organisations that deliver aspects of GI – some 
such as Sustrans can be involved in just one theme, others such as the County Council 
cover the whole range of activities. Bedfordshire has a good track record of partnership 
working where a range of organisations have come together to achieve a multi-functional set 
of aims and objectives – the Bedfordshire Otters and Rivers Project and even the GI 
Consortium itself  being good examples. The effectiveness of this approach has been well 
demonstrated and it is recommended that this technique of integrated and coordinated 
action, with each partner adding value to the project, is further developed to implement this 
Plan. 



Recommendation: Promote effective partnership working to deliver priority GI Projects 
identified in this Plan 
 
5.7 Funding 
The Planning Obligations Strategy is obviously going to be an important force for delivering 
GI in Mid Beds particularly with the levels of growth proposed for the area and areas 
immediately adjacent to the District. Many of the partner organisations have an excellent 
track record in securing resources for their aspects of GI. However many of the sources of 
grant aid are for capital expenditure. Revenue funding is increasingly difficult to secure, and 
this situation means that funding available for maintenance is rarely adequate to deliver the 
levels of quality required. This situation has been in existence for some time and applies to 
many aspects of the existing GI components. It is therefore particularly serious when this 
plan is proposing a significant increase to provide a fully functional network. Ensuring that 
existing green infrastructure assets and proposals for creating new assets are supported by 
a sustainable approach to securing long term funding is important. 
Recommendation: Ensure that the importance of maintenance funding to the sustainability 
of the GI Network is widely understood.  
  
5.8 Monitoring and Review  
It is acknowledged that for many of the themes the information base could be improved. In 
some cases gathering better information is underway and this in itself will lead to the need to 
keep the plan under review. Parish level GI planning will also improve the knowledge base 
and identify further community aspirations, which it will be important to feed into any review 
process.  It will also be important to monitor against project delivery and update the network 
as new component parts of the network are installed or as circumstances change. This will 
be particularly important as the implications of climate change are better understood and 
mitigation plans developed. 
 
In April 2009 a new Central Bedfordshire Unitary authority will come into existence, taking on 
the roles and responsibilities of Bedfordshire County Council, Mid and South Bedfordshire 
District Councils across the former administrative areas of Mid and South Bedfordshire.  A 
South Bedfordshire and Luton GI Plan will be produced in the autumn of 2008.  The structure 
of this Plan has been used to help write the brief for the Luton and South Bedfordshire GI 
Plan, and it will be important for that plan to be written with potential future synergies in mind. 
 
In terms of reviewing this Plan, there are some important milestones to take into account: 
 

 Completion of Parish GI Plans for twenty towns and villages across the district, 
including all main towns and service centres (March 2010) 

 Formation of the new Central Bedfordshire Unitary authority; 

 Decision on the Marston Vale „Eco Town‟ proposal (late 2008/early 2009) and any 
further GI planning linked to it. 

 
A three-year review period (i.e. autumn 2011) would allow all of the above to be taken into 
account, and would also provide the opportunity to feed into the first review of the 
Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan (proposed for five years from 
publication, i.e. 2012). 
 
Recommendations:  
 

 That a group is established, with input from the Green Infrastructure Consortium, to 
advise on monitoring delivery and annual revisions to the Plan.  This Group could 
provide input to the District Council on the priority projects for funding from the 
Planning Obligations Strategy as suggested above in 5.3; 

 That the new Central Bedfordshire authority considers the potential for the 
amalgamation of the Mid Beds GI Network with any Luton and South Bedfordshire GI 
Network.  The three authorities charged with creating the Central Bedfordshire 



Unitary should also ensure that any generic actions they instigate or undertake prior 
to the formation of the new authority are applicable across the whole of Central 
Bedfordshire; 

 That this Plan be reviewed three years after publication. 

 

 
 
 
 



6. Landscape  
 
6.1 Introduction  
Mid – Bedfordshire has a rich and varied rural landscape which is highly regarded for its 
scenic quality, recreational opportunities, historic parkland and the many views afforded by 
the elevated landform. Within the District there are landscapes of national and regional 
importance. The chalk escarpment is within the Chiltern‟s “Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty”. The Greensand Ridge is a landscape unique to Bedfordshire and considered of 
regional significance. Elsewhere, within a context of clay vales are several distinctive, but 
smaller-scale landscapes eg the Ivel and Flit valleys.  The Marston Vale has long been a 
focus of landscape renewal, having been greatly altered by clay extraction, landfill and more 
recently by housing and commercial development. It is a Growth Area and home to the 
Forest of Marston Vale, which aims to increase woodland cover to 30% by 2031, bringing 
significant change to the Vale landscape.  
 
6.2 Landscape Character  
The accepted approach to evaluating landscape is through landscape character assessment. 
This is an objective approach to description based on the premise that all landscapes are 
valuable but will have different characteristics and condition. Characteristic features are 
described in an integrated approach taking into consideration the cultural heritage, 
biodiversity and relationship to settlements.  Only from an understanding of the landscape 
can new development be designed to ensure that it does not detract from what is valued or 
characteristic. New planting – or landscaping of sites to provide GI - also needs to be 
sympathetic to local character. 
A District level Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) was completed in 20071. This 
identified 21 landscape character areas (lcas) within the framework of the 8 generic 
landscape types described in the County Landscape Assessment. 2 
These are illustrated by Figure 6.1. 
A major issue arising from the LCA is the judgement that all but one of the lcas are 
considered to be in a declined or declining state, even landscapes which appear robust, such 
as on the Greensand Ridge. Decline is a result of many factors but there are also good 
examples of investment in landscape management which has strengthened landscape 
character e.g. the regeneration of heathland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 

1. 
1
 Mid Bedfordshire Landscape Character Assessment; Land Use Consultants , 2007  

 

2. 
2
 County Landscape Assessment ; Land Use Consultants , Draft , 2003  

 





6.3 Landscape Opportunities Methodology 
A more detailed approach than utilised at the Strategic Level has been used for this District 
level plan. The complexity of the MBDC landscape is reflected through analysis of the 
landscape character areas rather than continuing with the broader approach of categorising 
the landscapes using the management prescriptions. Landscape quality will vary within each 
character area and so a range of management treatments are required, e.g. at the Strategic 
level the Ivel Valley was designated as requiring renewal but at the District level the great 
variation of sites within the corridor can be considered which include high quality riverside 
features through to degraded industrial landscapes. There is the need for conservation of 
existing features, enhanced management of features in decline and reinstatement to create 
connections and screening.  
However, certain landscapes will be the most important for GI investment – these will 
typically be areas: 
 

 valued by users  

 of high scenic quality  

 where improvements create connectivity  

 where there is public access  

 sites rich in biodiversity and/or cultural heritage  

 areas of relative tranquillity  
 

Tranquillity is an increasingly important factor affecting the enjoyment of landscape. The 
CPRE Tranquillity map (Figure 6.2) for Bedfordshire has been a useful reference 3 and this 
aspect is also discussed in the LCA. With increasing urban pressures, peaceful landscapes 
and those free from visual intrusion are a rare commodity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 – CPRE Tranquillity Map for Bedfordshire 

                                                 
3. 3

 CPRE : Tranquillity Map for Bedfordshire  
 



 
 
 
 
 
Community input is a vital part of the LCA process. Two workshops were held during the 
consultation on the emerging LCA and at these and the GI workshops a strong consensus 



emerged about what is valued by the community and where conservation, improvements or 
gains are needed. The list of landmarks, views and important sites produced at the 
workshops is included at Appendix 6a. 
 
Landscape Character Areas (lcas) were used as the logical subdivision within which 
opportunities could be assessed. For reference a table outlining the landscape strategy for 
each landscape character area is given in Appendix 6b. The analysis of the landscape 
character areas and the workshop results have been used to define the Opportunity Areas 
[and to develop a list of priority landscape projects.] 
 
The quality and scale of the Mid Bedfordshire landscape led to an extensive area being 
identified as having distinctive character and intrinsic value for GI, e.g. where there is an 
attractive farmed landscape, visually significant woodlands, parklands or other characteristic 
features which create a strong sense of place. The landscape resource has to be considered 
on a large scale as it describes views and panoramas as well as sites.  This land has been 
mapped as the “Wider Area of Search “. Projects within this area would help to maintain the 
quality of views from the ridges and strengthen landscape character and connectivity.  
Within this, core areas containing the most significant features and defining landform, which 
encompass outstanding views and favoured landmarks, were identified. It is these Priority 
Opportunity Areas which have been taken through to the integration map.  
 
The results are described under the LCA headings and grouped into the following search 
areas:-  

 Marston Vale  

 Flit Valley  

 Greensand Ridge  

 Chiltern Hills  

 Ivel Valley  

 East Beds agricultural landscapes  

 Southern Clay Hills  
 
A number of themed landscape opportunities are also described: 

 Enhancement of the Rural –Urban Fringe  

 Road corridor enhancement  

 Rail corridors  

 GI within the agricultural landscape  
 

From this analysis those areas where the most advantage can be gained from GI investment 
in conservation, enhancement or renewal have been mapped as the Landscape Opportunity 
Areas (Figure 6.3). These areas have then been carried forward to the integration process.  
 
6.4 Landscape Opportunity by Landscape Character Area. 
 
6.4.1 Landscape Type 4 - The Clay Valleys  
 
The Ivel and Ouse Valley 
The Ivel Valley is a priority for landscape enhancement.  It combines the potential to provide 
a rich resource for the urban communities of Arlesey-Stotfold, Biggleswade and Sandy whilst 
reinstating traditional features to add structure to the landscape and conserve the 
distinctiveness of places such as Holme Mill or the Ivel Navigation. 
The opportunity area runs south from the District boundary following the course of the river, 
but expands to strengthen linkages with the urban areas and to encompass areas of former 
mineral excavation.  
 
i) Great Ouse Clay Valley  (4A) 



The River Ivel joins the Ouse at Tempsford – the broad valley is partially enclosed with 
woodland belts and hedgerows and the parkland at Tempsford is a major feature.  The area 
is under pressure from urban expansion at Sandy, mineral working and the impact from the 
A1. 

Green infrastructure needs to protect the rural quality: 

 Restoring riverside pasture 

 Renewing pollard management of riverside trees 

 Conserving parkland features 

 Mitigating the A1 to enhance tranquillity 

 Ensuring new facilities are well screened 
 
ii) The Lower Ivel  (4B) 
A more open valley, with significant urban fringe influence within a countryside with varied 
landuse much changed by mineral working.  Sandy and Biggleswade have both expanded 
and will have further growth, creating an intrusive urban edge.  The A1 disrupts the valley but 
close to the Ivel the pastoral landscape retains peaceful pastoral qualities.  

Green infrastructure can help renew the river valley landscape and must create a 
resource in scale with the urban area through: 

 Restoration of flood plain pasture e.g. from arable land 

 Mitigation of the intrusive urban edge e.g. with tree belts 

 Landscaping of the A1 to benefit tranquillity 

 Renewal of hedgerows and riverside trees 

 Enhancing access, especially to create links to the river 
 
iii)  The Upper Ivel (4C) 
Characterised by medium to large fields separating substantial villages.  The river landscape 
is often „hidden‟ within a more enclosed pastoral landscape.  Development associated with 
the A507 has increased urban intrusion. 

GI would aid the renewal of the landscape: 

 Planting and management to give emphasis to the River Ivel e.g. through new 
riverside trees, reinstating pasture 

 Pollarding of willows 

 Planting of woodland belts to aid screening of urban edge and create an 
amenity for residents 

 Replanting hedgerows to strengthen the pattern of the agricultural landscape 
and enhance rural roads. 

 

Clay Valley Priority Landscape Projects 
 Development of the Ivel Valley Park- strengthening landscape character 
 A community woodland to enhance the setting of Sandy 
 A1 –screening to enhance adjacent GI and mitigate intrusion.  
 Conservation and access project at Tempsford to include the Park 
 

 
 

6.4.2 Landscape Type 5  The Clay Vales  
 

i) The Marston Vale 
This area is subject to the greatest development pressure, within the Vale itself but also from 
the eastward growth of Milton Keynes. The Marston Vale is designated at a central 
government level as a „Community Forest‟, where establishing 30% woodland cover will lead 
to significant changes to the post industrial landscape. The Forest of Marston Vale has 
enabled extensive woodland creation in the Cranfield-Marston area, but further large-scale 
woodlands are required to further the aim of establishing 30% woodland cover.  GI can be 



used to maintain the separate identities of villages in the Vale. As a national initiative, and in 
view of the growth agenda, the whole of the Forest of Marston Vale must be considered a 
key area for GI. However, in landscape terms it is also possible to prioritise opportunities in 
the Wixams area and around Wootton where GI can provide essential linkages to both 
Bedford and the Greensand Ridge. Enhancement on the clay ridge and enhancement of the 
agricultural landscape would strengthen character and enhance recreational use. The 
restoration of landfill sites, particularly Brogborough, will provide green buffers in scale with 
the proposed development in the Vale development. 

 
ii)  Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland (1A) 
Much of the landscape is in poor condition, with a lack of hedgerows.  The higher ground is 
visually sensitive – modern development is intrusive despite the presence of small spinneys 
and larger ancient woodlands. 

GI could help restore traditional features, enhance access routes, with an emphasis 
on enhancing the ridge: 

 Woodland planting and management is a key objective 

 Reinstate hedgerows and hedgerow trees 

 Create new ponds and associated habitat. 
 
iii) Salford – Aspley Clay Vale (5C) 
A complex area, although predominantly arable land and heavily influenced by the M1 and 
associated development, the area has a distinct sense of lace within the village of Salford 
and the valley of Salford brook.  However, the visual impact of industrial development, the 
M1 widening and other highway schemes, together with the proposal for a new settlement 
near Aspley Guise, makes this area a priority for comprehensive GI landscape treatment.  
Landscaping is required to protect and conserve existing character by: 

 Sympathetic enhancement of the Salford brook valley 

 Extending woodland planting on the Cranfield ridge 

 Securing additional mitigation to aid integration of highways and intrusive 
development 

 Replanting hedgerows and improving management of existing 

 Conserving and extending the pastoral landscape 

 Enhance connections, particularly access, to the Greensand Ridge 
 
iv) North Marston Vale (5D) 
The heart of the Vale and arable landscape with the legacy of the brick industry becoming 
less dominant as former pits are either restored through landfill or as screened, recreational 
lakes.  Modern development and highway schemes cause significant visual intrusion, out of 
scale with village settlement. 

GI is essential within the Growth Area: 

 To further the FMV Plan, particularly to achieve extensive woodland planting, 
preferably in advance of development 

 Enhance access, strengthen the pattern of the remaining agricultural 
landscape through hedgerow and tree planting 

 Achieve further mitigation of the highway network to benefit tranquillity and 
reduce visual intrusion 

 Support enhanced landscaping of brickpit lakes 
 
v) East Marston Vale (5E) 
This character area is mainly in North Bedfordshire, but the land at Moggerhanger and 
Blunham is of consequence as an area of transition between the Greensand parkland 
landscape of Moggerhanger House and the riverside landscapes of Great Barford – which 
link to the proposed Bedford River Valley Park. 
 

Clay Vale Priority landscape projects : 
 



 Ancient woodland – management and connections within the Vale and on the 
Cranfield ridge 

 Creating community woodlands to aid separation of and provide a resource for 
established proposed settlements, and to contribute to the overall target of 30% 
woodland cover in the Forest of Marston Vale area 

 Conservation and enhancement of the pastoral and waterside landscapes 

 
 
6.4.3 Landscape Type 6 – The Wooded Greensand Ridge  
 
The Greensand Ridge is unique to Bedfordshire and is considered of regional importance.  
The Integrated Regional Landscape Study (ref 4) and Natural England– Target Statement for 
Environmental Stewardship (ref 5). It is distinctive in being the most wooded part of 
Bedfordshire and for the extent of historic parkland. The whole of The Ridge is an important 
area for landscape conservation. In terms of GI opportunities, land linking the woodlands is 
considered of great significance together with sites where there is the potential for heathland 
creation or restoration. There is a need for a co-ordinated project to enhance the 
conservation of parklands: GI planning can contribute to this. 

 
i) Woburn Greensand Ridge (6A) 
 
The prominent landform, with its strongly wooded skylines and the distinctiveness of the 
Woburn Estate landscape makes this an important area for recreation.  It is tranquil and this 
quality needs to be protected through effective landscaping of highways and the 
strengthening of hedgerows to maintain enclosure on minor roads. 
 
 GI can ensure 

 New development, including leisure facilities, is integrated into the wooded 
context e.g. through tree planting or use of hedges – holly is characteristic in 
some settlements. 

 Heathland created to provide contrasting open space and wildlife     benefits. 
 
GI needs to respect the contrast between the ridge and the vale landscapes e.g. tree 
planting on the clay vale could screen the dramatic change in landform.  Views to the 
churches also need to be maintained. 
 
ii) Mid Greensand Ridge (6B) 
 
The large-scale distinctive ridge which defines central Bedfordshire; the ridge provides far 
reaching views.  Landuse is an attractive mosaic of ancient woods and plantations, farmland, 
including pasture.  Historic parklands area a major feature and related elements such as tree 
clumps often survive in the wider landscape.  The reciprocal views from the northwest slope, 
particularly from the Greensand Ridge Walk, are of the highest significance. 

GI can support the 

 Management and renewal of features to conserve Parkland landscapes 

 Conservation and restoration of hedgerows and other features that create the 
distinctive pattern in the farmed landscape 

 Creation of open heathland areas to contrast with the wooded spaces 
GI needs to respect the often irregular field patterns in this lca and ensure that the views of 
the ridge and vale landform and its features are maintained e.g. views to churches.  Felling 
coups e.g. to convert coniferous plantations to heath or deciduous woodland need to be 
visually sensitive i.e. not create skyline or roadside gaps 
 
iii) Everton Heath (6C) 
A distinctive, largely unsettled area with a mosaic of arable farmland, plantations, woodlands 
and some heathland.  Historic parklands are a strong influence.  This landscape is 



considered highly sensitive to change.  The rural nature of the ridge is crucial – there are 
attractive views to and from Warden Hill. 

GI can support the: 

 Conservation of ancient woodland, historic parkland features and 
management of pastures 

 Creation of heathland habitats 

 Restoration of hedgerow boundaries, especially where this enhances rural 
roads or paths 

 Establish landscaping to enhance and integrate the new development around 
Potton 

 

Greensand Ridge Priority Landscape projects 
 

 Ampthill Park – enhanced management of existing site together with expansion on 
land to the north-east 

 Celebration of the Parklands – restoration of parkland features (landscape and 
historic environment) and the development of links between these historic sites; 
management of the wider estate landscape 

 Heathland creation to create contrast to woods and enhance biodiversity 

 
6.4.4 Landscape Type 7  The Greensand Valley  
i) Flit Greensand Valley (7A) 
 
Unique area within Bedfordshire, a narrow valley with distinctive fen and wet woodland 
vegetation and retaining some pasture.  It is bordered by the expanding urban area of 
Ampthill/Flitwick and Shefford but maintains a tranquil and rural character, which is enhanced 
by the strong visual relationship with the Maulden section of the Greensand Ridge.  The area 
is vulnerable to urbanising influence e.g. through loss of open spaces within villages and the 
impact of businesses such as Garden Centres or leisure facilities, with their signage, lighting 
etc. 

GI is essential for the provision of accessible land for community use and to create 
links between the villages.  This must be done in a way to reinforce the key 
characteristics of the valley: 

 Restoration and management of fen and pastoral habitats 

 Managing existing and strengthening roadside landscapes, particularly the 
A507, which dominates but provides good views of the valley 

 Appropriate small scale tree planting, especially to integrate the urban edge 

 Secure landscape and habitat improvements on leisure sites and through 
mineral restoration to strengthen the identity of the valley 

 

Flit Valley Priority Landscape Projects  
   
 Landscape renewal in the Flit Valley : securing /recreating pastoral landscape for 

public access 
 Enhancement of Flitwick urban fringe, to include new parkland. 

 
6.4.5 Landscape Types 1 Clay Farmland, 5 Clay Vale and Type 10 Rolling Chalk 
Farmland  

 
East Bedfordshire agricultural landscapes 
These areas are characterised by the large-scale fields, dispersed blocks of woods and 
smaller settlements – the area generally has an open, undeveloped quality, extending on to 
the Cambridgeshire countryside.  There are strong visual links to the Greensand Ridge and 
Ivel Valley. The urban influence will increase, particularly with the growth of Biggleswade. 
 
i) Cockayne Hatley Clay Farmland  (1D )  



A rural landscape with large blocks of woodland within an intensively farmed landscape.  The 
character is judged to be highly sensitive to change in places e.g. open-ness of the field 
system is vulnerable to change through development or loss of features. 
Green Infrastructure needs to conserve and enhance: 

 Hedgerow management, replacement of lost sections 

 Woodland management 

 Create greenspace with respect to the historic landuse e.g. through recreation 
of orchards as a village amenity 

 
 
ii) Biggin Wood Clay Vale (5F) 
A rural and remote landscape, with arable landuse and Tempsford airfield key features.  
Small woodlands and copses enclose views.  Streams and ditches are important features.   

 Green Infrastructure required to enhance the traditional features and reinforce the 
patchwork pattern of the landscape: 

 Hedgerow planting, particularly to link woodlands 

 Restoration of the floodplain landscape – i.e. creation of meadows, woodland and 
habitat associated with the ditches and streams 

 Conserve historic features such as the Roman Road and ancient field boundaries at 
foot of Greensand Ridge 

 
iii) Dunton Clay Vale (5G) 
An undulating vale with an intensive arable landscape, with limited woodland cover but some 
parkland.  Settlements are small and varied e.g. Sutton has a strong pastoral quality 
contrasting with the open setting of Dunton and Wrestlingworth. 
 Green Infrastructure to enhance the access provision and benefit biodiversity whilst 

renewing the landscape required: 

 Enhance verges, hedges and hedgerow trees, particularly alongside roads 
and rights of way 

 Extend and connect woodlands – particularly to mitigate edge of Biggleswade 

 Restore pasture by streams 

 Conserve historic landuse e.g. at Potton and relic parkland landscapes 
 
iv) Fairfield Chalk Farmland (10D) 
This is a rolling landform with large fields semi-enclosed by woodland belts and hedgerows.  
The area is under pressure from growth at Stotfold/Arlesey and nearby Letchworth. 
 Green Infrastructure required to increase provision of large-scale recreational 

features: 

 Maximise potential of the land adjacent to the Fairfield development 

 Establish new woodlands and strengthen hedgerows 

 Recreate chalk grasslands to enhance biodiversity e.g. to expand habitats at 
Blue Lagoon. 

 

East Bedfordshire Agricultural Landscape Priorities: 
 
 Strengthening farmland character in north – hedges, treebelts and restoration of 

orchards  
 Enhancing unique claypits and their landscape context e.g. at Blue Lagoon, Green 

Lagoon  
 Community woodland for Arlesey 
 Mitigation of urban intrusion 
 Restoration of landfill site to habitats and viewpoint (scope dependent on agreed 

restoration proposals) 

  
6.4.6 Landscape Type 5 and 8 Clay hills and Clay Vales  
 



Southern Clay Vale and Villages 
The sequence of clay hills, with their villages and prominent landmarks such as churches, 
water towers and wooded skylines form a detailed contrast with the more open arable 
landscape of the Barton le Clay Vale.  
This is a medium scale landscape which still retains a fairly strong pattern of hedgerow 
enclosure, although many hedgerow trees, particularly elms, have been lost.  
Green Infrastructure can help to 

 Reinforce the wooded context for villages and help keep separate identities.  

 Reinstate lost hedgerows  

 Enhance ditches and streams e.g. reinforcing pattern through tree planting. . 
 

Priority Landscape Projects:  
 
 Harlington –Pulloxhill – Shillington – reinstatement of hedges and hedgerow features to 

enhance view from Chilterns landscape. 
 Screening and habitat creation in urban fringes of Henlow Camp, to create amenity 

pocket park. 

 
6.4.7 Landscape Types 9 and 10 – Chalk Escarpment and Rolling Chalk Farmland  
 
The Chiltern Hills  
The Chiltern escarpment encloses the District. The landform is distinctive but character is 
threatened by farming change and the introduction of inappropriate building materials.  
The Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is a national designation which affords protection of 
the landscape through planning policy and also promotes the sensitive management of the 
characteristic features. Only a small area lies within MBDC but this includes sections of the 
prominent Sundon Hills escarpment and the chalk hills at Pegsdon. The interrelationship with 
the adjacent clay vales, particularly the views to and from the escarpment, is extremely 
important; the landscapes of the AONB will be under increasing threat following development 
of the Luton north growth area.  
 
i) The Clappers Chalk Escarpment (9C)  
A sinuous chalk scarp with a dramatic convoluted form; wooded areas contrast with recently 
restored chalk grassland. Panoramic views over the clay vale. Escarpment important for 
recreation. Currently tranquil but the route of the Luton northern bypass is proposed on land 
immediately to the south. GI enhancement to benefit biodiversity will also strengthen 
landscape character. Scrub clearance and grassland management critical for maintaining the 
contrast of landform. Need to ensure materials used appropriate and enhance 
distinctiveness.  

 

Chiltern Hills Priority Landscape Projects:  
   
 Tree planting to accentuate landform  
 Hedgerow reinstatement 
 Enhancement of access routes – green and quiet lanes  

 
6.5 Themed Enhancement Projects  
Enhancement of the wider agricultural landscape, the rural urban fringe and road and rail 
corridors were promoted in the Strategic GI Plan. National landscape strategy promotes 
quality within the urban fringe4  and this landscape is critical in terms of the desired linkage 
between town and country.  

 
6.5.1. Enhancement of the Rural –Urban Fringe  

                                                 
4
 The Countryside in and Around Towns; Countryside Agency / Groundwork ,2005 

 



The quality of the urban fringe landscape is a major determinant of how well it is used for 
recreation. Landscaping to mitigate urban influence e.g. through screening intrusive features, 
planting up the urban edge and alleviating noise pollution would all benefit and encourage 
use of green infrastructure. High quality paths, signs, seating are all important. Mid 
Bedfordshire is characterised by its many market towns, but some e.g. Sandy, Biggleswade, 
Stotfold and Flitwick have lost character as a result of the scale of extension. These towns 
were identified as strategic priorities for enhancement at the County scale. At the district 
scale, the market towns of Potton, Shefford and Arlesey are also considered important. 
Larger villages within the strategic corridors should also receive green infrastructure to aid 
improve amenity and enhance habitats and rights of way.  

 Ampthill, Flitwick – screening and links to countryside, especially to east and north of 
Flitwick and to extend Ampthill Park.    

 Sandy, Potton - landscaping to create links to wider countryside and integration of 
new development, especially to north east of Sandy. 

 Biggleswade and Langford – to develop the Ivel Valley Park and to integrate eastern 
and southern edge of Biggleswade. 

 Arlesey, Stotfold, Shefford, Henlow Camp – major planting to reduce impact of urban 
extension into countryside. 

 Cranfield and the Marston Vale villages –to safeguard local identity within the growth 
area. 
 

6.5.2 Road corridor enhancement  
Landscape improvement to road corridors is a rapid means of upgrading the environment, 
which benefits the whole community; for many people the view from the car is the main link 
to the countryside.  

 The roadside landscape is crucial in terms of promoting local identity and 
distinctiveness.  

 Additional planting will enhance tranquillity: the CPRE tranquillity map of Bedfordshire 
highlights the intrusive nature of the road network within MBDC. Landscape mitigation 
can reduce the noise, visual and light pollution caused by traffic. This would enhance 
the amenity of GI. 

 Community benefit: for many people, the view from the car is the main contact with 
the countryside, providing them with seasonal views, broad panoramas or familiar 
landmarks. This experience is important. Landscaping to enhance the sense of place 
will enrich the journey; the higher the quality of the environment, the more likely that it 
will encourage more active visits.  

Landscaping could be within the highway boundary or in partnership with the adjacent 
landowner. Planting would need to respect landscape character and reinforce local 
distinctiveness. 

Improvements could include  

 management of roadside hedgerows e.g. laying or coppicing 

 reinstatement of roadside hedges  

 planting to improving screening  

 framing views  

 enhancing verge habitats through management or reseeding  
 

The following sections of highways would benefit from enhancement measures:-  

 A1    almost in its entirety, an emphasis could be given to the urban edges of Sandy 
and Biggleswade  

 M1  in association with the widening proposals – integration into the wider 
countryside, additional screening and mitigation for rights of way.  

 A6    Marston Vale, Silsoe to Barton Le Clay  

 A507  Flit Valley – to reinforce local character e.g. through sympathetic treatment of 
junctions and roundabouts  

 A603  Moggerhanger to A1  

 A600  Haynes, Henlow Camp  



 A6001 Biggleswade – Langford  

 A5120 Harlington-Flitwick 

 B530   Marston Vale  
 
6.5.3 Rail corridors  
Enhancement entails a combination of strengthening landscape character and improving 
visual amenity. This will mainly entail landscaping on adjacent land as planting by the railway 
is limited for safety reasons.  Three lines are involved – all have track sides which are 
degraded by low quality landscapes. Enhancement would be in partnership with Network Rail 
and would be based on a study of opportunities.  
Likely projects include  

 Wildlife habitat improvements  

 Removal of derelict structures  

 Landscape planting – especially of native stock where acceptable, to reinforce 
local distinctiveness. 

 Enhancement of views to wider countryside  

 Signage of walks to encourage train based recreation 

 Signage for rivers, the Forest of Marston Vale, The Chilterns AONB 
 

6.5.4 GI within the agricultural landscape  
The Strategic GI Plan noted that the agricultural landscape provides the context for sites of 
GI value. Many landscape enhancements which would benefit connectivity of features or the 
amenity of rights of way will take place on farmland. Such improvements strengthen 
character and lead to improvements in the view – panoramic views across farmland are a 
major feature in Mid- Bedfordshire. It is important that GI supports farmers and landowners in 
conserving traditional features of the agricultural landscape, as this is fundamental to 
landscape quality. 



 



7. Historic Environment 
 
7.1. Existing Historic Environment 

 
The existing historic environment of Mid Bedfordshire contains nearly 6,400 known historic 
buildings and structures, archaeological sites and historic landscape features and more are 
regularly being discovered.  

 
Figure 7.1 shows designated historic environment assets: scheduled ancient monuments, 
listed buildings, conservation areas and registered parks and gardens. The scale of the 
figure and the type and size of assets means that the parks and gardens and conservation 
areas stand out, but listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments have less impact. 
Archaeology in underrepresented in terms of designation as there is a relatively small 
number of scheduled ancient monuments. 
 
Many other historic assets – which are not designated – also have archaeological, 
architectural or historic interest and are of value.  
 
The importance of the historic environment extends beyond individual assets to their context 
and relationship. A more comprehensive approach than designation is given by 
characterization, which identifies areas of distinct historic environment character. 
 
Forty eight Historic Environment Character Areas, covering the whole County, were identified 
and included in the Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan. 29 of these 
Character Areas are wholly or partly within Mid Bedfordshire and these are shown in Figure 
7.2 (The reference numbers used for the Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan are kept for the 
sake of consistency.)  A summary of the key known assets and characteristics of the areas is 
provided in Appendix 7a.  The Character Areas provide an integrated spatial framework for 
understanding and managing the District‟s historic environment assets – including the built 
heritage, archaeology and historic landscape.   

 
The characterisation process was based on the principles of historic environment 
characterisation developed in the Thames Gateway and elsewhere5.  The tight timescales 
involved in the project meant that it was not possible to undertake the detailed analysis of the 
historic environment that formed part of the Thames Gateway Historic Environment 
Characterisation Project; inevitably professional judgment played a significant part in defining 
character areas and describing the historic environment character of those areas.  
Bedfordshire County Council Heritage and Environment Service and Albion Archaeology 
worked together to develop the characterisation.  Initially character areas were defined on 
the basis of distinctive geology and topography.  This was based on the assumption that the 
environment, expressed through geology and topography, is a major determinant of past 
human use of the landscape and thus the identifiable surviving historic environment and 
historic environment potential.  The County‟s Historic Environment Record and the draft 
Historic Landscape Characterisation was then used to describe the Historic Environment 
Character of each of the preliminary areas.  Where necessary, the Character Areas were 
modified to take account of the historic environment information more accurately.  The 
Character Area boundaries should be seen as soft zones of transition between one character 
and another, rather than hard delineations.  The character descriptions are broad and only 
describe the most prominent elements of the historic environment.  The Bedfordshire Historic 
Environment Characterisation Project, currently in development, will refine the 
characterisation, providing more accurate definition of the character areas and more 
comprehensive description of the historic environment character of those areas. 

                                                 
5 For further information on Historic Environment Characterisation see www.english-heritage.org.uk where reports on the Thames Gateway 
Historic Environment Characterisation Project (prepared by CBA for English Heritage) and other characterisation projects are available. 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/


 





7.2. Historic Environment Opportunities 
 

Forty five Historic Environment Opportunity Areas, covering the whole county, were defined 
by the Bedfordshire County Council Heritage and Environment Service and included in the 
Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan. The analysis of Opportunity 
Areas for the same plan was part of the same process and was informed by the analysis 
which produced the Historic Environment Character Areas. The Opportunity Areas were 
selected on the basis of a number of criteria including historic environment significance, 
variety or homogeneity of character and assets, visibility, and potential for enhancing 
management, presentation, accessibility or interpretation. 
 
The Strategic Level Opportunity Areas were used as a starting point for this plan, which 
needed to consider the increased detail and finer grain of the district level. As a result, 39 
district level Opportunity Areas have been identified for Mid Bedfordshire. These are shown 
in Figure 7.3 with the descriptions and opportunities given in Appendix 7b. 
 
As with the characterisation, tight timescales meant that it was not possible to undertake a 
detailed analysis and professional judgement was important. The Bedfordshire Historic 
Environment Character Assessment currently in development will provide detailed analysis 
and refine the identification and description of Opportunity Areas. 
 
The specific opportunities within each of the Historic Environment Opportunity Areas are 
described in Appendix 7b. These are complemented by key strategic themes and 
opportunities for enhancing the management, presentation, accessibility and interpretation of 
the historic environment in Mid Bedfordshire which can be summarised as: 

 
Historic routeways 

Icknield Way, Watling Street (A5), Roman Road (A1), Ivel Navigation. Midlands and East 
Coast railway lines with influence of second on market gardening. Woburn Estate support for 
the Bedford – Bletchley rail line. Railway architecture such as on that line. M1 – first major 
motorway in UK.  

 
Agriculture including agricultural improvements in the 18th and 19th centuries 
and market gardening 

Influence of the Bedford Estate, the model farms, impact of steam ploughing. Bedford Estate 
experimental farm near Ridgmont. Biggleswade – engineering and agriculture – Dan Albone.  
Production, storage and processing for market gardening - onion drying sheds. Plantations, 
managed woodlands. 

 
Extractive industries  

River valley gravels, brick pits, Ironstone, sand at either end of Greensand Ridge, Fullers 
Earth, coprolite works in gault clay vale.  

 
Brick making  

Initially varied and small scale, Marston Vale then became the biggest brickfields in Europe 
producing Fletton bricks (the visible remains of brick making are at Stewartby in Bedford 
Borough). Red bricks are found in many parts of Mid Bedfordshire. Brick works at Arlesey 
producing characteristic buff gault bricks. Gault bricks were fashionable nationally in the first 
part of 19th century and are prevalent in east Mid Bedfordshire. Local brick making reflected 
in other buildings. 

 
WWII and espionage 

Bedfordshire (and particularly Mid Bedfordshire) as part of 
intelligence/espionage/propaganda focus in WWII with Bucks (Bletchley Park).  
Intelligence/defence tradition carried on after the war. Tempsford Airfield, Chicksands 
listening post, black propaganda, Shuttleworth Collection, Potsgrove (wireless station) and 
Marylands, Woburn (printing works).  



 
RAF airfields and related activity  

Tempsford, Cranfield, Henlow. 
 
Varied pattern of rural settlement 

Very varied pattern of historic and present-day rural settlement. Land settlement association  
 
Designed landscapes and country houses 

Particularly important in the Greensand Ridge area e.g. Hassells Hall, Woodbury Park, 
Haynes Park, Southill and Moggerhanger. 

 
Great variety of building materials 

See Extractive Industries above.  
 
Churches 

Sandstone churches. Many churches are landmarks, on the Greensand Ridge and other 
areas of higher land such as at Shillington.  



 



 
 

7.3. Summary 
People have been living in the Mid Bedfordshire area for 125,000 years or more, and have 
left behind a physical record of their lives and stories.  The historic environment that covers 
much of the district comprises landscapes, towns, villages and buildings, and 
archaeological sites and features.  Mid Bedfordshire‟s historic environment is distinctive, 
diverse and fascinating.  The area is noted for the richness and variety of its heritage such 
as buildings constructed from local brick, ironstone or timber-framing, and imported clunch 
and limestone.  Other important features include: remains of Prehistoric and Roman 
settlement in the river valleys; mediaeval earthworks; large country houses and historic 
parks and gardens; ancient and planted woodlands on the Greensand Ridge; estate 
villages; and brick and small-scale engineering works.  There are a wide range of 
opportunities for enhancing the management, presentation, accessibility and interpretation 
of the historic environment in Mid Bedfordshire as part of green infrastructure, which can 
have major quality of life benefits. These opportunities are reflected in the proposed Green 
Infrastructure Network shown in Figure 3.2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 Biodiversity 
 
8.1 Existing Biodiversity 
 
8.1.1 Biodiversity character of the Mid Bedfordshire landscape 
 
The biodiversity characterisation produced by the county Biodiversity Forum in 2006 as part 
of the “Rebuilding Biodiversity” opportunity mapping process describes in some detail the 
different biodiversity characteristics of the Mid Bedfordshire landscape, relating this where 
possible to the landscape character assessment for the area.  This detailed report is 
available at www.bedslife.org.uk .  The topography and geology of the District has heavily 
influenced the distribution of habitat with many of the best remaining sites found on steep 
slopes, thin soils or within floodplains. 
 
The greensand ridge, extending from the Buckinghamshire border near Wavendon to the 
Cambridgeshire border near Potton forms the spine of the district.  The complicated 
arrangement of valleys, slopes and soils which are in some places thin acid sands whilst in 
others heavy clays of glacial origin, supports a network of woodlands, parklands, grasslands, 
and heaths.  The varied geology has given rise to a number of sites being recognised as 
Regionally Important Geodiversity Sites (RIGS).  Whilst most are exposures brought about 
by mineral excavation a stretch of the river Ivel and Biggleswade common has recognition for 
the survival of the important river valley landforms. 
 
To the south of the greensand ridge is the ecologically unique valley of the river Flit with its 
variety of wetland habitats.  The valley contains the only extensive peat deposits in the 
county and is influenced by both acid water from the greensand and more calcareous waters 
from the chalk to the south.  The Flit valley separates the greensand from undulating clay 
hills.  These in turn fall away to the south to a gault clay vale which runs to the foot of the 
Chiltern Hills with their important calcareous grasslands.  To the north the greensand ridge 
drops steeply to the low lying clays of the Marston Vale and the Ouse valley.  Slicing north to 
south through these features is the wide shallow valley of the river Ivel which contains an 
important series of grasslands, stream systems and restored gravel workings.  Some areas 
of the claylands and the Ivel valley have particularly high quality agricultural land and arable 
farming predominates. 
 
8.1.2 Habitats and species of principle importance for biodiversity (Priority habitats 
and species) 
 
Section 74 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 empowers Government to issue a 
list of species and habitats of principle importance for biodiversity.  This power is carried 
forward into the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 which also places a 
duty on all public bodies to have regard to the conservation of biodiversity.  The recent 
review of the national Biodiversity Action Plan has confirmed and expanded the national list 
of habitats of principle importance.  Those that are found in Mid Bedfordshire are listed in 
Table 8.1. 
 
Whilst some habitats such as hedgerows and mixed deciduous woodland are widespread 
other habitats such as fen and purple moor grass and rush pasture (under waterways and 
wetlands in Table 8.1) are very rare occurring at just one or two sites.  Mapping of the 
location of some habitats such as woodland is reasonably comprehensive but for other 
habitat such as hedgerows and arable field margins there is very little mapped data.  
Mapping to date has focussed on designated sites and is only slowly expanding to include 
priority habit in the wider countryside.  Such data as is available is shown on the map 
included here. 
 

http://www.bedslife.org.uk/


Specific projects have studied wet woodland, ancient woodland clusters, heathland and 
calcareous grassland.  Information showing both existing habitat and areas with scope for 
restoration or creation are shown in relation to existing habitat blocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 
Mapping at the scale of the District fails to do justice to the urban areas.  Here there are often 
fragments of many of the habitats listed above as well as some very rich mosaics of habitat 
on previously developed land.  Within the towns these habitat fragments, in association with 
networks of mature private gardens, are important reservoirs of biodiversity.  They are also 
the places where people come into contact with wildlife on a day to day basis 
 
There are now 1149 species listed nationally as of principle importance for biodiversity.  Of 
these over 140 are known to occur in Bedfordshire. Whilst some may be confined to small 
isolated populations others may be widespread though their populations show worrying 
declines or are threatened in some way.  Many species are likely to be dependant on the 
survival of the priority habitats listed above.  At present data is not sufficiently comprehensive 
to map the detailed distribution of all these priority species but the recently established 
Biodiversity Recording and Monitoring Centre has now collated well over 500,000 individual 
records.  The Centre is an essential mechanism for the management of the evidence base 
necessary for biodiversity conservation. 
 
Priority habitats of arable farmland are not well served by mapped data.  A variety of the 
fauna and flora of principle importance are species of arable farmland habitat.  Brown hares 
are characteristic of open farmland and some recent records are plotted below.  A scoring 
system developed by the national plant conservation charity Plantlife, when applied to plant 
data for the county, clearly shows a number of locations in the district which appear to have 
arable plant assemblages that are at least of county significance.  Similarly a plot of recent 
records of a suite of farmland birds shows interesting correlations with the clay vales and the 
farmland in the Sandy/Biggleswade/Potton area.  Whilst this data needs to be expanded and 
further tested it does counterbalance the focus of other priority habitats and priority species 
on the greensand ridge and Flit valley. 
 
 

 
 
 



8.1.3 Sites designated for their biodiversity value. 
In Mid Bedfordshire 15 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI‟s) cover 503 hectares or just 
1% of the land area.  By comparison in England there are over 4000 SSSI‟s covering around 
7% of the land area.  Of those 4000 sites around half are designated as of international 
importance.  There are no internationally designated sites in Mid Bedfordshire. 
 
The best wildlife rich sites in the District are subject to a hierarchy of designations 
representing a wide variety of habitats from calcareous grassland at Pegsdon through wet 
grasslands of the Ivel valley, and the unique wetlands of Flitwick moor to the ancient woods, 
heaths and grasslands on the Greensand ridge.  In addition to SSSI‟s Mid Bedfordshire 
contains 155 County Wildlife Sites.  These sites occupy 3755ha or 7% of the area of the 
District 
 
These designated sites are not evenly distributed.  When overlain on the contour map of the 
district the importance of the undulating terrain of the greensand ridge and the floodplain of 
the Flit and Ivel valleys can be picked out. 
 

 
 
Many sites of importance for biodiversity are managed to conserve and enhance their wildlife 
interest.  There is a hierarchy of management designations which to some extend mirrors the 
system for identifying biodiversity value.  Within the District there is one National Nature 
Reserve on the chalk at Knocking Hoe and a diverse suite of nature reserves managed by 
conservation organisations and Local Nature Reserves managed by local authorities.  All of 
these sites are open to the public but some are particularly sensitive to human pressures and 
the conservation of their special features presents a major challenge. 
 
8.1.4 Species protected by law 
Two key pieces of legislation afford legal protection to a wide range of wildlife.  The Wildlife 
and Countryside Act (1981) as amended, affords protection to many species and special 
protection to a more limited range of rare, endangered or easily persecuted species.  A range 
of breeding birds such as kingfisher and barn owl, bats, some rarer butterflies, amphibians 
and reptiles all enjoy some degree of legal protection.  The Conservation (Natural Habitats 



&etc.) Regulations 1994 are derived from the European Habitats Directive.  These 
regulations afford special protection to a short list of species generally now known as 
European protected species.  In Mid Bedfordshire there are populations of a range of bat 
species, otter, dormouse, natterjack toad and great crested newt.  Additionally species of 
special interest to the European Union include the fish, bullhead and spined loach. 
 
Any assessment of the biodiversity of Mid Bedfordshire must take account of the presence of 
these legally protected species.  Whilst some such as natterjack toad and dormouse are 
largely confined to individual sites other such as the various bat species and otter range 
widely across the landscape.  Simple plotting of species records for European protected 
species and species of European concern appears to show: 

 The importance of some individual sites 

 The importance of the river valleys 

 The importance of habitat around rural settlements 

 The importance of both the western sector of the greensand ridge and of the 
landscape around the Southhill/Ickwell/Old Warden area. 

 
 

 
 
 



8.2 Biodiversity opportunity mapping in Mid Bedfordshire 
 
8.2.1 The Biodiversity Action Plan for Bedfordshire and Luton 
 
The Biodiversity Action Plan takes national priorities, merges them with local priorities and 
sets shared objectives and targets for the conservation and enhancement of habitats and 
populations of species.  The Action Plan for Bedfordshire and Luton was published in 2001.  
Following completion of a national review of targets and priorities published in 2006 and 
2007 the Bedfordshire and Luton plan is under review.  Current action plans can be found at 
www.bedslife.org.uk .  The national review has used a set format for targets and, as the 
Bedfordshire and Luton plan is being updated this new format is being applied.  Targets will 
gradually be revised to be expressed as follows: 
 

 Conserve what remains of the existing resource in good condition 

 Restore degraded examples of the existing resource 

 Create new habitat (to expand, buffer, link or provide stepping stones in the 
landscape) 

 
For each habitat the existing resource should be conserved but it is widely accepted 
both nationally and locally that conserving existing fragments is not adequate to stop 
the long term decline in biodiversity.  
 
Within both the original and emerging revised plans habitat targets relate to habitat across 
the whole of the historic county area.  Some habitats are better represented in some areas 
than others and the targets have been broken up to reflect the different contributions that 
each District or Borough may make.  Current targets6 for habitat creation and restoration in 
Mid Bedfordshire for the period to 2030 are as follows: 
 
Table 8.1 – Habitat restoration and creation targets for Mid Bedfordshire 
 

Priority Habitats in Mid Bedfordshire Creation (ha) Restoration (ha) 

Lowland calcareous grassland 108.4 97 

Lowland dry acid grassland 100 179 

Lowland heathland 125 5 

Lowland meadow 10 25 

Wet woodland 44 20 

Lowland mixed deciduous woodland 200 48 

Traditional orchards None set None set 

Wood pasture and parkland None set None set 

Waterways & wetlands(fen, marsh, swamp, 
reedbed, rivers and streams) 

10 30.5 

Hedgerows 75 (km) None set 

Ponds 50 (ponds) None set 

Arable field margins None set None set 

Open mosaic habitats on previously 
developed land 

None set None set 

 
 
 

                                                 
6
 Targets shown are from December 2007.  Targets are kept under review by the Countywide Biodiversity 

partnership and will be periodically updated. 

http://www.bedslife.org.uk/


8.2.2 Strategic Biodiversity Opportunity Map for Bedfordshire and Luton. 
 
The Regional Spatial Strategy for the East of England includes a biodiversity opportunity 
map for the region which identifies biodiversity conservation areas, corridors and 
enhancement areas.  During 2005/06 the Biodiversity Forum for Bedfordshire and Luton 
produced “Rebuilding Biodiversity” a biodiversity opportunity map7 which translated the 
regional map to a more local, but still relatively strategic, scale.  Analysis of the biodiversity 
characterisation and mapping work identified areas with significant priority habitats, species 
and designated sites.  These areas, if restored, conserved, expanded, linked and buffered 
against adverse influences could form important ecological networks.  The opportunity map 
gives strategic importance to the areas with the greatest potential to achieve a coherent 
network of wildlife rich habitat which could form a more robust and resilient ecologically 
functional landscape.  The map formed the biodiversity layer of the countywide strategic 
green infrastructure plan. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
7
, Bedfordshire & Luton Biodiversity Forum (2006) Rebuilding Biodiversity in Bedfordshire & Luton,  

www.bedslife.org.uk 



8.2.3 Developing a habitat network. 
 
Predictions of future climatic conditions always contain uncertainty but the consistent 
message from many sources is that over the next century winters will be warmer and may 
get wetter, summers will be warmer and drier and extreme weather events will be more 
frequent.  Two types of action are needed to address the challenge to biodiversity posed by 
predicted changes in climate.  Mitigation is needed to control or reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions thus slowing the rate of change and secondly we need to increase the ability of 
natural systems to adapt to changing circumstances.  Exactly how individual species and 
habitats will respond to this change in climate is uncertain.  Species with a more northerly or 
westerly distribution may be unable to cope with the predicted hot dry summers.  Other 
species at present limited by low temperature may increase in number or spread to new 
habitat.  Perhaps the most major impediment to adaptation in this way is the extremely 
fragmented nature of habitat in Mid Bedfordshire. 
 
In order to achieve the best possible outcome for biodiversity there are six guiding principles 
which need to be implemented as a complete package8 
 

Guiding principles for conserving biodiversity in a changing climate. 
 
1. Conserve existing biodiversity 
1a Conserve protected areas and other high quality habitats 
1b Conserve the range and ecological variability of habitats and species 
 
2. Reduce sources of harm not linked to climate (disturbance, pollution etc.) 
 
3. Develop ecologically resilient and varied landscapes 
3a Conserve and enhance local variation within sites and habitats 
3b make space for natural development of rivers and coasts 
 
4. Establish ecological networks through habitat protection, restoration and creation. 
 
5. Make sound decisions based on analysis 
5a Thoroughly analyse causes of change in biodiversity 
5b Respond to changing conservation priorities with regular review of conservation 
priorities and targets. 
 
6 Integrate adaptation and mitigation measures into conservation management, 
planning and practice 

 
These principles underpin a great deal of existing conservation action though it has been 
argued that emphasis has often been on the conservation of protected areas and sites and 
only in recent years has conservation of biodiversity at the landscape scale moved more into 
focus. 
 
Individual sites may be physically rich and varied and have characteristics which make them 
inherently rich in biodiversity but they are often small, surrounded by hostile environments 
and distant from other areas of semi-natural habitat.  In such circumstances habitats or 
species populations may find it very difficult to recover or recolonise should there be damage 
caused by fire, flood, drought or build-up of predator or parasitic species.  For species 
populations and habitats to be more resilient to these pressures we need to maintain a 
diversity of semi-natural habitats, individual sites need to expand and where possible to be 
connected together.  Reducing the intensity of land use adjacent to important sites and 
between key habitats would further enhance resilience.  With a wide variety of habitat 

                                                 
8
 Defra, 2007, Conserving biodiversity in a changing climate: guidance on building capacity to 

adapt 



separated by gaps that are not huge and buffered by less intensive land use there is a higher 
probability that habitats will survive and that the ebb and flow of species populations can 
occur.  Such a landscape would also provide food, shelter and breeding options for some of 
the more mobile species which are not dependant on small sites but require a rich and varied 
landscape within which to live. 
 
At present Mid Bedfordshire contains some areas, most notably the greensand ridge, the 
Chilterns and the Ivel and Flit valleys where habitat patches are relatively close together.  In 
these areas there are already initiatives to create or restore heathlands and woodlands, 
restore wetlands and grasslands and buffer and link sites through agri-environment scheme 
initiatives, quarry restoration schemes and the purchase of land for habitat creation and 
expansion of nature reserves.  This is very much in line with the principles being elucidated 
in recent research into functionally connected ecological networks9 and should build a more 
resilient landscape. 
 
River and stream systems are unique in that the continuous flow of water can allow species 
dependant on water habitats to move through the landscape.  Areas adjacent to the rivers 
and streams also often contain waterlogged meadows, hedges, wet woodland and large 
populations of massive ancient, often pollarded, willow trees.  These habitat complexes 
along the river valleys form habitat networks that are largely absent from the remainder of the 
District. 
 
Data on topography, soils, and floodplain in addition to that on protected sites, protected 
species and species and habitats of principle importance was fed into the countywide 
strategic biodiversity opportunities map to highlight those key areas for biodiversity where 
habitat enhancement, linkage and creation  would be most beneficial. This information has 
been reworked on in more detail with the inclusion of species information and studies 
completed since the strategic “Rebuilding biodiversity” project was completed in early 2006.  
New habitat is also being created on the ground.  Where it is known this new habitat is being 
incorporated into the habitat maps.  A typical example is the planting of new woodland.  
Habitat mapping includes not just mature mixed broadleaved woodland but also new 
plantations which contribute to Biodiversity Action Plan habitat creation targets. 
 
The Working Group of the Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Forum has looked closely at 
the evidence outlined above and has identified two key components of a potential 
biodiversity network.  Biodiversity “hotspots” are those areas which already support a rich 
variety of habitats and priority species whilst biodiversity “opportunity” or network areas are 
those parts of the landscape where landform, soils and habitat distribution suggest there is 
the greatest opportunity to rebuild a landscape rich in biodiversity. 
 
8.2.4 Biodiversity “hotspots” 
 
In addition to designated sites there are important areas where the landscape, including 
designated sites, supports a rich and varied biodiversity.  In these hotspots there are 
woodlands, ancient trees meadows, hedgerows, parklands, arable farmland and ancient 
villages with mature gardens, paddocks and streams.  These areas have populations of birds 
and mammals which are dependent on the feeding and breeding opportunities presented by 
the whole landscape rather than discreet individual sites.  These sensitive areas, analogous 
to biodiversity conservation areas of the regional biodiversity map, are the focus for 
achieving biodiversity action plan targets for maintenance and restoration of habitat.  The two 
major biodiversity hotspots are the Woburn to Aspley Guise area in the west and the area 
around Southill, Ickwell Green and Old Warden in the centre of the District. 
 
 

                                                 
9
 For example  Evaluating Biodiversity in fragmented Landscapes: Principles.  Forestry Commission Information 

Note 73 



8.2.5 Opportunity or ecological network areas 
 
Away from the hotspots there are areas where the biodiversity resource is more fragmented.  
Sites may however be surrounded by land on which it may be possible to create new habitat 
or to establish less intensive management regimes to buffer adverse impacts on the key 
sites.  It is in these locations that it would be sensible to look for opportunities to link habitats 
or to create new habitat blocks that would form the stepping stones that would allow species 
to move more easily between habitat patches. 
 
The Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity forum has sponsored some projects which have 
attempted to closely define the opportunity areas for priority habitats with special ecological 
requirements.  Work to date has covered wet woodland (and to a limited extent other 
woodland), heathland and acid grassland and calcareous grassland.  These habitats require 
particular conditions of geology, soil chemistry and wetness and can only realistically be 
created in certain specific parts of the District.  The network map separates opportunity areas 
for these habitats from areas where a broader range of initiatives could help to build a strong 
biodiversity network 
 
8.2.6 The Biodiversity network map, key to specific areas. 
 
A. Shallow river /stream valleys running north from the calcareous grasslands and 
woods of the Chilterns and linking this important area to those to the north.  Here habitats 
could be conserved or expanded to complement the streams.  Flower rich lowland meadows 
and hedges with perhaps arable field margins managed as grassland would link together 
along the valley and be enhanced by occasional field ponds, copses and reprofiled 
watercourses. 

B. Sandy to Potton ridge where sandy soils give major opportunities for heath land and 
acid grassland and which slope down through woods to important spring lines at the junction 
with clay soils.  The ecology is varied and complex and part of the area is listed as of national 
importance for fungi. The major initiative by the RSPB and Lafarge to create heathland in the 
core of this zone has scope to expand to link together a whole series of isolated sites. 

C. Shallow river valley from Biggleswade to Potton and the network of lowland 
meadows, marshy grasslands, streams, wet woodland, willow pollards and restored mineral 
workings along the Ivel valley.  Careful management of water quantities and quality could 
make some areas wetter whilst others need secure sensitive management regimes to 
conserve, restore and expand small grasslands.  Otter and water vole populations are 
important here and large networks of sensitively managed habitat are important for their 
survival.  

D. Rolling Arable farmland east of Biggleswade and into Cambridgeshire species of 
open arable farmland are important. This area forms a western extension of an area of 
farmland stretching northeast through Cambridgeshire which is of national significance for 
farmland bird populations.  Emphasis here should be on the networks of habitats within an 
arable farmland landscape which can support strong populations of open farmland species. 

E. The dip slope of the greensand ridge from Shefford through Maulden to Ampthill and 
Flitwick where undulating countryside with major opportunities for grasslands, heaths and 
woodlands slopes down to a rich and unique collection of wetland sites in the Flit valley.  
Flitwick Moor itself is of national importance for many species groups including fungi, 
bryophytes and invertebrates.  Within the valley sensitive management of water quantity and 
quality combined with improved management regimes on some sites, restoration of relict 
habitat and the creation of new can rebuild a large habitat network.  Above the valley there 
are major opportunities for new heathland, acid grassland, lowland meadows as well as 
restored hedgerows and arable filed margins to expand and link together relatively large and 
important sites such as Maulden and Chicksands woods. 

F. The woods and parklands of the Woburn area and links through to the sand quarries 
of the Leighton Buzzard area and to valuable habitats on the Buckinghamshire portion of the 



greensand ridge are an important biodiversity hotspot.  A large collection of ancient woods 
and the rare wood pasture habitat of Woburn Park support many species of importance.  The 
biodiversity of this hotspot is rich and emphasis here is more on conservation and 
enhancement of the existing resource though the broad principles of conserving, expanding, 
buffering and linking habitat are as relevant here as elsewhere. 

G. Grasslands and woodlands on the steep slopes overlooking the Marston Vale with 
opportunities for further woodland and grassland creation.  An isolated series of key habitats 
are complemented by a range of key species in the wider countryside.  Substantial new 
habitat initiatives are already beginning to link more mature habitat and there are 
opportunities for woodland lowland meadow, hedgerow and arable margin habitat to build a 
strengthened network linking together the greensand ridge with important habitat areas of 
northwest Bedfordshire. 

H. The Southill/Shuttleworth/Ickwell/Northill area of woodlands, hedgerows, parkland 
and spacious villages is the second biodiversity hotspot of the District.  The varied 
topography and mix of soil types supports many species of importance and the emphasis 
here is very similar to that described for the Woburn/Aspley Guise to Heath and Reach area. 

I. The steep northwest facing slope of the greensand ridge supports a string of 
important woods and grasslands.  Along the slope the soils are varied and considerable 
opportunity exists to expand and link woods via both new woodland and networks of 
hedgerows, lowland meadows and sensitively managed arable field margins. 

J. The wetlands at the core of the Marston Vale ranging in size from small field ponds 
and marshy areas to huge lakes that have resulted from clay extraction support important 
breeding and wintering birdlife.  The ponds and lakes are noted in a national study as 
important stonewort areas and amphibian populations are strong.  Maturing post industrial 
habitats have a rich invertebrate fauna including the last local outposts for some national 
priority butterflies.  Care is needed to prevent habitat fragmentation and destruction of key 
post industrial sites and considerable opportunities exist for buffering, linking and improving 
the quality of wetland habitat. 

K. A ridge of land with scattered fragments of rich habitat stretching from grasslands and 
wetlands around Toddington in South Bedfordshire to Silsoe.  Sandy soils outcrop in places.  
The topography and complexity of soils offer opportunities to rebuild a network of species 
rich hedgerows and grasslands including arable field margins to support strong populations 
of farmland species and to buffer and link those important existing fragments. 

 
 



 



9. Accessible Greenspace 
 
9.1 Introduction. The attractive landscape and well drained soils of the lower 
greensand have meant that the Greensand Ridge has long been a recreation venue 
both for Mid Beds residents and for residents from Luton, Bedford and Milton Keynes. 
There are major visitor facilities at Woburn Abbey, Woburn Safari Park, the Shuttleworth 
Collection at Old Warden and a new Center Parcs is planned for Millbrook Warren.  
This GI Plan only deals with sites that are used for informal recreation and are publicly 
accessible with no charge for entry to the site. This does not preclude sites which charge 
for car parking. Some of these sites cater for significant visitor numbers, such as the 
Millennium County Park, which attracts around 450,000 visitors a year, or the Ampthill 
Park and the Aspley Woods complex which attracts over 250,000 visits each year. 
Others just deal with their local neighbourhood. There is an absence of hard data but 
there is anecdotal evidence that the level of visiting has increased over the last 20 years 
and the largest number of visits to informal sites is now for dog walking. However it 
should be remembered that these sites provide opportunities for a large range of 
activities from bird watching to mountain biking, with some sites being focussed on 
particular uses (e.g. the RSPB reserve at the Lodge, Sandy). Some sites are now 
considered to be at or near capacity especially where they have high historic or 
biodiversity interest that can be damaged by heavy usage. This reinforces the view, that 
although new sites are being established with the recent major addition of the Millennium 
Country Park in the Marston Vale and more local sites such as Silsoe Millennium Green, 
Rushymeade at Pulloxhill and Rectory Farm Cranfield, there remains an under provision 
of sites for informal recreation. With the planned growth for the District and surrounding 
areas it makes this a critical element of new GI provision. 
Sites are owned and managed by a range of local authority and voluntary sector 
organisations and the levels of finance available for maintenance and capital investment 
is in the majority of cases considered to be inadequate. 
 
The Government have provided instruction on planning for open space, sport and 
recreation through Planning Policy Guidance 17 [PPG17].  
A Mid Beds PPG17 Study10 is at present underway and where results are available 
these have been used. Where these are not available compatibility has been sought with 
the work carried out for the Strategic GI Study. 
 
9.2. Typology.  Guidance provided for PPG1711 studies recommends that when 
analysing greenspace a typology based on “primary purpose” is used. The Mid Beds 
PPG17 Study has used the following descriptions for sites that provide an informal 
recreation function:  

 Country Parks. In a rural or urban fringe situation with more “natural” areas and 
with car parks and toilets, providing for a range of recreational activities and 
attracting visitors from a wide area.  

 Informal recreation space. Sites provided for the local community‟s informal 
recreational needs in terms of walking, dog walking, cycling, horse riding and 
quiet enjoyment of green spaces.  

                                                 
10

 PPG17 Study – Ashley Godfrey Associates April 2008 
11

 Planning Policy Guidance 17; Planning for open space, sport and recreation. Assessing needs and 

opportunities: Planning Policy Guidance 17 companion guide. 



 Natural and Semi-natural Greenspaces. Sites that have been established as a 
nature reserve but are publicly accessible and provide a valuable informal 
recreation resource. There may be visitor activities that can adversely affect the 
biodiversity interest of the site and there may be management practices or 
imposed restrictions that influence the range of visitor activities that can be 
undertaken. This typology includes sites established by conservation 
organisations and sites designated by Local Authorities as Local Nature 
Reserves [LNR].  

 Amenity Greenspace. Small sites immediately adjacent to where people live 
that provide opportunities for informal activities such as picnicking, jogging, dog 
walking, or in urban areas and employment areas they provide somewhere for 
workers or visitors to sit and eat sandwiches, go for a jog or take part in a 
kickabout. 

 Green Corridors. Publicly accessible routes such as footpaths, cycleways, 
bridleways and canal towpaths that are of sufficient width to accommodate other 
interests such as wildlife or landscape conservation. 

 
The following elements of the PPG17 typology have all been part of the Mid 
Bedfordshire PPG17 Study and are included on the base maps as part of the existing GI 
assets:  

 Civic spaces;  

 Outdoor sports facilities;  

 Cemeteries and churchyards;  

 Allotments and community gardens;  

 Children‟s play areas.  
 
However no recommendations for quality or quantity changes are made as part of this GI 
Plan as they have been dealt with in other strategies, primarily the PPG17 Study. 
 
Only sites that are available free of charge to the general public have been included in 
the analysis however car parking charges do not preclude the inclusion of sites in the 
audit.  
 
Sites below 0.25ha in size are not included as below this size their value for informal 
recreation is considered to be minimal. 
 
9.3 Hierarchy. The PPG17 guidance advises that within the typology sites are 
allocated to a “hierarchy of provision” based on three key characteristics of “size”, 
“effective catchment” and “essential characteristics”. This acknowledges that the 
availability of a range of sites across the hierarchy will ensure the best coverage for the 
different informal recreation activities. Detailed below is the hierarchy that has been used 
in this study. The site areas are for guidance only as the levels of facilities on a site will 
usually influence its position in the hierarchy more than its size. The “Neighbourhood” 
element of the hierarchy is described for completeness but was considered too local for 
this District wide plan. This means that the “Amenity” sites within the audit have not been 
included as they only exist at this level. 
 
Demanding catchments have been allocated to each level in the hierarchy to try and 
reduce the need for people to travel to their nearest facility.  The figures in brackets 



relate to the relevant Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) and Natural 
England (Accessible Natural Greenspace Standards or ANGSt) defined standards.  
  
 

 Sub-regional Provision – 500ha. 10km catchment 
[TCPA and ANGSt 500ha. -with 10 km catchment] 
Sub-regional greenspace provision is defined as large areas and corridors of linked 
largely accessible semi-natural habitat but may include some areas not accessible to the 
public which contribute to the overall environmental quality of the greenspace.  They 
provide primarily for informal recreation with some non-intensive active recreation uses.  
A range of car parking and other facilities provided at key locations.  Most greenspaces 
at this scale of consideration will typically be in excess of c.500ha with a catchment of up 
to 10km.  

 

 Strategic [District] – 60ha. 3.2km. catchment 
[TCPA 60ha.3.2km. ANGSt 100ha. 5km. catchment]  
These are defined as accessible greenspaces such as Country Parks or large urban 
parks that provide a range of facilities or attractions and are considered of strategic 
significance in the context of the District.  Most greenspaces at this scale attract a high 
number of users with a target catchment of 3.2km. 
 

 Middle – 20ha. 1.2km catchment 
[TCPA 20ha. 1.2km. ANGSt 20ha. 2km.]  
Greenspaces at this scale provide car parking but few other facilities but attract users 
from more than one ward or parish with a target catchment of 1.2km 

 
 Neighbourhood  - 2ha. 300m. catchment 

TCPA 2ha. 300m ANGSt no size 300m.] 
Smaller facilities which tend to attract almost all of their users from a particular area such 
as a single neighbourhood, Parish or village. Many users of these facilities will walk to 
them.  
 
9.4 Environmental Sensitivity 
Many of the sites included in this analysis are designated for their wildlife value either of 
national importance [Site of Special Scientific Interest - SSSI] or important within the 
context of the County [County Wildlife Site - CWS]. However the audit demonstrates that 
they also provide a valuable function in relation to informal recreation. The Bedfordshire 
and Luton Biodiversity Forum established a sub-group to look at the implications of 
public access to wildlife sites and they have developed a system for assessing the 
sensitivity of sites to damage of their biodiversity interest through the impact of public 
access. Their recommendations will need to be taken into account when assessing 
present or future need. One way of achieving this is to remove some sites from the 
accessibility assessment to ensure that there are alternative facilities in the vicinity to 
prevent or exacerbate damaging activities. For example by removing Flitwick Moor from 
the calculations because of the sensitivity of this nationally important wetland this makes 
eastern Flitwick deficient in both Neighbourhood and Middle Level informal recreation 
and new provision is therefore a high priority. 
Taking into account the ecological sensitivity assessment, and the present 
circumstances of visitor numbers and levels of management, the following sites have 
been excluded from the catchment maps used to identify areas of deficiency. 
Flitwick Moor 



Maulden Church Meadow 
Cooper‟s Hill 
Knockinghoe 
Pegsdon Hills 
The matrix is attached at Annex 9b and other sites on the list may require similar 
treatment if visitor pressure increases on these sites. 
 
In addition, many open spaces have historic interest and this needs to taken account of 
in management and enhancement.  
 
9.5 Recreation Constraints 
Some ecological considerations and management activities can constrain the full use of 
some sites for recreation activities. This is especially true of many flood plain meadows 
that require the continuation of summer cattle grazing. Many dog walkers will not use 
sites that have cattle present. Similarly where wildlife sites are important for ground 
nesting birds the site owners or managers may need to restrict the use of the site by 
dogs. At some chalk sites where sheep grazing is vital for the sustainability of the wildlife 
interest the viability of this activity can be affected by sheep worrying by dogs. This may 
mean that in certain areas alternative provision will be needed for some activities and 
this has been taken into account with the application of the catchments. 
 
9.6 Management Issues 

Publicly accessible greenspace in Mid Beds is provided by a range of organisations 
including the Forestry Commission; Beds CC; the Wildlife Trust; the RSPB; the Marston 
Vale Trust; the Bedford Estate as well as many Town and Parish Councils. Generally the 
money available for managing and maintaining existing sites is restricted. The Forestry 
Commission is cutting back on the resources that are put into managing recreation at 
their sites. The County Council site maintenance budget is inadequate and few of the 
third sector providers receive any money from the public purse for the management of 
the public access on their sites. Section 106 money is restricted to capital projects so 
that new developments often increase the burden on accessible greenspace without 
contributing to the continuing costs. The new Planning Obligations Strategy does not 
include any money for the maintenance of existing sites and only establishment costs on 
new sites. New sites such as the Millennium Country Park can be designed in such a 
way as to be self financing but with existing sites this can be more difficult – and the 
smaller sites have little or no potential for raising funds to support their management.  

It is recommended that this issue receive further consideration within a new 
Greenspace Strategy for Mid Bedfordshire. 

 

9.7 Application of Accessibility Standards for Informal Recreation 

To identify areas of deficiency the three areas of the typology that provide an informal 
recreation function have been combined and the relevant catchment applied to them as 
a single unit. Country Parks are by definition important providers for informal recreation 
although by the nature of the facilities they provide, are always strategic so only apply to 
the Strategic Level of the hierarchy. Sites established as nature reserves very often 
provide a valuable function for informal recreation and to be omitted from the 
assessment would be misleading. Issues of ecological sensitivity are dealt with by 
application of the Sensitivity Index described above.  
 
 



 
 
 
9.7.1 Sub-regional Sites (Figure 9.1) 
No existing sites were identified at this level in Mid Beds. For the Strategic GI Plan three 
sites were identified in this category only one of which, the Milton Keynes Parks, was 
considered to serve part of Mid Beds using the proposed 10 kilometre catchment. The 
catchments for Grafham Water and the Ashridge Estate come near the Mid Beds 
Boundary but this leaves most of the District deficient for this category. However the 
emerging plans for the Bedford River Valley Park suggest that this will meet the criteria 
and service part of the Mid Beds Area.  The potential catchment for this site is illustrated 
in Figure 9.1. The Bedford River Valley Park (BRVP) is a proposed 868 hectares (2145 
acres) sub-regional park to the east of Bedford, largely situated in the floodplain of the 
River Great Ouse. The Framework provides a vision of how the 868ha Bedford River 
Valley Park will look as it‟s created over the next decade or so. Around 240ha is 
proposed for conversion to „floodplain forest‟ (a mosaic of woodlands, wetlands and 
grasslands), within which networks of access routes will provide for quiet recreation. The 
proposed 2.3km Bedford Rowing Lake is identified as a major potential asset and the 
existing and well-used NCN Route 51 cycleway (linking Bedford and Sandy) is identified 
as a key asset from which additional access routes within BRVP will flow. The BRVP will 
provide a major new area of multi-functional greenspace on the urban fringe of Bedford 
to serve the recreational needs of an expanding population. 
 
Proposals to link the chalk sites surrounding Luton, Dunstable and Houghton Regis as 
the Chalk Arc will need to be implemented to overcome the deficiency in the southern 
part of the District.  The potential catchment for a site of sub-regional status within the 
Chalk Arc has also been illustrated in Figure 9.1.  
 
9.7.2 District Sites (Figure 9.2) 
The audit identifies six sites within the District and two just within South Bedfordshire 
(but with catchments extending into Mid Bedfordshire) that meet the criteria for this level 
of the hierarchy. Three have the level of facilities that qualifies them as Country Parks: 
 

 Ampthill Park 

 Marston Vale Millennium Country Park 

 Stockgrove Country Park (South Bedfordshire) 
 

Five other sites meet the District Level criteria in that they attract visitors from a wide 
area, but do not have the level of facilities that would qualify for Country Park status: 
  

 Aspley Woods 

 Maulden Wood 

 Rowney Warren 

 Sundon Hills (South Bedfordshire) 

 The Lodge, Sandy 
 

Further details on these sites can be found in Appendix 8a. 
 
A feature common to all these sites is that many of the visitors come from the larger 
conurbations outside the District such as Bedford; Luton/Dunstable; and Milton Keynes 



and this needs to be taken into consideration with any application of quantitative 
standards. Even without the proposed growth in the area under provision is clear with 
most of the eastern part of the District being deficient. This situation is exacerbated by 
low levels of investment in capital works and maintenance and few facilities at some 
sites. The RSPB Nature Reserve at the Lodge is rightly assigned as a District Level site 
but with its primary purpose being heathland conservation and ground nesting birds an 
international priority, inevitably recreational activities are limited. For this reason its 
informal recreation catchment is reduced to Middle Level. 
 
A feasibility study has been undertaken in relation to the establishment of a country park 
at the Blue Lagoon site at Arlesey and there is the potential for a major recreational 
facility in relation to the restoration of worked-out quarries at Broom. These two facilities 
would go some way to overcoming the deficiencies in the Ivel Valley. 
 
Ampthill Park is a very popular site but generally considered to be at or near capacity in 
terms of visitor numbers because of the impact on the biodiversity and historical 
features. The Flit Valley Country Park has been proposed in the strategic gap between 
Ampthill and Flitwick which would take some pressure off Ampthill Park and overcome 
the deficiency in southern part of Flitwick and for villages like Westoning.   Maulden 
Wood has an unsatisfactory standard of facilities for a site of such importance but 
proposals are underway to improve this and at Rowney Warren there are discussions 
concerning improving facilities in relation to the very popular mountain biking track. 
 
Sundon Hills is an extensive area of chalk downland and woodland that only has a car 
park. It links with National Trust sites at Sharpenhoe Clappers and in future could link 
with the restored landfill site and open access area in Sundon Quarry. Facilities for this 
site will be considered within the context of the wider Chalk Arc proposal mentioned in 
the Sub-regional category above.  At Aspley Woods there are no proposals to increase 
the level of facilities but the continued growth of Milton Keynes and the generally low 
level of resources for visitor management make this an area of concern.  The Marston 
Vale Millennium Country Park is servicing the rapidly increasing populations in both 
Bedford and Milton Keynes and will also become a key destination on the new Milton 
Keynes to Bedford Waterway. 
 
9.7.3 Middle Level Sites (Figure 9.3) 
By the nature of their larger size these Middle Level sites provide a greater range of 
informal recreation opportunities than Neighbourhood sites. Many of the sites assigned 
to this level are sensitive nature reserves such as Pegsdon Hills and Flitwick Moor and 
after the application of the sensitivity index no catchments are applied to these sites. 
Obvious areas of deficiency occur for southern Biggleswade, and right across the south 
of the District including Stotfold, Arlesey, Henlow, Meppershall, Shillington, Gravenhurst, 
Silsoe, Westoning, Harlington, most of Flitwick, Eversholt and Woburn. Improved 
facilities on Neighbourhood sites could go some way to overcome this shortfall but there 
are increased costs of maintaining upgraded sites and the impact of additional visitors, 
car parks and tracks would need to be fully assessed in terms of impacts on adjacent 
areas, road safety and the sensitivity of the sites. Some Middle Level sites such as 
Potton Wood; Chicksands Wood and Biggleswade Common could be upgraded to 
Strategic Level sites if access and investment issues could be overcome, although there 
may be limitations with the latter connected to the site‟s status as Registered Common 
and associated legal rights.





 





10. Access Routes  
 
10.1. Introduction 
Included in this section are routes for walking, cycling and horse riding that can provide 
vital connections within the green infrastructure network. The Rights of Way network 
constitutes an important resource across the district, providing immediate and local 
access for communities to the countryside and landscapes on their doorstep, as well as 
providing sustainable connections to services such as stations, workplaces and shops.  
Cycling and walking are the most sustainable forms of transport that can produce the 
following benefits: 

 Improving human health through exercise   

 opportunities for leisure and tourism 

 easing traffic congestion 

 decreasing air pollution 
 
The typology includes all routes for non-motorised forms of access. The following access 
route types12 are included in the assessment:   

 

 Bridleways – comprising horse riding routes but also providing access to 
off road cyclists  

 Cycle routes –specified routes for cyclists. The surfacing may preclude 
horse use and heavy cycle use can make walking unpleasant. 

 Footpath – comprising functional and recreational footpath routes 

 Waterways – comprising river and canal routes for non-motorised 
watercraft. 

 
In terms of hierarchy, we have assessed access route of strategic significance defined 
as recreational bridleway, cycle route, footpath or waterway that attracts users from 
across the district and a significant proportion of users from outside the District and 
County boundary, and therefore having a large effective catchment.  This study has also 
defined access routes as being of strategic significance where their creation was based 
on the intention of promoting key landscape and historical features, and as such have 
been publicised across the county, region and beyond.  More local routes that tend to 
attract almost all of their users from a particular area such as a neighbourhood, parish or 
village have not been considered, as there is an abundance within the District with many 
villages having one or more locally promoted routes using the their local rights of way 
network. 
 
The County Council is carrying out further work on the creation of an access route 
hierarchy, based on primary function, level of use and how widely the route is promoted.   

 
This section does not include access provided under time limited agri-environment 
schemes although it is acknowledged that these can provide a valuable resource in the 
short term.  It does include a section on navigable waterways for non-motorised use. 

                                                 
12 The Bedfordshire County Council’s Countryside Access Service provided the majority of the access route data.  Additional route 
data, including data for access routes outside of Bedfordshire & Luton, was created by CBA and added to the County Council’s 
database. 



Gaps in the connectivity, availability and quality of the access network for local 
communities in and around the district are issues taken into consideration and key 
obstacles such as major road and rail obstacles are identified. 

 
10.2. Policy Context 
In November 2000 the District Council adopted a Cycle and Walking Strategy13 that had 
a vision to “Develop a comprehensive cycle and walking network throughout Mid 
Bedfordshire for both leisure and functional trips, in order to increase the percentage of 
trips made by cycle and foot, provide a realistic alternative mode of transport, reduce 
social exclusion and improve quality of life in our District.”  This was developed further 
with the Cycle Route Mapping Project14 that lays out a 10 year plan for a comprehensive 
network of cycle routes both on and off road and proposals are put forward for National, 
Regional and Local Routes. 
 
Bedfordshire County Council, under the requirements of the CROW Act 2000 has 
prepared an Outdoor Access Improvement Plan (OAIP)15. A number of key issues are 
comparable with this study; these have been flagged to be addressed over the 10 year 
span of the OAIP: 

 The management of the strategic access network and prevention of future 
severance of road, rail and watercourse links throughout the network 

 Improved connectivity with existing and potential new communities  

 The review of current network alignments and provision against current need 
and potential future use 

 Development of greater  community ownership of the network 

 The creation of green cycle route provision 

 Improved physical accessibility to the countryside 

 Improved access connectivity near to where people live. 
 
It will also be important to consider the Bedfordshire Local Area Agreement (2) and how 
delivery of GI objectives can help deliver against the new set of National Performance 
Indicators (and win resources to do this). 
 
10.3 Walking Routes 
The Strategic footpath routes in the District are (see Figure 10.1): 
 

 The Greensand Ridge Walk is the premier linear route within the district and 
County, starting in Leighton Buzzard it passes generally east to west passing 
through many of the Mid Bedfordshire‟s key landscape features and places such 
as Woburn Park, Ampthill Park, Maulden Woods, and Sandy before completing 
its 40 mile journey in Gamlingay just over the border in west Cambridgeshire.  

 
In accordance with its status, there are unsatisfactory „at grade‟ crossings of busy roads 
that should be improved, including at the A5; the B530 north of Ampthill, the A507 at 
Flying Horse Farm and the A6 near Maulden Wood. There are road sections at Woburn 

                                                 
10 Cycle and Walking Strategy for Mid Beds – Supplementary Planning Guidance Adopted 
November 2000 
11 

Mid Bedfordshire Cycle Route Mapping Project – Bikeways Unlimited 2001 
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and Haynes which require improvement and enhancements to surfacing, seating and 
signage along the route.   

 

 The Kingfisher Way runs from Tempsford to Baldock providing high quality 
waterside linear access in the east of the district, enabling well used and 
attractive connections between many villages and the larger district conurbations 
of Sandy, Biggleswade and Arlesey. 

 

 The Icknield Way Path (following a similar alignment to the Icknield Way Trail, 
see bridleway routes) is a 105 mile Regional Route and provides pedestrian 
connectivity across the southern edge of the District and links with the nationally 
important Ridgeway and Peddar‟s Way National Trails. 

 

 The Timberland Trail was created through a partnership between Timberland 
and the Forest of Marston Vale as part of a national initiative through which each 
of England‟s 12 Community Forests created a new strategic route.  It provides a 
13 mile circular route within the Community Forest.   

 
The selected circular routes are well distributed across the district, and have been 
developed to provide walkers with the opportunity to experience the varied landscape 
and heritage of Mid Bedfordshire.  As „adopted‟ circular routes they are maintained by 
Bedfordshire County Council‟s Countryside Access Service and are promoted nationally. 
Research undertaken has shown that these routes are generally used for leisure 
purposes only and that although the linear routes are well used; this use is mainly 
focused on sections near to urban areas where the route passes close enough and 
where the Rights of Way Network is capable of providing linkage and circular 
connectivity.  Improvements should be made to enable better connectivity from within 
urban areas to promoted walks. Specific gaps in the connectivity of the Footpath 
Network that are a high priority for action include: 

 Gaps in north-south connectivity between recreational footpath routes in South Beds 
District, Mid Beds District and Bedford Borough (a review of the John Bunyan Trail 
may largely address this deficit). 

 Gaps between Stotfold and Bedford interconnecting with Shefford, Clifton and 
Henlow. 

 Gaps along the River Flit connecting Shefford with Ampthill and Flitwick. 
 

There are also a large number of „non-adopted‟ routes across the District, promoted by 
private individuals, community groups and others.  Whilst these are not necessarily 
prioritised for route maintenance by the County Council, nor do they print accompanying 
leaflets, they do still provide a significant resource in addition to that already described. 
 
10.4 Horse Riding Routes 
Horse riding remains an important recreational activity despite the poor network of 
bridleways and increasingly busy roads. A range of bridleway network improvements 
were put forward at the stakeholder workshops and a more comprehensive approach to 
the network needs to be taken. Figure 10.2 shows that bridleway network in the District 
has very poor connectivity. Horse riders use of the road network is a necessity in order 
to provide connections between bridleways. The dangers of road use by horses with 
such a massive increase of car traffic have led to the developments such as the former 
Countryside Agency‟s Quiet Lanes Project to reduce road speeds along certain routes. 



Currently there are no Quiet Lanes designated within the district or county, but there are 
several opportunity areas and this is a priority for action. 
 
There are two strategic routes identified within the district: part of the Icknield Way Trail, 
a linear route that follows the Chilterns AONB, skirting the district boundary with South 
Beds District  and North Herts District Council and the Skylark Ride a circular route near 
to Biggleswade / Sandy / Potton.  
 
Bedfordshire County Council is working in partnership with the British Horse Society to 
develop a number of new promoted Bridleway Routes within the district, and has 
prioritised this for action. 
 
The Icknield Way Trail passes through the District at Sundon Hills and is part of a 
longer regional route which crosses the county, stretching from Oxfordshire to Norfolk, 
connecting the Ridgeway and Peddars Way National Trails. Due to its linear nature it 
adds little to the district‟s usage requirements, but does provide opportunity to create 
new linking routes and encourage exploration of the Chilterns. Access routes / links 
need to be created to connect the neighbouring rural conurbations to this route and the 
wider countryside. Horse Riders need to either have access to these strategic bridleways 
from land that they have stabling or have access to horse box parking on or near to the 
routes. Historically small parking areas had been created along the Icknield Way Trail to 
facilitate horse box use, over the years many have been closed due to fly tipping and 
anti – social behaviour. Current practice promotes the use of stables and farms adjacent 
to routes hiring parking and stabling.  
 
The Skylark Ride is the only Circular Bridleway route provided with in the District. 
Unfortunately due to the increasing traffic on some roads in the area this route, has 
become hazardous to horse usage and is not currently being promoted to horse riders 
and it is been re-promoted as an off road cycle route. 
There are licensed off road horse routes at Maulden Wood and Aspley Woods. 
Priorities for the bridleway network include: 
 

 Establish a working group to produce a bridleway strategy for the District, 
working towards a „Green Grid‟ approach. 

 A new linking route using the Greensand Ridge as a spine to the district, with ribs 
connecting out into the surrounding area, providing connections north to National 
Cycle Route 51 and the Icknield Way Trail to the south, both of which run 
parallel. 

 Pursue the designation of Quiet Lanes 

 Creation of new bridleway access in order to make the Sky Lark Ride safe for 
horse use once again.  

 Further opportunities should be explored to create other Circular Bridleway 
routes within the District.  

 Establish better connectivity with the Icknield Way Trail. 

 Because bridleway routes are also available to off-road cyclists connectivity with 
the strategic cycle network should be improved. 

 All opportunities should be used to link these routes into the wider Rights of Way 
Network to provide circuits and wider connectivity for the public. 

 
 



10.5 Cycling Routes 
According to the Mid Bedfordshire Cycling Strategy, Mid Bedfordshire has low levels of 
cycling despite generally favourable terrain. This is due to busy road conditions and the 
lack of traffic free cycle routes. The development of cycle routes within the district can 
provide an opportunity to create new family friendly off road cycle links which integrate 
well within the concept of connectivity between Green Infrastructure and conurbations.  
 
Within the stakeholder workshops the need for safe off road family friendly routes, was a 
strong and repeated theme, which echoes the findings from consultations for the 
Outdoor Access Improvement Plan carried out in 2003/4. 
 
Figure 10.3 shows the extent of the National, Regional Cycle Network (NCN) within and 
surrounding the district. Sustrans, the charity who have worked with Mid Beds District 
Council and Bedfordshire County Council (as highway Authority) to develop these 
routes, have sustainable transport as a core principle; as a consequence these routes 
are designed to provide connectivity between communities providing both a resource for 
commuter travel and leisure provision.  
 
National Cycle Route (NCR) 12 (Part of the “The Great North Cycle route”) of the 
National Cycle Network passes through the district from St Neots to Letchworth, 
providing linear connections through Sandy, Biggleswade, Langford, Arlesey and 
Stotfold. NCR 12 connects with NCR 51 at Blunham which in turn connects Sandy to 
Bedford and then returns to the District traversing the Marston Vale en route to Milton 
Keynes.  As NCR 51 runs almost parallel with the Greensand Ridge there are strong 
opportunities to provide connections between them. NCR 51 is fully open, with the off-
road sections receiving high levels of usage. Route 12 is still under development, but a 
majority of this route will be off road. 
 
Mid Bedfordshire District Council developed the Mid Beds Cycle mapping project in 
2001. This adopted study proposed a network of local and regional cycle routes that 
would complement the National Cycle Network. This study is successfully used within 
the Mid Bedfordshire Planning Obligations Strategy to allocate development related 
s106 contributions to Cycle Network establishment. Much of this network is yet to be 
developed, and is awaiting opportunities or funding to become available. 
The Cycle Mapping project is due to be reviewed during 2008 and will influence the 
green infrastructure network. Within larger communities there are proposals, and have 
been some local improvements, to provide route linkages within and across urban areas 
(Town Cycle Planning). But with the exception of NCR 12 there is little inter-urban 
connectivity. More needs to be done to realise ambitions and the delivery of the Cycle 
Mapping Projects.  
 
The County Council undertook research into user needs in the preparation of its Outdoor 
Access Improvement Plan 2006 – 201116 this has identified the need to provide Off Road 
Cycling Facilities. Proposals include the creation of a Greensand Cycle Ride and the 
creation of a managed Green Cycle Grid using the Rights of Way Network (Public 
Bridleways / Byways and quiet road links). 
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Priorities for the cycle network include:  

 Improving north-south connectivity for cyclists between the National Cycle 
Network Route 6 / Icknield Way bridleway in South Beds District and the National 
Cycle Network Route 51 in Mid Beds District/Bedford Borough. Thus providing no 
linkage between the communities of Bedford, Ampthill, Flitwick and Luton. 

 Continued development of NCR 12 improving north - south connectivity in the 
east of the county along the Ivel Valley, thus providing a link between St. Neots 
and Hitchin, via Sandy and Biggleswade.  

 Development of a Greensand Ridge Cycle Route 

 Gaps in north-south connectivity for cyclists between the National Cycle Network 
Route 51 and the Greensand Ridge. 

 Improving east-west connectivity for cyclists across the central area of the county 
including continued development of Route 62 linking Route 51at Marston to 
Route 12 at Arlesey. 

 Delivery of the Cycle Mapping Projects 
 
10.6 Waterways 
Apart from the section of the Great Ouse between Willington and Tempsford on the 
District Boundary with Beds Borough there are no waters suitable for canoeing. Both 
nationally and locally there is a growing interest in providing wider access to waterways 
for canoeists, providing access to the countryside via water. There are potential 
opportunities within the District to enhance access to existing navigations and increase 
the availability to rivers. The Ivel and the disused navigation linking to Shefford could be 
considered for canoe use. If these opportunities are to be pursued further, it would be 
imperative to undertake impact assessments to ascertain the possible effects of canoe 
use of these sections of river, especially the impacts on biodiversity interests. 
Windsurfing is carried out at Brogborough Pit and there is a thriving sailing club at 
Stewartby. 
 
The development of the Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterway Park seeks to create a 
new linking waterway between the Great Ouse at Bedford and the Grand Union Canal at 
Milton Keynes. This will provide opportunities for canoe use and foot, cycle and horse  
use of the towpath. It passes through Aspley Guise, under the motorway near Junction 
13 and after crossing over Brogborough Hill will pass though the Millennium Country 
Park. This aspiration has been recognised by the East of England Plan as being of 
regional significance for green infrastructure17.  It is shown as a proposed undefined 
route on the GI Network Map. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
17 As identified in the East of England Plan EIP Panel Report (June 2006) recommended changes to Policy ENV1 on Green 

Infrastructure. 



 



 



 



 
10.7 Priority Enhancement Areas 
Over the first 5 years (2006-2011) of delivery within the Outdoor Access Improvement 
Plan the main area of work will be focused on improvements to the networks surrounding 
the county‟s largest communities (i.e. those with population exceeding 3500). 2km zones 
of enhancement are shown on Figure 10.4 as OAIP Priority Enhancement Areas. These 
improvements will include improved standards and increased connectivity to strategic 
bridleways, cycle and footpath routes, as well as improved connectivity to and between 
accessible greenspaces. 
. 
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APPENDIX 1 Bedfordshire and Luton Green Infrastructure Consortium 
Members 
 

 Bedford Borough Council 

 B&MK Waterways Trust 

 Bedfordshire County Council 

 Bedfordshire Group of Drainage Boards 

 BRCC 

 British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) 

 Chilterns Conservation Board 

 Natural England 

 Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) 

 Department for Communities and Local Government 

 English Heritage 

 Environment Agency 

 Forestry Commission 

 Go- East 

 Greensand Trust 

 Groundwork East of England 

 Luton Borough Council 

 Marston Vale Trust 

 Mid Bedfordshire District Council 

 National Trust 

 Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) 

 Renaissance Bedford 

 South Bedfordshire District Council 

 Sustrans 

 The Wildlife Trust 



APPENDIX 2 Existing GI Assets on Workshop Base Maps 
 
 
Landscape 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

 Indicative Flood map 

 
Historic Environment 

 Scheduled Ancient Monument 

 Registered Parks & Gardens 
 
Biodiversity 

 National Nature Reserves 

 Local Nature Reserves 

 Sites of Special Scientific Interest 

 County Wildlife Sites 

 Regionally Important Geodiversity Sites 

 
Accessible Greenspace 
Greenspaces within the following PPG17 typologies (where above 0.25ha): 

 Country Parks 

 Informal Recreation Spaces 

 Natural & Semi-Natural Greenspaces 

 Amenity Greenspaces 

 Green Corridors 
Allotments and sports grounds were also mapped as existing GI assets but not included 
in the aspirational planning. 
 
Access Routes 

 Strategic cycle routes 

 Strategic footpaths 

 Strategic bridleways 

 Rights of way network 

 Circular Walks 
 
Strategic GI network 



APPENDIX 3 Themes Leaders 
 
 Accessible Greenspaces - Richard Woolnough (Greensand Trust) using Mid 

Beds PPG17 Study (draft produced by Ashley Godfrey Associates) 

 Access Routes - Jonathan Woods (Access Development Team Leader, 
Bedfordshire County Council) 

 Biodiversity – John Comont (County Ecologist, Bedfordshire County Council) 
with Bedfordshire & Luton Biodiversity Forum 

 Historic Environment – David Bevan (Heritage & Environment Manager, 
Bedfordshire County Council) 

 Landscape – Alison Myers (Landscape Officer, Bedfordshire County Council) 

 



 
APPENDIX 4 Workshop Results and Attendees 

During the preparation of this Plan a series of workshops were held to gather information 
from specialist and local stakeholders. The first workshop was held with officers from the 
Local Authorities, Statutory Organisations and the voluntary environmental sector to 
make initial suggestions on green infrastructure needs. A base map bringing together all 
the existing assets was used as the framework for the GI planning at this workshop. 
Working in small groups participants entered information on the base maps and on flip 
charts. The flip chart results were recorded and the suggestions for new green 
infrastructure, which had been marked on the maps, were digitised.  The base maps and 
the Officer‟s aspirational green infrastructure were then presented to four stakeholder 
workshops: two in the Ivel Valley where at the time it was believed that development 
would be concentrated; one for the Marston Vale; and one for the rest of Mid Beds from 
Potsgrove in the west, Harlington in the south, to Shefford in the east. Invitees included 
community representatives from Town and Parish Councils and representatives from 
stakeholder organisations such as the Ramblers, British Horse Society, Cyclist Touring 
Club, RSPB, the Wildlife Trust, CPRE, Local History Societies. The smaller geographical 
areas enabled these local stakeholders to be confident about their levels of knowledge 
and experience. The workshops verified the mapped information for missing assets and 
made proposals for new GI projects based on the conservation and enhancement of 
existing assets, overcoming existing deficits and providing for future needs. The 
workshop results and attendees are detailed below. 

 

 



Officer‟s Workshop 

Group A 

1. Area between Sandy and Biggleswade along the River Ivel: 1) good links to The 
Lodge required for walkers, cyclists etc. 2) historic interpretation 3) biodiversity 
corridor 

2. „Develop‟ the medieval villages of Sutton, Wrestlingworth, Dunton, Eyeworth and 
Edworth as quiet lanes for cycling, riding etc. (verges, hedges, green lanes to 
improve perception of quiet countryside, safety, biodiversity) 

3. Areas south of Arlesey on both sides of the railway line (Arlesey landfill and Blue 
Lagoon) to have open access with interpretation of the industrial archaeology, 
biodiversity interest and links into Hertfordshire and to the Icknield Way. 

4. Search area between Moggerhanger and Northill and also north of Shefford for 
access links to Moggerhanger Park to create a historic parkland ride. 

5. Broom Quarry to be restored providing opportunities for biodiversity and rights of 
way.  New/improved access links are required across River Ivel and A1 to 
Biggleswade and Langford. 

6. Investigate quiet routes around the villages of Lower Stondon, Upper Stondon, 
Upper Gravenhurst, Meppershall and Shillington.  This should link to historic 
sites, provide chalk links to Shefford and preserve views. 

7. Possible new heathland and woodland linkages along the Greensand Ridge to 
join Ampthill Park, Maulden Woods, Chicksands Wood and Rowney Warren.  
Upgrade facilities within the existing accessible areas. 

8. Search area east of Ampthill and Flitwick to create access routes from the urban 
fringe to the Greensand Ridge. 

9. Seek woodland create along the ridge linking Salford Wood, Holcot Wood, 
Marston Thrift and Wootton Wood and extending to Kempston. 

10. Create recreational space for The Wixams (search area to north, east and south 
of the development) 

11. Search area around Woburn, including Potsgrove, Battlesden, Milton Bryan and 
Eversholt for quiet lanes and interpretation of historic features including field 
boundaries. 

12. Existing safe crossing of the M1 at SP987363 and possibly at SP992359. 
13. Existing safe crossings of the Bedford to London railway link at TL023416, 

TL020383 and possibly TL019402. 
14. Safe crossing of the A6 at TL084356 east of Silsoe. 
15. Safe crossing of the A507 at TL144382 south of Shefford. 
16. Safe crossing needed across A600 at TL134296. 
17. Safe crossing of the A1 south of Edworth at TL218400. 
18. Cycle links needed across the A1 from Edworth and a safe crossing is needed at 

Newsprings Farm (TL210418). 
19. National Cycle Trail 12 to be completed along the Ivel Valley linking Stotfold, 

Arlesey, Clifton, Langford, Biggleswade and Sandy. 

Group B 

1. Wrest Park is proposed as accessible green infrastructure with biodiversity 
interest. 

2. Biggleswade Common needs to be managed for Local BAP targets. 
3. Sandy Heath to be managed for Local BAP targets with potential for access. 
4. Roman town south of Sandy has potential for access and heritage interpretation. 



5. Broom Quarry restoration plans including access, biodiversity and heritage 
interpretation. 

6. Blue Lagoon Country Park south of Arlesey. 
7. Chalk habitat buffer north of Sundon Hills Country Park. 
8. Country Park north of Kempston Hardwick. 
9. Chalk habitat buffer north and east of Pegsdon Hills 
10. Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterway could create a green corridor. 
11. Linear park east of Biggleswade to be created through development. 
12. Area around Old Warden preserved as quiet roads. 
13. North and east of Barton preserved as quiet roads. 
14. Woburn areas to be preserved as quiet roads. 
15. National Cycle Trail 12 to be completed along the Ivel Valley linking Stotfold, 

Arlesey, Clifton, Langford, Biggleswade and Sandy. 
16. John Bunyan trail links Shefford and Bedford, a link form The Wixams 

development should be sought. 
17. Access route L17 links Northill to the River Great Ouse. 
18. Access route R9 links Shillington to Wrest Park. 
19. Create access route from Flitwick to Silsoe via Flitton. 
20. Create access route between Upper Gravenhurst and Shefford both direct along 

the road and via Meppershall. 
21. Greensand Ridge Cycle Route which links Leighton Buzzard, Woburn, Ampthill, 

Clophill and Moggerhanger and joins NCR12. 
22. Dangerous crossing of A5 at SP933302. 
23. Dangerous crossing of M1 near Ridgemont Station (SP967370). 
24. Dangerous crossing of the A507, south of Boughton End (SP989373). 
25. Dangerous crossing of the A507, south of Millbrook (TL014380). 
26. Dangerous crossing of A507, south of Maulden (TL064367). 
27. Dangerous crossing of A6 by Maulden Wood (TL075388). 
28. Dangerous crossing of A600 west of Shefford (TL133387). 
29. Dangerous crossing in Moggerhanger village (TL141492). 
30. Dangerous crossing of A1, west of Biggleswade (TL183444). 

 
Large area projects were also identified.  These are detailed projects to link, conserve, 
provide access to and expand areas.  The projects are: 

 Flit Valley „A‟ Project 
 Great Ouse Vision Project 
 Greensand Ridge Project 
 Brogborough 
 Woburn 

Group C 

1. National Mountain Bike Park in Maulden Woods is desperate for better facilities 
and is ready-to-go. It would cost £600,000 or less. 

2. Country Park is needed between Ampthill and Flitwick.  This would have facilities 
and a bike park to take pressure off conservation areas such as Cooper‟s Hill.  It 
could also link Flitwick and Flitton Moors. 

3. Improve facilities at Maulden Wood to include toilets, café and walks for all 
abilities.  Project is ready-to-go with the support of local people and would cost 
about £2.5milliion.   

4. Cycle link from Shefford across to Arlesey and potentially west to Ampthill along 
the River Flit. 



5. Broom Quarry Water Park created from quarry restoration.  Access from the A1 
provided with zoned active and quiet recreation. 

6. Wooded Country Park east or south of Arlesey (including Blue Lagoon) to include 
a railway station and access across the river. 

7. Buy the rest of Flitwick Wood from the Woburn Estate. 
8. Woodland creation on and around Brogborough Landfill Site on the Forest of 

Marston Vale. 
9. Buy the fields east and west of Flitwick Moor to prevent development and allow 

open access to buffer Flitwick Moor. 
10. Acquire field west of Cooper‟s Hill for public open space to buffer Cooper‟s Hill. 
11. From The Wixams station provide access routes to The Forest Centre and 

towards Ampthill. 
12. New linkages of woodland, hedgerows and footpaths between Maulden Wood, 

Wilstead Wood and Chicksands Wood. 
13. Bedford – R.S.S. cycle link.  Use existing footpaths along riverbank and so is 

very achievable. 
14. Heathland, wetland and woodland creation opportunities east of Tempsford, 

along with footpath linkages to Sandy, Everton and River Ouse Path. 
15. Elstow Screen on the edge of The Wixams development, to be composed of 

native woodland and hedges. 
16. Possible circular walks north of Potton to link to Potton Wood SSSI and strategic 

footpaths. 
17. Linear park east of Biggleswade. 
18. Potential for agri-environment schemes around Edworth. 
19. New footpath needed linking Biggleswade and Shefford with safe crossings over 

the A1 (TL2064258) and railway (TL192422). 
20. Link Potton Wood SSSI to the Forest of South Cambridgeshire Project.  Provide 

woodland buffering and linkages and link paths. 
 
Two other initiatives were also identified.  These were: 

 Flit Valley Project provides opportunities for wet woodland, wetlands, 
access and heritage along the River Flit.  Canoe launching points are 
suggested. 

 Arable Plant Squares are nationally important for arable plants. 

Group D 

1. Biggleswade Common could be enhanced to become a country park. 
2. Country park east of Biggleswade to be created due to development. 
3. Land within „loop‟ of Biggleswade Common to become habitat buffer. 
4. Opportunities within the Ivel Valley due to the minerals and waste plans are south 

of Biggleswade, Broom Quarry, Sandy Heath and the area between the A1 and 
railway north of Biggleswade and south of Sandy.   

5. Opportunity to link Potton Wood SSSI to the Forest of South Cambridgeshire 
Project. 

6. Opportunity to buffer Langford Meadow/Henlow Common. 
7. Arlesey Meadow corridor provides opportunities to link existing sites west of 

Arlesey along the River Flit. 
8. Provide access to Arlesey Landfill Site. 
9. Blue Lagoon provides an opportunity for a major country park. 
10. Completion of National Cycle Route 12 (Great North Cycle Way) along the Ivel 

Valley.  This would link Stotfold, Arlesey, Biggleswade and Sandy. 



11. Aspirational cycle link from Potton, south of The Lodge to NCR12. 
12. Safe crossing of A1 needed west of Biggleswade (TL183444). 
13. Bix Brook enhanced and linked to Standhone Farm due to development of the 

land south of Stotfold. 
14. Possible West Biggleswade County park between the Ivel and A1. 
15. Old Warden historic parkland landscape has opportunities for heritage 

interpretation and biodiversity. 
16. Opportunities to link Exeter Wood, Manor Wood, Warden Little Wood and 

Warden Great Wood.  There are views from here to the north and west. 
17. The Flit Valley from Chalton to Shefford has opportunities for habitats, heritage 

and access. 
18. Ampthill Park and the land south of Houghton Conquest have opportunities for 

heathland and access with historic interpretation.  There are views to the north. 
19. Potential Elstow to Shefford greenway. 
20. Greensand Ridge Cycle Route which links Leighton Buzzard, Woburn, Ampthill, 

Clophill and Moggerhanger and joins NCR12. 
21. Chalk grassland creation and historic opportunities north of Pegsdon and Sundon 

Hills.  Pegsdon Hills have views to the north. 
22. River Hit and chalk spring basin opportunities for biodiversity, open spaces and 

water management.  This would include the villages of Shillington, Meppershall, 
Campton and Gravenhurst. 

23. Woodland linkages from Maulden wood to Rowney Warren. (Possible location as 
no number on map) 

24. Opportunities to create heathland and acid grassland around Millbrook and 
Lidlington.  This area has views across the Marston Vale and towards Ampthill 
and Flitwick. 

25. Opportunities between Hockliffe and Woburn due to the minerals and waste 
plans. 

26. Woburn Estate and influenced surrounding have opportunities for woodland 
linkage and heritage interpretation. 

27. Neutral grassland creation opportunities south of Cranfield around the 
Brogborough Landfill Site. (Possible location as no number on the map).  Views 
from Cranfield look over this area. 

28. How End (Houghton Conquest) has views into the Marston Vale. 
29. The southwestern end of Meppershall has views across to Shillington. 
30. The footpaths north of Shefford have views back to the village. 
31. Moggerhanger has views to the Greensand Ridge. 
32. There are views from the A428 north of Great Barford to the south and east. 
33. The area east of Sandy has views across to the River Ivel. 
34. Both northeast and southwest of Everton there are views to the northwest. 
35. Dunton has views to the south and east. 
36. Heritage interpretation in Ampthill and Potton. 
37. There are opportunities in the Marston Vale due to minerals and waste work.  

This should include the Water Management Plan. 
 
Some priority areas were also selected.  These were: 

 Ivel valley and tributaries require valley scale enhancements including 
new country park(s) at Blue Lagoon and/or Biggleswade Common. 

 Flit Vale from Flitwick to Shefford. 
 Historic houses, parks, woods and heaths of the Greensand Ridge. 
 Chalk 



 
Mid Beds GI Officers‟ Workshop – Attendees  

 
  Tues 19th June 2007 

Invitees   Attendees 
 Andy Knight  - Sustrans    
Stella Baylis – Natural England   x 
 David Hopkins – GI Consortium   x 
 Heather Webb – Biodiversity Forum    
 Matthew O'Brien – Beds CC and FWAG    0 
Alison Myers; - Beds CC Landscape Officer   x 
Julia Scott – Beds CC Landscape Officer   x 
John Comont – Beds CC Ecologist   X 
Barry Easom  - Internal Drainage Board   x 
Lesley Saint  - Environment Agency   x 
David Kenny – English Heritage    
Graham King – Natural England   0 
Kevin Stannard – Forestry Commission   X 
Stephen Knight,     
Cliff Andrews - BRCC    x 
Clive Beckett    
Jonathan Woods – Beds CC Access Development 
Officer 

  x 

Darren Woodward -  Beds CC – ROW Officer   0 
Andrew Gwilliam - Beds CC – ROW Officer   x 
Richard Thompson – Beds CC ROW Officer   x 
Joel Carré; - BRCC   X 
Lisa White – Mid Beds DC Open Spaces   x 
Gavin Johnson – Mid Beds Cycling Officer   x 
Bob Morwood  - Mid Beds Tree Officer   0 
Sue Frost; - Mid Beds DC Planning Officer    X 
Phil Dodshon – Mid Beds Planning Officer    
Anita Stone – Forestry Commission   0 
Andrew Hoppit – Forestry Commission    
James Russell – Forest of Marston Vale   x 
Andrew Goodchild – Mid Beds DC    
Katharine Banham; - BRMC    x 
Kath Daly; - Chilterns AONB   0 
 Martin Oake – Beds CC Archaeologist   x 
Stephen Coleman – Beds CC  Historic Heritage   x 
Laurie Jackson – Wildlife Trust   x 
Graham Bellamy – Wildlife Trust   x 
Alice Crampin - CPRE    
Ben Hammond - BTCV    
John Sharpe - RSPB   0 
David Bevan – Beds CC Heritage and Environment   x 
Sue Raven – Greensand Trust   x 
Richard Woolnough – Greensand Trust   x 
Nottingham Rooms    



Mid Beds GI Planning Stakeholder Workshop - Ivel Valley North 
 

Ref Aspiration 
1 Create Footpath to link Biggleswade Common to PRoW network to west of A1, via 

Manor Farm. 
 Upgrade permissive path through A1 cattle tunnel to Public Footpath; and modify tunnel 

to increase headroom 
3 Create crossing over or under A1 south of Biggleswade to provide east-west multi-user 

route linking Stratton farm and Holme Green 
4 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway to provide link to NCN Great North Cycleway 
5 Ensure Kings Reack Linear park multi-user route links with PRoW network south of 

Dunton Lane 
6 Create cycleway link to Stratton park along private road and farm track 
7 Create safe cycle crossing of A1 to link Biggleswade and Upper Caldecote 
8 Upgrade footbridge carrying GSRW over A1 to cater for cyclists and horseriders. 
9 Create roadside cycleway to give safe link between Ickwell and Upper Caldecote 
10 Upgrade condition of existing bridleway surface to enable easier cycling 
11 Upgrade permissive path to Public Bridleway 
12 Create Footpath to link Birch Wood, latch pool and Station Road 
13 Create Footpath to link Grange Roadto Great Barford via Riverside path 
14 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway to link Tempsford Station Road to Little Barford Road 

and GNC 
15 Upgrade Footpaths to Bridleways to link Chalton and Great Barford to NCN 
16 Create Bridleway to link Deepdale and Sandy Road 
17 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway to link Biggleswade to Dunton 
18 Create Bridleway to link dead-end Bridleway and Green Lane 
19 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway to create circular riding routes 
20 Create Bridleway to link Newtonbury to Bridleways to north 
21 Upgrade Clopton Way to Bridleway 
22 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway to link Wrestlingworth and Cockayne Hatley 
23 Create Bridleways on farm tracks to create circular rides 
24 Create bridleway to enhance network west of Broom 
25 Enhance Dan Albone Picnic Area as gateway feature to Biggleswade Common 
26 Create accessible greenspace to deliver southern section of Biggleswade „green 

wheel‟, including appropriate planting to screen Stratton Industrial Estate 
27 Formalise and dedicate Footpath through linear wood. 
28 Upgrade, link and manage cluster of greenspaces including Saxon Gate Pocket Park, 

Stratton Moat and associate ridge and furrow meadow and Linear woods. 
29 Dedicate permissive path as Public Footpath to secure route of Kingfisher Way 
30 Relocate Fairground site and create riverside recreational area 
31 Extension to Sandy Heath Quarry heathland restoration 
32 Create roadside cycleway to link Potton to RSPB (commuter route) 
33 Create accessible greenspace to buffer against and limit northern extension of Sandy 
34 Create accessible greenspace with wildlife and geological interest 
35 Create accessible greenspace linking Ivel and Ouse valley corridors 
36 Enhance riverside access and water facilities, ie boating, in and around confluence of 

Ouse and Ivel 
37 Increase access and education and protect heritage of Tempsford Airfield 
38 Ensure publicly accessible recreational use of restored gravel pits, including quiet 

watersports and model boating 
39 Improve river Ivel for canoeing/ boating 



40 Create open greenspace/ nature reserve as extension to recreation ground 
41 Dangerous Bridleway road crossings on Skylark Ride to be improved 
42 Provide public access to private woodland 
43 Create accessible habitat mosaic of wetlands, woodland and heath to link Biggleswade 

Common to RSPB 
44 Landscape Issue: Improve woodland and hedgerow links in the Edworth – Eyeworth 

area, whilst maintaining agricultural landscape. 
45 Restored gravel workings south of Manor Farm to include access and wetland habitat 

mosaic 
  
 Possible woodland linkages to South Cambs Forest 
 Additional access and habitat enhancements including Hamlet End and Kingfisher 

Lakes 
 Extend and Buffer Biggleswade Common, creating a Biggleswade Common Country 

Park 
 Aspirational Town Park west of Biggleswade 
 Broom Quarry restoration to include accessible open space 
  
A View from Potton Road towards Royston 
B Views from Dunton Footpaths and Community Garden towards Cambridge 
C View from Everton west over Tempsford Airfield and beyond 
D View from Great North Cycleway towards Cardington Hangers 
E View from Greensand Ridge Walk and Old Warden Tunnel Nature Reserve to 

Cardington Hangers and Bedford 
F View from Topler‟s Hill east and southwest 
G View from Moxhill to Cardington Hangers 
H Views into the Shuttleworth Estate 
I Views to and from Moggerhanger Park 
J Views west and south from Sandy Pinnacle 
K Views south from The Lodge 

Attendees: 

1 Malcolm Mugridge Blunham PC 

2 Joan Nesbitt Blunham PC 

3 Mike Strange Biggleswade Hist. Soc. 

4 Jean Strange Biggleswade Hist. Soc. 

5 Vince Burns CTC 

6 Maureen Hall Northill PC/ P3 

7 Julie Howard Biggleswade P3 

8 Vic Brunt Biggleswade P3 

9 Gerry Lawrence Wildlife Trust 

10 Adrian Besant Tempsford PC 

11 Dan Clark Tempsford PC 

12 Steve Febery-Watts Sustrans 

13 Peter Bradley RSPB 

14 Peter Woodward Biggleswade TC 

15 Val Moles Potton Town Clerk 

16 Hugh Williams Wrestlingworth P3 

17 Rick Goater Dunton PC 

 Joel Carré BRCC 

 Cliff Andrews BRCC 



Follow-up session for Sandy, 05/10/07 

18 Nigel Aldis  Sandy TC 



 
Mid Beds GI Planning Stakeholder Workshop - Ivel Valley South 

  
  
1 Create Bridleway along disused Bedford – Shefford Railway 
2 Create Footpath along disused Ivel Navigation Channel between Stanford Road and 

Stanford Lock 
3 Create Footpath along northern bank of Ivel Navigation Channel between Stanford 

Local and confluence with River Ivel, to link with 4, below. 
4 Create off-road, riverside route for Kingfisher way between Langford Mill and Holme 

Mills 
5 Dedicate „Clifton Bury Loop‟ paths as Public rights of Way (currently Permissive 

Paths under Stewardship) 
6 Create Footpath to link Baulk Wood and Henlow Common 
7 Create Footpath link from Shefford Road to A600, behin Samuel Whitbread School 
8 Create off-road access to Baulk Wood from Newtown 
9 Create Footpath along Henlow Brook to link with Footpaths 1 & 2 
10 Divert existing Footpath to field edge and create new link from northern end of 

Millennium Meadow 
11 Create off-road, riverside route for Kingfisher Way as alternative to Taylor‟s Road. 
12 Create Footpath from Arlesey Road across Pix Brook to Etonbury Wood 
13 Create alternative route for Kingfisher Way to link with Great North Cycleway/ A507 

underpass to avoid crossing A507. 
14 Create Footpath to complete links to local Rights of way network to NE of restored 

Landfill Site 
15 Create Footpath to link Arlesey Common to Restored Landfill Site 
16 Create Blue lagoon Country Park and link via multi-user route to restored Landfill Site 

to create a „Super Country Park‟ 
17 Create Footpath to link Arlesey Old Moat Nature Reserve and Mill Pits Meadow. 
18 Amend route of GNC in Stotfold and Arlesey to reflect most recent preferred route. 
19 To Be Noted:  The creation of the GNC will require a number of Rights of Way 

upgrades and Cycleway Creation Orders along its entire route. 
20 Create pavement/ cycleway alongside Shefford Road to provide safe link between 

Shefford and Meppershall 
21 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway and create bridleway along A507 to link Meppershall 

and Shefford 
22 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway to link Meppershall and Campton 
23 Extend Old Road Meadow Nature Reserve to west 
24 To Be Noted: Existing play area should be shown 
25 Create new accessible greensapce near Rectory Farm 
26 Extend Bellcote Meadow Millennium Green onto land between ditch and river to NE 
27 Create nature area on land behind White Hart PH 
28 Extend „The Meads‟ to west to create pocket park/ wildlife area 
29 Enhance Mid Beds owned public open space to north of Mill Meadows housing 
30 Protect and enhance strategic green wedge between Clifton and Shefford 
31 Extend Clifton Cemetery 
32 Protect and enhance strategic green wedge between Clifton and Henlow, to possibly 

incorporate BMX track 
33 Create greater access within Warden Warren and Southill Park woodland 
34 Extend Etonbury Woodland to create „Pix Brook Green Corridor‟ multifunctional 

greenspace 



35 Extend Stotfold Mill Meadows Nature Reserve 
36 To be Noted: Centenary Wood should be shown 
37 Link parcels of land with 35 and 36 above to create „River Ivel Green Corridor‟ multi 

functional greenspace 
38 Create new „Clifton Bury Country Park‟ 
39 Create public access into Nunns Wood 
40 Create access to „the hill‟ to extend access provision around Chicksands Wood 
41 Increase screening/ landscaping around Sratton Industrial Estate to „repair‟ damaged 

views 
42 Maximise provision of off-road multi-user routes around Broom (associated with 

Tarmac operations 
43 Create informal public open space with woodland and grassland to buffer against 

railway and enhance setting of GNC 
44 Create „village green‟ with „The Triangle‟ as and when expected development starts 

to in-fill. 
45 Create informal recreation for youth activities 
46 Enhance „Town Land‟ as public open space/ nature reserve 
47 Potential allotment site (Langford currently has none) 
48 Note: Arlesey Common should be shown as Registered Common Land 
49 Extend accessible greenspace of Arlesey Common southwards to county boundary, 

to extend River Hiz corridor. 
50 Create Bridleway to link Arlesey to Stotfold 
51 Upgrade Footpath to Bridleway to provide additional link between Arlesey and 

Fairfield 
52 Create Footpath along northern bank of Pix Brook 
53 Create accessible greenspace as buffer between Arlesey and Fairfield 
54 Create accessible grassland buffer along River Ivel Corridor 
55 Create accessible „greenbelt‟ of grassland and woodlandto link Etonbury Wood/ Pix 

Brook Corridor with the River Hiz Corridor. 
56 Create safe multi-user crossing of A1 
  
  
 Broom south Quarry, areas to be restored for Green Infrastructure 
 Landfill site to be restored to accessible GI 
 Creation of Blue Lagoon Country Park 
 Extension of Stotfold Millennium meadows 
  
  
A Viewpoint from Footpath to Toplers Hill, Sandy Hills and Sharpenhoe 
B Viewpoint from Cockshoot Hill to Sharpenhoe 
C Views to Campton & Chicksands 
D Views over Shillington to Barton and Sharpenhoe 
E Views southwest from A1(M) 
F Views from Blue Lagoon cliffs southwest to south Beds 
  
  

Attendees: 
1 Lorna McGregor Shefford P3 
2 Clark McGregor Shefford P3 
3 Jennifer Harrision Shefford TC/ P3 
4 Elaine Dear BHS 



5 Pauline Livesy Clifton PC/ Tree Warden 
6 Barry Livesy Clifton PC 
7 Ron Green Southill PC/ P3/ Tree Warden 
8 Martin Knight Henlow P3 
9 Margaret Knight Henlow Conservation Society 
10 Gerry Lawrence Wildlife Trust 
11 Valerie Balderstone Teasel, Stotfold 
12 Paul Redwood Teasel, Stotfold Mill 
13 Mary Cooper Stotfold TC/ Tree Warden 
14 David Foskett Meppershall PC/ P3 
15 Phil Collins Meppershall PC 
16 Steve Febery-Watts Sustrans 
17 Lyndsey Bignell Local Horse Riders/ Walkers 
Representing S Ivel parish at N Ivel workshop 
18 Joan Rutt Langford PC 
   
 Cliff Andrews BRCC 
 Joel Carré BRCC 
 David Hopkins BCC 
   
Attendees at follow-up session for Arlesey 04/10 
19 Geoff Page Acorn 
20 Brian Juffs Acorn 
21 Hugh Harper Arlesey TC 
22 Vic Williams Arlesey TC 
 
 



 
Mid Beds GI Planning Stakeholder Workshop  – Forest of Marston Vale  
 
General: 
Beware planting doesn‟t obscure views 
 
Map one: 
Linkages 

1. Cycle/Bridleway as green route from Elstow to the Wixams, from the Wixams 
through Chapel End and onto Haynes West End 

 
2. Cycle/bridleway from west of Wixams across railway line, through Stewartby 

finishing at the second railway line. 
 

3. Cycle/Bridleway as green route from Green lane along Bedford rd then across it 
to join with Route 51.  Branching off from this link is another link going through 
the new housing development to Kempston.   

 
4. Cycle/Bridleway as green route from Wootton to the Wixams. 

 
5. Circular route around Centre Parcs. 

 
6. Cycle/Bridleway as green route along Bedford and Milton Keynes Waterways 

from the lake to Marston Moretaine. 
 

7. Cycle/bridleway from Centre Parcs to Brogborough. 
 

8. Cycle/Bridleway as green route from lake at Lidlington and Cranfield.  Joining 
onto this is a link to route 51.   

 
9. Disagree with route 51 at Brogborough Landfill. 

 
Sites 

10.  New green site around Wixams.   
 

11.   New green site to the south and west of Centre Parcs. 
 

12.   Extend Wootton wood to south.   
 

13.  New green site from Broughton grounds community woodlands nature reserve to 
the road coming east from North Crawley (including Moulsoe old wood and lower 
wood).     

 
Map two: 
Linkages 

14. Circular route around Centre Parcs (Been promised by them) including bridge 
over A507. 

 
15. Bridleway from A507 to Greensand Ridge Walk 

 



16. Circular Bridleway going south from Centre Parcs, to the A507, over A507 to 
Boughton End. 

 
17. How are you supposed to get a horse over a roundabout??? At new bypass  

 
18. Missing link of bridleway between Greeensand Ridge Walk going across the M1 

up to Brogborough and the circular bridleway mentioned in 17.    
 

19. Is there a bridge yet to cross the bypass long the Greensand Ridge Walk.  
 

20. Bridleway from Sheeptick End along railway line to Lidlington.   
 

21. Bridleway to link Millbrook car park to the forest centre.   
 
New sites 

22. Wixams Park – prevent coalescence and wont be able to see housing 
development because of topography.  It will be accessible to the public. 

 
23.  At Houghton Conquest cherry close amenity area. 

 
24. Woodland linkage near Houghton conquest - area needs to be low enough down 

the hill so as not to spoil the views from the greensand ridge. 
 

25. The woodland linkage along the clay scarp can be seen from quite a distance 
 

26. Area north east of Cranfield is a dip which should be protected as it is unique as 
you cannot see over the ridge.   

 
Map 3: 
Linkages 

27.   Missing link from A421 to Stewartby.   
 
28. Links in new housing development at Wootton.  From Wootton to A421 and 

through middle of housing to footpath north of Wootton 
Sites  

29. Buffer around Wixams with access 
 
30. Wetland creation from Stewartby Lake to Marsh Leys Ind. Est. in are between the 

railway line and the A421. 
 

31. Buffer Marston Thrift against A421 
 
Map 4: 
Linkages 

32.  Multi-purpose link running along the Bedford and Milton Keynes waterway. 
   
33. Multipurpose link from Lidlington to Millbrook Station, Stewartby, Houghton 

Conquest, Wilstead, Shortstown and Willington. 
 

34. Link Bridleway to Marston Country Park . 
 



Sites  
35. Woodland to buffer Wixams  
 
36. Woodland strip next to Vehicle Proving Ground at Millbrook. 

 
37. Woodland strip from Wootton Wood to route 51 and woodland the other side of it.   

 
38. Woodland strip from Wootton Wood north to Wood end 

 
39. Woodland strip north of M1 from Broughton Grounds (Mid Beds boundary) to 

A421.   
  

Forest of Marston Vale GI Workshop Attendees: 
1. Mr Andrew Brocklebank (forest vol.) 
2. Mr Martin Day (Houghton Conquest PC, BNHS) 
3. Mr Andrew Eardley  
4. Jenny Eardley 
5. Mrs Joan Ferguson  
6. Miss Sally Williams 
7. Mrs Veronica Scargill 
8. Mr Iain Clapham 
9. Andy Knight - sustrans 
10. Keith Downing  
11. Graham Tawell –BHS (07836750359) 
12. Bob Wallace  
13. Guy Lambourne - community 
14. James Russell  
15. Lorna Walker 
16. Richard Woolnough 
17. Andy Lingard – Forest site manager 
18. Phillip Carter – Landowner 
19. Ann Collett-White - CPRE 
 



 

Mid Beds Central area workshop 
 
General suggestions: 

1. Focus on views, obtain 360° panoramic images and ensure views determine 
planning. 

 
2. Look at habitat maps and identify where linkages are required.   

 
3. Link currently isolated open spaces and create more green roads. 

 
4. Use GIS to look at opportunities of linking habitats.   

 
5. Frame Green Infrastructure as socially and economically beneficial as well as 

environmental. 
 

6. Expand public open space. 
 

7. Update the Greensands Ridge Walk to National Trail Standards. 
 

8. Improve access and biodiversity of waterways. 
 

9. Protect waterways from development.   
 

10. Promote new canal. 
 

11. Problems with dogs fouling on footpaths and running wild, disturbing the wildlife.  
Dog fouling posters/notices on footpaths need to be reinstated.   

 
Site-specific suggestions: 

1. No Centre Parcs. 
 
2. Area lost to Centre Parcs means that the southern boundary needs enhancing 

and linking to Steppingley open space.  More buffers to M1 noise. 
 
3. Second World War site of interest (Grid Ref. 970 310) at Milton Bryan. 

 
4. Better links between woodlands and Marston Vale and keep priority rights of way 

throughout.   
 

5. Marston Drift is a wonderful asset and needs outlining on map?  
 

6. Buffer planting between Steppingley and Ampthill/Flitwick, and 
Chicksands/Campton to prevent coalescence.`  

 
7. Buffer strip north of Clophill Road to protect Maulden Wood. 

 
8. Improve safety and facilities on path between the northern edge of Rowney 

Warren Wood and the A6.  
 
 



9. Aspirational woodland and hedgerow links between Flitwick wood and Flitwick 
Manor Park and up past Steppingley. 

 
10. Some heathland creation along the Greensand Ridge Walk.  

 
11. Waterside close should be included as other green infrastructure.   

 
12. Avoid development on the clay slopes of high visibility from Harlington to Silsoe. 

 
13. Need safe crossing at junction between Hitchin Road and Apsley End Road. 
 
14. In Shillington land acquired by parish council and playing field. Other important 

green space in village centre. 
 

15. Area above Campton plantation (Chicksands), should be designated as other 
green infrastructure because a farmer created a conservation area there, which 
the public can pass through 

 
16. Plummers Lane has ancient hedges and plummers copse 

 
17. Ensure Degussa provide the facilities they promised at Clophill Lakes. 

 
18. Maintain good views from Clophill old church. 

 
19. Improve Facilities and road safety at Rowney Warren. 

 
20. Restore woodland in the central area of Cainhoepark Wood. 

 
21. At Pine Hill, Clophill re-plant hardwoods.  

 
22. Beaumont tree at corner of Beaumont tree lane and  

 
23. Buffer and expand DENR south of Maulden. 

 
24. New country park south of Ampthill (Grid Ref. 0336 and 0436) joined across 

A507. 
 

25. Centre Parks in L-shaped area next to wood at (Grid Ref. 01 37). 
 

26. Western extension of Coopers Hill. 
 

27. Aylesbury Road ponds.  
 

28. Meadow on Gas House Lane should be included as other green infrastructure. 
 

29. Area north of Steppingley Road at Flitwick should be included as housing 
development. 

 
30. Green corridor adjacent to railway line at Flitwick (02 36). 

 
31. Retain orchard and lawn at Steppingley Hospital. 



 
32. Football centre of excellence south of A507 in aspirational green infrastructure 

area (Grid Ref. 03 36). 
 

33. The aspirational green infrastructure area at Flitwick (Grid Ref. 04 35) is a key 
area to protect.   

 
34. At Flitwick Manor enhance the aspirational green infrastructure.  

 
35. Protect views from park to north and north-north-west (Grid Ref. 02 38).  

 
36. Protect church meadows at Maulden (Grid Ref. 06 38). 

 
37. Protect the area of other green infrastructure (Grid Ref. 01 40 and 01 41) from 

development. Great potential for natural habitat enhancement along with 
Stewartby lake and wetlands. 

 
38. Ruxox farm?? 

 
39. Plant trees along the eastern side of Sundon Road, around first clump of housing 

and the area of other green infrastructure north of that. 
 

40. Plant trees both sides of the road into Pulloxhill from Higham Bury.  
 

41. Green buffer zone (area to be protected from development) from Harlington 
along the ridge to Pulloxhill, then through Greenfield to Flitton. 

 
42. Priority to convert cultivated chalk hills to grassland at Barton Hills. 

 
43. At Shillington the area east of High Road encircled by footpaths (Grid Ref. 128 

336) needs to have more green infrastructure shown. 
 

44. Flitwick and Priestly Plantations should be included as aspirational green 
infrastructure.   

 
45. Aspley Guise recreation ground (Grid Ref. 937 359). 

 
46. Eversholt recreation ground (accessible) in area adjacent to church (Grid Ref. 

983 326). 
 

47. Aspirational Green Infrastructure between the A421 and the railway line, up to 
the workshop boundary.  Acting as a buffer between Aspley Guise, Husborne, 
Crawley, Salford, Hillcote and the south-east expansion of Milton Keynes.  

 
Area identified in the south-east plan and by Milton Keynes Partnership as the Milton 
Keynes SE expansion area.   

 
To be designated in Mid Beds LDF as green belt to ensure there is segregation between 
Milton Keynes and Aspley Guise.   

 
To be discussed with Trevor Saunders on 17th September. 



 
48. Peter Smith‟s nature reserve in Eversholt is not marked on the map.  There is a 

lack of weed control at nature reserves, especially Ragwort, so better 
management is required.      

 
Footpaths and cycle path suggestions:  

1. Ensure adequate footpaths and cycle routes at junction 12 of M1. 
 
2. Link Flitwick to Maulden by a dual cycle path and footpath.  
 
3. The existing path from Chicksands ends at the bridleway on the A507.  It should 

be extended to the B road to Clophill which would then link Ampthill, Clophill and 
Shefford.   

 
4. Extend public access area of Charlie Wood, Buttermilk Wood and Little Brickhill 

Copse.  Include public rights of way and bridleway to join with Rammamere Farm 
right of way. 

 
5. Link from Houghton Farm to North Limbersey Farm.  

 
6. Agree with the linkage of King‟s Wood through to Maulden Wood.     

 
7. A cycle path is needed from the A6 roundabout to the Flitwick-Maulden road to 

allow villagers to use their bicycles.  
 

8. Enhance and protect link between Flitwick Plantation and Fordfield.  
 

9. Link Flitwick Plantation and Priestly Plantation to Warren Wood.  
 
10. To avoid dangerous corner at Hollington need to create footpath along Amtphill 

Road to join the two existing footpaths.    
 

11. New footpath to link Flitton/Greenfield (Grid Ref.062 353) to Wardhedges (Grid 
Ref. 065 358).  

 
12. Public access to Reddings Wood. 

 
13. Path from Haynes Park to Haynes should be open to the public. 

 
14. Footpath from Centre Parks site through to Ampthill park farm.  

 
15. Cycle route needed along A507 starting at Ampthill Roundabout to Chicksands 

and down Maulden Road.  
 

16. What is happening to the rights of way network going to Fielden Fm and Fielden 
House 

 
17. Improve footpath including installation of kissing gate from Pulloxhill (Grid Ref. 

060 336) heading south-west to Harlington.  
 



18. Add link between Gravenhurst Road (Grid Ref. 119 370) and Ampthill Road near 
Beadlow (Grid Ref. 113 384).   

 
19. At Ampthill (Grid Ref. 03 36) improve rights of way status on existing permissive 

paths and add paths through woodland.   
 

20. The Country Wildlife Site near to Salford Road needs linking to other green 
spaces, as do the lakes next to it. 

 
21. Link Aspley Wood and Woburn Park using valley of Crawley brook. 

 
22. Aspley Lane and Gypsy Lane are potential Quiet Lanes.  

 
23. Proposed quiet lane heading north from Hexton 

 
24. Strategic cycle routes linking historic Woburn and Aspley Guise with existing 

route 51.  Start the path at the A5130 (Grid Ref. 947 335) and finish where 
Salford Road joins a bridleway.  

 
25. Need right of way link from Upper Gravenhurst to the wood, west of Lower 

Greavenhurst.   
 
 
Bridleway suggestions: 

1. Bridleway shown in wrong place going south-west from Hitchin Road south of 
Pegsdon.  

 
2. More bridleways in the accessible green infrastructure area of Chicksand wood 

and Maulden Wood.  
 

3. Bridleway linking Rowney Warren Wood, North of Chicksands and Chicksands 
Wood. 

 
4. Bridleway along Great Lane to join existing bridleways to make circular bridleway 

North of Clophill.   
 

5. Important bridleways in accessible green infrastructure area (Wrest Park) east of 
Silsoe.   

 
6. Shillington Bury and Common Lane (track) running north from Hexton would be 

good as bridleways. 
 

7. Footpath to Higham Bury needs upgrading to a bridleway.   
 

8. The bridleway from Shillington to Burge End is important for access to hills at 
Pirton.  Put pressure on Herts County Council to extend the bridleway into Herts.  

 
9. Bridleway link needed between Manor Fm (Higham Gobion) and Fielden Fm at 

flood area.   
 

10. Clophill old church needs a circular bridleway. 



 
11. Bridleway to link Harlington and Pulloxhill.  Starting from the John Bunyan Trail 

(Grid Ref. 062 312) following the track to Westoning (Grid Ref. 041 321) then 
along to Higham Bury, finishing at the junction.   

 
12. A bridleway to link Pulloxhill and Silsoe.  Starting from Pulloxhill (Grid Ref. 065 

343) heading north-east along the footpath to the wood, then east along the 
footpath to the road, up the road and finishing at the church in Silsoe.   

 
13. Bridleway to link Pulloxhill and Flitton.  Starting at Pulloxhill (Grid Ref. 061 340) 

heading north-west along road, then along Mill Lane and join existing footpath to 
Flitton. 

  
14. Bridleway linking Flitton and Flitwick wood.  Starting at top of Mill Lane following 

the river to Flitwick (Grid Ref. 032 339), around Flitwick Manor Park and on to 
Flitwick Wood.  

 
15. Bridleway around Beadlow from A507 (Grid Ref. 113 384) to Grid Ref. 105 386 

needs to be made safe and suitable for all users.  
 

16. Existing bridleways in Aspley Guise quarry near A5130 need to be linked to 
Aspley Wood and to Old and New Wovendon Heaths.  

 
17. The current footpath from Birchmoor Farm to Horsepool Lane at Aspley Guise 

needs to be re-designated as a bridleway to link with the bridleway in Woburn.  
 

18. Existing bridleway from Flitwick Plantation, across M1, through Kingshoe and 
Poorshills woods.  

 
19. Possible permissive bridleway from Poorshills Wood, through Briar Stockings and 

joining onto the Greensands Ridge Walk.   
 
Important views:  

1. Important views north-west from Grid Ref. 120 305 and North from Grid Ref. 131 
310 at Pegsdon.  

2. Important views going south-east of Harlington (Grid Ref. 04 30) and to the south 
of Harlington, adjacent to the railway line (Grid Ref. 03 29). 

3. Footpath from Mount Pleasant to Crawley Park has lovely views and is good 
wildlife corridor.  

4. Important views both sides of the road into Pulloxhill (Grid Ref. 05 33) and south-
east of Pulloxhill (Grid Ref. 06 33).  

5. Important views going west from the top of Flitton (Grid Ref. 05 35).  
 
(Flitwick and Ampthill TC want feedback on 24, 33 and 38 from Site Specific 
suggestions.) 
 
Attendees 
Contact Name  Organisation/Representation 

Helen Powell  “Get Mountain Biking” 

Terry Woods Aspley Woods user 



Paul Dove  Flitwick Flyers 

Roger Chick   

Alicce Crampin CPRE 

Keith McCarthy Ranger Aspley Wood 

David Sedgeley Flitton Moor and Flitwick Flyers 

David Binns Ramblers Association (Best contact) 

Bruce Blott  Ramblers Association 

Davina Galloway  Haynes P3 

Philip Clarke Aspley Guise P3 

Bob Cornes  Bat group and Cooper's Hill warden 

Colin Carpenter 

Dawn Suthern  Ampthill Town Council  

Stephen Plummer  Bedfordshire Natural History Soc 

Bernard Nau  Bedfordshire Natural History Soc 

Roy van der Poll Bedfordshire Planning Consortium 

Brian Russell Sustrans 
Andy Knight Sustrans 

Kelvin Horton Ampthill Town Plan 

Anne Luttley  Flitwick Town Council 

Helen Dwyer British Horse Soc 

Peter Clarke  Clophill PC  

John Adams  Haynes PC 

Ian Pickering Aspley Guise PC 

Penny Boyes Steppingley PC 

Freda Newport-Hassan Eversholt PC 

John Blomfield  Eversholt PC 

Jennifer Dancy  Flitton and Greenfield PC  

Liz Molyneux Pulloxhill PC 

Sue Young  Pulloxhill PC 

Jeremy Everett Harlington PC 
Neil Wright Local Birder 
Keith Downing  SMOC secretary 
Graham Tawell Horse community 
Richard Woolnough Facilitator 
David Hopkins  
Steve Halton Beds CC Getting Involved Officer 
Sue Frost 

 

 



 

 

Green Infrastructure Plan 
 

Officers’ Workshop 
 

Tuesday 19
th

 June 2007 
Nottingham Rooms 

Woburn Street 

Ampthill 
9-30 until 1-00  

 

 

[coffee and cakes will be served from 9o/c 

lunch will be provided for those who can stay.] 

 

Outline Agenda 

 

9-00 Coffee and cakes available  

 

9-30  Introduction to workshop, maps and other available 
information.  

 

9-45  Local GIs - experience to date. Discuss and agree 
content for Mid Beds GI. 

 

10-30 Group work on large scale maps defining District GI 
 

 

12-00 Plenary session and action planning for local 
stakeholder workshops 

  



 

Background 
 
A Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan has been produced 
which identifies in broad terms a framework for GI in the sub-region. This Plan is 
being used as the basis for developing strategic GI projects and as the 
background for local District studies. The two documents should dovetail, the 
local study will pick up on the priority areas and corridors identified in the 
strategic study but more specifically identifying areas of the District where 
opportunities for new and enhanced GI can be provided.  
 

Policy Framework 

The Draft East of England Plan, A Regional Spatial  Strategy for the 
East of England {EERA, 2004} states that Local development 
documents will define a multiple hierarchy of green infrastructure, in 
terms of location, function, size and levels of use, at every spatial 
scale and across all areas of the region based on analysis of existing 
natural, historic, cultural and landscape assets, including the 
identification of new assets required to deliver green infrastructure. 
The Council‟s intention is that broad GI policies will be included in the 
Local Development Framework DPD‟s with support for 
implementation within the Planning Obligations Strategy SPD. This 
report will be a technical document providing the detailed background 
information to support the policies/proposals in the LDF. 

Draft Methodology 

 

The Mid Beds GI Plan will build on the Bedfordshire and Luton Strategic GI 
Framework to define in greater detail the green infrastructure plan for the Mid 
Beds District Council area.  
The BRMC are producing a range of themed GIS Maps for this workshop 
showing both existing GI components and areas of opportunity or deficiency. 
They will carry out an initial integration exercise to identify areas of multi-
functionality. All these maps will be available at the workshop. 
From the Officer workshop we aim to produce a draft plan that will then be taken 
to a series of geographically based local stakeholder workshops across the 
District. Invitees will include representatives from Town and Parish Councils as 
well as local representatives from interest groups such as the Ramblers, British 
Horse Society, Natural History Society, Wildlife Trust, RSPB, local History 
Groups and amenity groups.  



With the results from the three workshops a green infrastructure plan will be 
produced and a list of priority projects identified with costings and lead partners.  



 

 

You are invited to a 

 

Mid Beds  

Green Infrastructure Plan 
Workshop 

 

Langford Village Hall 

Mill Lane, Langford 

Wednesday 5
th

 September 

7.30pm to 9.30pm 
 

As part of the new Local Development Framework Mid 

Beds District Council in partnership with a wide range of 

environmental organisations are producing a Green 

Infrastructure Plan for the District.  
 

This is one of four local workshops that are being held across the district for 

representatives from the local community and local environmental 

organisations to help with the production of this plan.  We would like your 

organisation to send 1 or 2 representatives to this interactive workshop to 

help shape the future of your local environment.  We would be grateful if 

you could inform us whether you plan to attend by using the reply slip, 

phone number or e-mail address below. 
 

Further information on Green Infrastructure is attached.  

………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

I/ we will be attending         
 

Name(s).……………………………………………………………………… 
 

Organisation………………………………………………………………… 
 

Please reply to:  Cliff Andrews, Environment Team Leader, BRCC, 

The Smithy, The Village, Old Warden, Biggleswade, Beds, SG18 9HQ. 

01767 626456  e-mail: cliffa@bedsrcc.org.uk 



APPENDIX 5 Potential Criteria for Prioritising GI Projects  
 
The process identified here should provide the basis for assessing how well a project 
delivers against this Plan.  These criteria could be relatively easily added to or adapted 
to facilitate prioritisation for specific funding streams. 
 
The questions: 

• Does the project contribute to the Mid Beds GI Network? Is it in a priority area? 

Does it enhance identified assets? Does it deliver identified opportunities? 

• Does it deliver against one or more of the GI Themes? Where it is in the priority 

opportunity area for a specific theme, does it deliver against that theme? For 

example, a new country park (primarily for access/greenspace) in an area 

currently consisting of large open arable fields and identified as a Landscape 

Opportunity Area should contribute towards hedgerow restoration (or another 

appropriate activity). 

• How does it respond to needs created or intensified by new development? Can it 

demonstrate that it is a requirement above and beyond planning requirements? 

• Have risks been adequately quantified and is appropriate mitigation in place? 

• Is match funding in place? 

• How has a high quality design been achieved? 

• Is it sustainable in the long-term? How will long term maintenance and 

management be addressed?  

• Does it mitigate climate change?  

i. How does the project demonstrate energy efficiency in its creation and 
maintenance? 
ii. Does the project use energy from a Zero Carbon Source in its creation 
and maintenance 
iii. Does the project allow for easy access from public transport, cycling, 
horse riding & walking.    
iv. Is it part of a wider cycling/horse riding/walking network? Is it a primary 
or secondary linkage?  Does this encourage utility journeys.  
v. Does the project promote messages about climate change mitigation to 
it's visitors/users (e.g. educate people about how they can make a 
difference) 
vi. Any other ways the development promotes a low carbon economy (e.g. 
use of local suppliers, providing a local resource or service, low carbon 
technologies etc) 
vii. How will the project stand up to the future affects of climate change?    
Will the project help species/habitats adapt to a changing climate?  
viii. Does the project help minimise water use? (e.g. grey water recycling, 
reedbed filtration, run-off attenuation) 
ix. Does the project help mitigate flood risk? 



 

 Economic benefits – does the project create economic benefits? How does it fit 

with the Greensand Ridge Local Development Strategy, the Joint Economic 

Development Strategy and the Tourism Growth Strategy?  

 Social benefits: 

i. Does the project contribute to a safe healthy environment?  

ii. Is it well supported by the local community? Have they been involved in 

its development?  

iii. Is it accessible to all?  (including intellectual, social, economic and cultural 

access as well as physical access).  

iv. How will the project contribute to a „sense of place‟? Does it help create a 

safe, healthy environment? Does it make a contribution to local culture?  

v. Does it contribute to social inclusion or education? Does it provide 

opportunities for people to volunteer? 

vi. Does the project create opportunities for people to lead more active, 

healthy lives? 

 Does the project make any other contribution towards the objectives of the 

Sustainable Communities Plan or other local strategies? 

Projects should be scored against each question, with full consideration given to the 
appropriate weighting for each question. 
 

 



APPENDIX 6 Landscape 
 

Appendix 6a – Table of Valued Landmarks, Views and Sites – source:  

  Mid-Bedfordshire Landscape Character Assessment  

What is important Why is it important Character 
Area 

Views from Greensand ridge northwards 
(Lidlington Hill) 

Very attractive/distinctive 6A/6B 

Views across Cranfield Very attractive/distinctive 1A 

Marston Thrift Old woodlands 5D 

Millbrook Historical value 6B 

From GSR Ampthill, Bedford  6A/6B 

Flit Valley & Moors  7A 

All sandstone churches/water towers  6A/6B 

Woburn parkland  6A 

Clophill St Mary & Ridgmont churches  6B/7A 

Views from train over the GSR  6A 

Aspley Guise common  5C 

Amazon.com warehouse   

Mount Pleasant  5B/8D 

Views of Birchmoor Farm, Woburn   

London Entrance to Woburn Abbey Historical importance 6A 

Woburn Golf Club  6A 

Battlesden to Dunstable Downs  9A 

Ridgmont Church Especially from Aspley Woods 5C 

Holcott Woods to GSR Good view of the woods  

Sharpenhoe Clappers Very distinctive feature 9C 

Totternhoe Knolls and surroundings  10A/9B 

Dunstable Downs escarpment  10A/9A 

Maulden church views south Chalk hills landscape 6B 

Exeter Woods etc north Views 6B 

Castle Hil, Clophill 360 degree views 6B 

Fairfield Hospital, Arlesey Heritage building 10D 

Biggs Wall building A modernistic landscape building  

Potton Wood/water tower Panoramic views from the tower 1D 

Poppy Hill, east of Henlow  4C 

From A1 looking north Views to the GSR 6A/6B 

Langford railway bridge A landmark of concrete 4C 

Clifton duck pond Views across common land 4C 

Views to Sheerhatch Wood on the skyline  6B 

Moggerhanger Park and views on the other 
side 

 5E 

Sandy transmitter Very tall structure.  Can be seen from 
many place e.g. red light at night 

6C 

Cardington Smeaton Bridge Built by a famous civil engineer 5E 

Wooded ridge at Clophill  7A 

Around Blunham village Attractive walks 4A 

 



 
Appendix 6b – Condition of Landscape Character Areas - source: 
  Mid-Bedfordshire Landscape Character Assessment  
  Strength of 

character 
Condition Landscape 

strategy 

1A Cranfield to Stagsden 
Clay Farmland 

Moderate Declined Enhance/Renew 

5C Salford-Aspley Clay Vale Moderate Declined Enhance/Renew 

5D North Marston Vale Moderate Declined (but 
improving) 

Enhance/Renew 

5E East Marston Vale Moderate/Weak Declined (but 
improving) 

Enhance/Renew 

 
1. Greensand Ridge/Flit Valley 
 

  Strength of 
Character 

Condition Landscape 
Strategy 

6A Woburn Greensand 
Ridge 

Strong Declining Conserve and 
Enhance 

6B Mid-Greensand Ridge Strong  Declining Conserve and 
Enhance 

6C Everton Heath 
Greensand Ridge 

Strong Declining Conserve and 
Enhance 

7A Flit Greensand Valley Moderate Declined Enhance/Renew 

 
2. Ivel and Ouse Valley 
 

  Strength of 
Character 

Condition Landscape 
Strategy 

4A Great Ouse Clay Valley Moderate  Declining Enhance 

4B Lower Ivel Clay Valley Weak Declined Renew/Create 

4C Upper Ivel Clay Valley Moderate Declining Enhance 

 
3. East Bedfordshire 
 

  Strength of 
Character 

Condition Landscape 
Strategy 

1D Cockayne Hatley Clay 
Farmland 

Strong/Moderate Good Conserve and 
Enhance 

5F Biggin Wood Clay Vale Moderate Declining Enhance 

5G Dunton Clay Vale Moderate Declining Enhance 

10D Fairfield Chalk Farmland Weak Declined Renew/Create 

 
4. Southern Clay Vales and Villages 
 

  Strength of 
Character 

Condition Landscape 
Strategy 

5B Barton-Le-Clay Vale Moderate Declined Enhance/Renew 

8A Toddington-Hockliffe Moderate Declining Enhance 



Clay Hills 

8C Harlington-Pulloxhill Clay 
Hills 

Moderate Declining Enhance 

8D Upper Gravenhurst – 
Meppershall Clay Hills 

Moderate Declining Conserve and 
Enhance 

9C The Clappers Chalk 
Escarpment 

Strong Declining Conserve and 
Enhance 

10C Barton Hill Rolling Chalk 
Farmland 

Moderate Declining Enhance 

 
Glossary  
 
Conserve: actions which safeguard distinctive features and maintain them in good 
condition .This will invariably entail reinforcement of vulnerable features.  
 
Conserve and Enhance: actions that encourage the conservation of distinctive 
features, whilst restoring elements or areas in poorer condition and the removal or 
mitigation of detracting features  
 
Reinforce and Create: actions that strengthen or reinforce distinctive features and 
patterns in the landscape, whilst creating new features or areas where they have been 
lost or are in poor condition.  

 

 



 

APPENDIX 7 Historic Environment 
 

Appendix 7a Historic Environment Character Areas in Mid Bedfordshire 
 
General.  

 The Historic Environment Character Areas in Bedfordshire and Luton were defined by 
the Bedfordshire County Council Heritage and Environment Service. The Service 
prepared the following summaries of the existing key assets of each of the 29 Character 
Areas found wholly or partly in Mid Bedfordshire. This text should be read in conjunction 
with  Figure 7.2. in the main report.  

HECA 6 

Western Bedfordshire clay ridge, centred on Cranfield.  Includes area of high ground to 
south of Turvey and east of Stagsden.  As far as the ridge of Boulder Clay to the north of 
Brogborough?  At 113mOD – highest point in the county north of the Greensand Ridge.  
Arable agriculture.  Limestone building tradition giving way to brick and timber framing.  
Cranfield Airfield, which preserves 1930s neo-Georgian airfield buildings.  Village ends.  
Moated sites.  Late prehistoric / Roman cropmarks evidence dense former settlement 
(c.f. settlement remains of this date on  housing development at Home Farm Cranfield.) 
HECA 7 

Upper reaches of the Broughton Brook, which drains westwards as part of the River 
Ouzel catchment.  Settlements of Salford and Hulcote, featuring medieval settlement 
earthworks and former fish ponds.  Includes block of land on SW side of M1 next to 
Wavendon House (Milton Keynes).  Gravel extraction has indicated long settlement 
history from at least Bronze Age onwards.   
HECA 8 

Western side of Oxford Clay vale of Marston.  Line of settlements between clay plateau 
and Elstow Brook: Kempston, Wootton, Marston Moretaine.  Wootton House.  Historic 
woodland on lower slopes of clay upland.  Arable farmland (old enclosure).  Iron Age 
and Roman settlement is more extensive than previously thought (land south of Fields 
Road, Wootton; Beancroft Road, Marston Moretaine).  Medieval ridge and furrow, 
settlement earthworks, moats.  Artificial hills at Brogborough landfill site. 
HECA 9 

Central third of Oxford Clay vale of Marston, encompassing the upper reaches of the 
Elstow Brook.  Late prehistoric and Roman cropmarks (e.g. Marsh Leys Farm, land east 
of Bedford Road Marston Moretaine).  Dominated by formerly more extensive clay 
quarrying and brick making.  Industrial archaeology (although above ground physical 
remains are fast disappearing).  Central to this area is the little altered, planned 
settlement of Stewartby.  WW2 Elstow Storage Depot, shortly to be redeveloped as The 
Wixams.   
HECA 10 

Eastern side of Oxford Clay vale of Marston.  Series of spring line settlements between 
Elstow Brook and Greensand Ridge: Lidlington, Houghton Conquest, Wilstead.  
Woodland on the lower slopes.  Arable farmland, mainly parliamentary enclosures.  
Vehicle proving ground next to Millbrook Station. 
HECA 16 

Great Ouse and Ivel valleys downstream of Great Barford and Sandy.  Riverside 
settlements of Blunham, Great Barford, Tempsford, Roxton, Wyboston etc.  Historic 
bridges. Roxton Park, former Little Barford Park.  Extensive arable landscape, given an 



historical dimension by Land Settlement Association smallholdings at Wyboston and 
Chawston.  Until 1689 Great Barford was the head of the Great Ouse navigation, after it 
had been extended from St Neots.  Rich archaeological landscape, early prehistoric sites 
likely to be sealed by alluvium. 
HECA 17 

Small spur of the extensive Huntingdonshire / Cambridgeshire claylands, sandwiched 
between the Great Ouse valley and the Greensand escarpment.  Parliamentary 
enclosure.  Late prehistoric / Roman cropmarks.  Bisected by part of Sandy to 
Godmanchester Roman road.  Tempsford Park.  Tempsford WW2 airfield.   
HECA 18 

Sandy town centre.  Strategic location on gap in Greensand Ridge.  Given 
developmental impetus by market gardening and 19th century railway.  Modest brick 
buildings.  Onion sheds associated with market gardening.   
HECA 19 

Greensand upland to east of Sandy.  Characterised by heathland (Sandy Heath, Potton 
Heath, Gamlinghay Great Heath (Cambs.)).  History of sand extraction.  Parkland 
associated with Woodbury Hall, Hazells Hall and Sandy Lodge.  Tetworth Gardens.  
Settlements of Everton and Potton (the latter an historic town in its own right).  Late 
medieval pottery production at Everton.  Smallholding / market gardening landscape, 
notably Land Settlement Association “colonies” at Potton. 
HECA 20 

Historic town of Potton.  Archetypal small town.  Brick facing on earlier timber-framed 
buildings. 
HECA 21 

Western side of the Ivel valley between Sandy and the Flit / Ivel confluence.  Extensive 
glacial and river gravels.  Long standing extraction industry at Manor Farm (Sandy) and 
Broom has produced a wealth of prehistoric and Roman archaeology.  Biggleswade 
ringwork controlling the Ivel crossing.  Extensive market gardening with surviving onion 
sheds.  East-west grain to the landscape.  Beeston Green.  Elements of stonework 
associated with Ivel Navigation survive at Warren Villas and Holme.    
HECA 22 

Eastern side of the Ivel valley between Sandy and the Flit / Ivel.  Extensive Biggleswade 
Common.  Prehistoric (including Bedfordshire‟s only convincing cursus) and Roman 
cropmarks.  Crossed by line of Roman road between Baldock and Sandy.  Medieval 
settlement desertion at Stratton and Holme.   

HECA 23 

Historic town of Biggleswade.  Gault brickwork.  Church and bishop‟s palace.  Planned, 
east-west aligned marketplace, now heavily encroached upon.  Stratton Park.  Impact of 
Great North Road (coaching) and the railway.  Market gardening centre; Dan Albone and 
the tractor.  .   
HECA 24 

Boulder Clay upland in furthest eastern extremity of county, on watershed between Cam 
and Ivel catchments.  Settlements at Cockayne Hatley (with ancient woodland to north) 
and Wrestlingworth, both with impressive churches.  Formerly extensive apple orchards.  
Archaeological potential largely untapped. 
HECA 25 



Ridged landscape to SW of Biggleswade between Ivel valley and upper reaches of the 
Cam.  Settlements of Dunton, Edworth, Millow.  Gault Clay brickwork.  Includes high 
ground to west of A1 at Topler‟s Hill.   
HECA 26 

Upper reaches of Ivel and Hiz valleys, including short-lived section of Ivel Navigation to 
Shefford.  Gateway to the Hitchin Gap.  Settlements of Langford, Clifton, Henlow, 
Stotfold, Arlesey.  Good potential for Iron Age and Roman archaeology, within orbit of 
known north Hertfordshire settlements (e.g. Baldock, Great Wymondley).  Linear Iron 
Age boundaries, perpendicular to Icknield Way.  Stotfold Mill.  Fairfield Hospital.  Henlow 
Airfield.  Former brickworks at Arlesey.  Some meadow and former quarries, particularly 
on Ivel. 
HECA 27 

Large block of Greensand upland to north of River Flit.  Attractive landscape of marginal 
heathland, formerly extensive monastic estates.  Characterised by ancient woodland, 
extant (and former) parkland/estates and country houses.  Moggerhanger Park, 
Shuttleworth, Southill Park, Chicksands Priory, Haynes Park.  Some arable land 
amongst the woodland.  Complex network of minor roads.  Varied settlement pattern; 
Ickwell Green; much evidence for medieval assarting.  Buildings of a variety of ages.  
Main building stone is ironstone.  Limited archaeological fieldwork but where undertaken 
(e.g. Haynes Park) has revealed settlement from late prehistoric onwards. 
HECA 28 

Southern side of Great Ouse Valley between Vale of Marston and Great Barford.  
Includes lower reaches of Elstow Brook.  Valley bottom settlements Harrowden, 
Cardington, Cople, Willington.  Group of churches (and a dovecote at Willington).  
Parishes aligned north-south, while main routes run east-west.  Planned settlement at 
Shortstown (analogous to Stewartby) and airship hangers.  Extensive gravel extraction 
has revealed rich prehistoric and Roman landscape (ritual and settlement). 
HECA 29 

Historic town of Shefford.  Located at river confluence. 
HECA 30 

Block of mixed country between River Flit and chalk escarpment.  Characterised by a 
series of (mostly) Gault Clay ridges either side of the Campton Brook (a small but long 
tributary which rises from the Sundon Hills and joins the Flit at Shefford).  Settlements 
include Meppershall, Shillington, Silsoe, Pulloxhill, Harlington, (and Westoning on its 
northern fringe).  May also include, at its western end, Toddington which sits on the 
watershed between the Flit and the Clipstone Brook, a tributary of the River Ouzel.  
Wrest Park.  Archaeological potential largely untapped but likely to include significant 
settlement evidence from at least the late prehistoric (e.g. known Roman settlement at 
Pegsdon, Shillington). 
HECA 31 

Small plain at foot of chalk escarpment, centred on Barton.  Other, smaller settlements at 
Sharpenhoe and Higham Gobion.  Late prehistoric and Roman cropmarks.  Moated 
sites.  Barton Airfield. 
HECA 32 

Flit Valley between Shefford and Flitwick.  Much narrower floodplain than, for example, 
the Ivel Valley.  Meadowland.  Important palaeoenvironmental remains at Flitwick Moor, 
preserving good pollen data.  Significant late prehistoric and Roman sites in upper 
reaches (e.g. Ruxox Farm and Ampthill bypass).  Flitwick and Cainhoe castles. 
HECA 33 



Block of Greensand / Boulder Clay upland between Clophill and Lidlington.  Centred on 
Maulden and Ampthill, with smaller settlement at Millbrook.  Former heathland (with 
warrens), later given over to timber plantations.  Historic woodland at Maulden Wood 
and King‟s Wood.  Hougton House and Park.  Ampthill Park and House.  Greensand 
Ridge Walk. 
HECA 34 

Historic town of Ampthill. 
HECA 35 

Urban centre of Flitwick.  Railway town.  Expanded out to Flitwick Moor and Flitwick 
Wood. 
HECA 36 

Woburn Park and Bedford Estate land.  Estate settlements, e.g. Husbourne Crawley, 
Ridgmont, Tingrith, Milton Bryan etc and model farms.  Woburn Experimental Farm.  
Steppingley Park.  Traversed by M1.  Archaeological potential largely untapped.  
Deserted medieval settlement at Potsgrove and Segenhoe (latter includes a ruined 
church).  Complex pattern of small settlements to east of Woburn Park: fossilised 
medieval landscape.  WW2 black propaganda wireless station at Milton Bryan. 
HECA 37 

Wooded Greensand upland / former heathland to west of Woburn and north of Leighton 
Buzzard.  Ironstone- and brick-built settlements at Aspley Guise, Aspley Heath, Heath 
and Reach.  Former and extant sand quarries on the SW side of A5; Duke of Bedford 
land to NE is unquarried.  Stockgrove Country Park.  Remains of medieval woodland 
management.  Bisected by Watling Street (A5). 
HECA 39 

Gault Clay basin to east of Leighton Buzzard and north of chalk escarpment, drained by 
upper reaches of River Ouzel and Clipstone Brook (several streams arising on the spring 
line at the foot of the escarpment).  Settlements include Hockcliffe, Tebworth, Tilsworth, 
Stanbridge, Billington, Eaton Bray.  Billington hillfort.  Sand quarries at western extremity 
in Ouzel Valley, led to excavation of manorial and monastic centre at Grove.  Extensive 
earthworks of medieval ridge and furrow and settlement remains.  Interesting pattern of 
parish boundaries, laid out on Watling Street and Theodway (prehistoric routeway). 
HECA 41 

Chalk escarpment and downland to north of Luton, including Barton Hills.  Southern 
boundary marked by line of Theodway, a prehistoric routeway.  Minor settlements at 
Streatley and Sundon.  Some small scale former chalk quarrying.  Woodland on 
escarpment.  High points characterised by extant prehistoric and medieval earthworks 
(Sharpenhoe Clappers, Galley Hill barrows, Drays Ditches, lynchets at Stopsley common 
and other medieval earthworks).  Sundon Country Park.    

 



 
 
Appendix 7b Historic Environment Opportunity Areas in Mid Bedfordshire 
 

 General  
 
Historic Environment Opportunity Areas in Mid Bedfordshire were defined by the 
Bedfordshire County Council Heritage and Environment Service. The Service prepared 
the following summaries of each of the Opportunity Areas which are wholly or partly 
within the district. The text should be read in conjunction with Section 7.2 and Figure 7.3 
in the main report.  

 
1. Potsgrove medieval moat and ridge and furrow 
Scheduled ancient monument. One of largest areas of surviving medieval landscape. 
Existing public access by right of way and next to road.  
Continue access and management. Improve interpretation at footpath entrance. 
Potentially part of trail. Interpretation possible at different places including Woburn.   
 
2. Woburn historic town centre 
Influence of Abbey and estate. Georgian facades and extensive use of brickwork. One of 
most attractive historic towns in district.  
Opportunities for interpretation at different locations including the Woburn Heritage 
Centre. 
 
3. Woburn Park 
Huge scale and ambition of Woburn reflects high level aristocratic family and 
national/international status (contrast with other large houses and parks in county except 
Wrest Park). Woburn‟s origins as monastic establishment.  WWII connection of Woburn 
to black propaganda. Woburn early example of country house and parkland as visitor 
attraction. BCC circular walk. 
Opportunities for access and interpretation and to act as „gateway‟ to smaller country 
houses/parks and other heritage in the area. 
 
4. Salford medieval settlement earthworks and Hulcote medieval settlement 

earthworks and former fishponds 
Medieval landscape. Salford – shrunken village represented by earthworks and ridge 
and furrow. Hulcote – isolated church with fish ponds and abandoned settlement 
remains adjacent. Good early historic map of area. BCC circular walk. 
Opportunities for access, interpretation and some management. 
 
5. Holcot Wood and adjoining multiperiod field boundaries 
Localised area of significant ancient woodland and hedgerow boundary survival around 
Brogborough Manor Farm. The pattern of hedgerows includes elements from 6 different 
periods dating from Saxon times onwards.  
Continue access. Opportunities for interpretation and management.  
 
6. Bedford Estate influenced landscape 
Woburn Estate and surrounding estate-influenced woodland, farmland, model farms and 
settlements (part of  Husborne Crawley, Ridgmont, Eversholt and Milton Bryan.) 
Importance of Estate for developments in agricultural practice.  WWII connection of 
Woburn to black propaganda with radio station at Milton Bryan.   



Opportunities for access, interpretation and management.  
 
7. Battlesden Park 
Registered park. 18th century designed landscape with origins in medieval deer park.  
Opportunities for access, management and interpretation. 
 
8. Cranfield assart landscape - medieval field boundaries and moats 
Concentration of medieval moated sites and associated field boundaries (hedgerows). 
Locally produced circular walk leaflet. 
Continue access. Opportunities for managing hedgerows and interpretation (need to find  
suitable location). 
 
9. Thrupp End medieval earthworks 
Medieval moated site and deserted medieval village.  
Existing access from road but permissive access desirable. Opportunities for 
management and interpretation. 
 
10. Flitwick Mount, Church and Flitwick Manor Park 
Scheduled medieval motte. Flitwick Manor parkland. 
Continue access to and management of parkland and motte. 
 
11. Ampthill House and Park, Houghton House, Park and Kings Wood 
Houghton House and Ampthill Castle are scheduled ancient monuments. Ampthill House 
is listed. 
Historic sequence of 15th century Ampthill Castle, Houghton House and Ampthill House. 
Extensive views over Marston Vale. Connection between Houghton House and Kings 
Wood. Links to national history with Henry VIII and Katherine of Aragon, James I. 
Bunyan and Pilgrim‟s Progress connections. WWII role of Ampthill Park. Brick 
connection between Marston Vale and Houghton House.  
Opportunities for management, interpretation and access.  
 
12. Ampthill historic town centre 
Historic town centre and market place. Good examples of Georgian architecture. Sense 
of unity in architecture but also considerable variety in town. Lanes, Sluts End. Alameda. 
Home of Sir Albert Richardson (20th century architect working in classical style).  
Opportunities for interpretation. 
 
13. Flitwick and Flitton Moors, Ruxox moat and buried waterlogged Roman 

remains 
Varied riverine landscape of the Flit valley, including Flitwick Moor (former mineral water 
works), Flitton Moor and Ruxox Farm (grange of Dunstable Priory and later Bedford 
Estate model farm). Roman temple or villa to E of Ruxox. Flitton Mausoleum. 
Opportunities for interpretation, access and management. 
 
14. Cainhoe castle 
Cainhoe Castle is a scheduled ancient monument. Earthworks of medieval motte and 
bailey castle, former fishponds, deserted medieval settlement and garden earthworks. 
Opportunities for access, management and interpretation. 
 
15. Clophill Old Church 



Former parish church of St Mary‟s, Clophill, now outside the village. A solitary landscape 
feature and visible from the south side of the Flit Valley. Next to Greensand Ridge Walk. 
Owned by the County Council as heritage site with public access. 
Opportunities for management and interpretation. 
 
16. Wrest Park house and gardens 
Reflects high/national ambition and status of owners (like Woburn Estate). Substantially 
surviving 18th century designed landscape. Links to Flitton Mausoleum. English Heritage 
ownership and plans will help realise potential and create new opportunities.  
Opportunities for access and interpretation and to act as „gateway‟ to smaller country 
houses/parks and other heritage in the area. 
 
17. Higham Gobion deserted medieval village and The ‟Camps‟ medieval 

earthworks 
Village and earthworks are scheduled ancient monuments. The „Camps‟ is a fishponds 
complex with nesting island. On BCC circular walk. 
Access from road. Opportunities for access, management and interpretation. 
 
18. Chicksands Priory 
Remains of designed landscape (lakes) and registered park. Concentration of priories on 
poorer land of Greensand Ridge and Flit Valley. Medieval theme of area. Chicksands 
Priory has strong WWII and Cold War connections. 
Opportunities for access, management and interpretation. 
 
19. Pegsdon Hills earthworks  
Chalk escarpment south of Shillington. Characterised by extant prehistoric and medieval 
earthworks.  Icknield Way, Iron Age linear earthwork, medieval lynchets, WWII rifle butts 
in combe. Most of land owned by Wildlife Trust. 
Opportunities for interpretation and access, and expanding public ownership. Potential 
for links with new development close to Luton, and links to greenspaces, through 
Icknield Way and to Hertfordshire. 
 
20. Prehistoric round and long barrows and medieval lynchets 
Neolithic and Bronze Age burial mounds and medieval lynchets. Opportunities for 
access, management and interpretation. 
 
21. Southill Park 
Southill House (Henry Holland). Part of large area of contiguous designed parks and 
gardens. Estate controlled villages.  
Opportunities for improving awareness and understanding of the house, park and estate 
and its collective character and history. Opportunities for access.  
 
22. Old Warden Park including Swiss Garden 
Shuttleworth House, Old Warden Park including Swiss Garden, church and model 
village. Particularly attractive conservation area. 
Opportunties for management, access and interpretation. 
 
23. Warden Abbey earthworks and Gostwick mansion 
Remains of Gostwick mansion within the Warden Abbey earthworks. Scheduled ancient 
monument and listed building. Earthworks of monastic complex, fishponds and dam. 
Nationally important tiles from Abbey are displayed in Bedford Museum. 



Opportunties for management, access and interpretation. 
 
24. Moggerhanger Park 
Part of large area of contiguous designed parks and gardens. Moggerhanger House 
(John Soane). Remains of designed landscapes and setting of house. Owned by 
Moggerhanger Park Trust who have restored the house and are planning to restore 
other buildings and the parkland. Ownership of other land (BCC) is an opportunity. The 
house and park are open to visitors. 
Opportunities for management, access and interpretation. 
 
25. Gannocks Castle 
Medieval moated site. Scheduled ancient monument. In public ownership with good 
access. 
Continue interpretation and access. Opportunities for management. 
 
26. Roman road at Hassells Hedge and south of Biggleswade 
Part of BCC circular walk.  
Opportunities for interpretation. 
 
27. Tempsford Airfield 
Used by Special Operations Executive for missions in World War II. Gibraltar Barn 
remains and contains memorial. WWII airfield buildings. Includes Biggin Wood medieval 
moat. 
Opportunities for interpretation. 
 
28. Potton historic town centre and wartime defences 
Potton market square and town centre. Potton has rectangular square and retains 
market-town character. Many buildings built or re-faced in brick. WWII remains around 
due to importance as fuel and ammunition store. 
Opportunities for interpretation including acting as base for interpreting the local area. 
 
29. Potton Land Settlement Association 
Smallholding/market gardening landscape, notably Land Settlement Association „colony‟ 
to east of Potton. Strong market gardening character. 
Potential for reinstating smallholdings. Opportunity for (possibly off-site) interpretation. 
 
30. Edworth medieval earthworks etc. 
Earthworks of shrunken medieval settlement and moat. Church. Dovecote. Example of 
linear shrunken settlements found in area. 
Continue access. Opportunities for interpretation and possibly management. 
 
31. Stratton Park medieval moat and earthworks 
Medieval moated site, settlement and field systems. 
Opportunities for access, interpretation and management. 
 
32. Broom buried multi-period landscape 
Buried Prehistoric, Roman and Saxon landscapes. Ritual sites, settlements, fields and 
tracks regularly laid out, overlooking tributary stream of River Ivel. 
Opportunities for management and interpretation. 
 
33. Hill House medieval fishponds and moat 



Scheduled moat around historic house. Fishponds in adjacent woodland. Careful 
medieval hydrological management to keep supplies separate for each. 
Opportunities for management and interpretation and possibly access. 
 
34. Biggleswade Common and Furzenhall multiperiod buried and earthwork 

remains 
Neolithic to 20th century multi-period buried landscapes and earthworks remains. 
Evidence of Roman occupation and a Neolithic ritual site. Car park at SW corner, access 
to Sandy Lodge. Market gardening tradition. 
Opportunities for management, interpretation on Common and improved access. 
 
35. Sandy Roman town and Roman road 
Strategically important break in the Greensand Ridge. Buried Roman road and town at 
Chesterfield, one of Bedfordshire‟s two Roman towns.  
Limited potential for access. Opportunities for interpretation on site (as well as town 
centre display) and management.  
 
36. Sandy Iron Age hillforts (3) 
Strategically important break in the Greensand Ridge, with Iron Age hill forts and 
enclosures overlooking Caesar‟s Camp, Galley Hill and Sandy Lodge. 
Continue access. Opportunities for interpretation and management. 
 
37. Ivel Navigation and structures 
Remains of wharves and locks (in bad condition) and bridges. 
Opportunities for access (currently variable), management and interpretation. 
 
38. Sutton Bridge and John O‟Gaunt‟s medieval ringwork 
Medieval bridge. Ringwork (fortification) incorporated in golf course. 
Continued management. Opportunities for access and interpretation. 
 
39. Roman road – Watling Street/A5 
Possibly all buried.  
Opportunities for interpretation such as at nearby Stockgrove CP and at side of road. 
 
  



 

APPENDIX 8 Accessible Greenspace 
 
Appendix 8a. Accessible Greenspace Descriptions 
 
1. Strategic Sites 
Stockgrove Country Park [32ha.] owned by Beds and Bucks CC and managed under 
an SLA by the Greensand Trust. This site is about 1km from the Mid Beds D.C. 
boundary in South Beds D.C. administrative area. Adjacent areas include Oak Wood 
[40ha.] owned by the Greensand Trust; Rammamere Heath, Bragenham Wood and part 
of King‟s Wood NNR [100?ha.] owned by Lafarge Aggregates and subject to an Access 
Agreement implemented by the Greensand Trust. The Country Park has a café, visitors‟ 
centre, toilets and disabled access routes. There are licensed bike and horse routes in 
the surrounding access agreement areas. It attracts in excess of 400,000 visits per 
annum, money for management has been subject to cuts in recent years and a car 
parking charge scheme had to be removed after less than a year. 
Aspley Woods  [300ha.] owned by the Bedford Estate with public access managed by 
Greensand Trust under an SLA with Beds CC and Milton Keynes Council who have an 
Access Agreement with the Estate. The site is managed by the Estate as a commercial 
forestry plantation and in the past areas have been used for the extraction of Fuller‟s 
Earth. Before becoming a plantation the site was an extensive area of heathland and 
remnant biodiversity interest remains on rides and clearings. About half the site is in the 
Milton Keynes administrative area and much of this area is ancient woodland on clay. 
 Adjacent to the site is a small sand pit owned and managed by Aspley Heath PC with 
assistance from the Greensand Trust. Included in the site is the Wavendon Heath Ponds 
Site of Special Scientific Interest. 
There are permissive horse routes and cycle routes run under a permit scheme and a 
popular mountain bike area also subject to a permit scheme. 
There is one official car park and informal parking on Sandy Lane an unmade byway. 
There are a range of entrances around the periphery of the site used by local people and 
visitors. There are no other facilities on the site. The Estate imposes severe constraints 
on the way the site is managed as do the restricted finances available for management 
from the Local Authorities. There is less than the time of one Ranger available for this 
site. There are no figures for the number of visitors but estimates exceed 500,000 visits 
a year. 
Sundon Hills [ ha.] owned by Beds CC and managed by the National Trust. Forms a 
continuous site with Sharpenhoe Clappers to the east and is adjacent to Sundon Quarry 
SSSI, an abandoned chalk quarry that has been mapped as an Access Area under the 
CROW Act. There are car parks at Upper Sundon and at Sharpenhoe. 
In future the restored Sundon Landfill Site will provide further access opportunities and if 
the Chalk Arc proposals are pursued this site could become part of a linked sub-regional 
facility. 
Ampthill Park   [68ha.] owned and managed by Ampthill Town Council although 
Greensand Trust have been involved in recent years in fundraising for outstanding 
capital items and an education ranger. 
There are two car parks and many local pedestrian access points. The Town Football 
and cricket clubs are based there and there is a popular children‟s play area and tennis 
courts. The Greensand Ridge Walk runs through it. 
It has an extensive area of acid grassland and associated wet flushes. It has a 
Scheduled Ancient Monument on the site of one of Henry VIII‟s residences and it is part 
of a Capability Brown designed parkland. Cattle grazing was removed over 15 years ago 



with resulting problems of scrub development and the expense of mowing extensive 
areas. The ancient toilet block has recently closed although a replacement is planned. 
No support is received from anybody else for the running of the Park although only 30% 
of the visitors come from the Town. It is estimated that the Park receives over 250,000 
visits a year. 
Maulden Wood [148 ha.] owned and managed by the Forestry Commission with the 
central grassland leased to the greensand Trust. It is an SSSI. There are a variety of 
pedestrian access routes around the margin but the only area of parking is at the 
Deadman‟s Hill Lay-by off the A6. The adjacent picnic site owned by the County Council 
has been abandoned for some years apart from a short period when the Greensand 
Trust got some resources to maintain the area. Plans have been drawn up for visitor 
facilities for the Wood on the CC owned land but no resources are as yet earmarked for 
the project. There are permissive horse routes that cause winter access problems on the 
clay areas and cycle routes on the hard forestry rides. There are no toilets. There is a 
refreshment wagon in the lay-by which is a popular stop off point for lorries and vans. 
There are problems with anti-social activities in the evening and after dark. 
Marston Vale Millennium Country Park [ ha.] 
 
Rowney Warren [114.39ha] Owned by Southill Estate, part managed by Estate and part 
by Forest Enterprise.  Conifer Plantation, Mixed woodland Plantation and heathland 
restoration CWS.  Located off the A600 between Chcksands and Haynes, access via car 
park off Sandy Lane.  Extensive and nationally important off-road cycling track at north 
western end of site, served by new car park off A600.  Permissive access on various 
rides and tracks. 
The Lodge  [100.67ha] Owned and managed by the RSPB.  A mix of woodland, 
heathland and acid grassland.  A recently acquired area of conifer woodland is being 
returned to a more heathland landscape. A charge is now made for car parking but the 
entry charges previously in place have been removed..  An extensive and growing 
network of rides and paths is open from 9am – 9pm (or sunset when earlier).  
There is a Public Bridleway passing through the centre of the reserve 
 
2. Middle Level Sites 
Centenary Wood [13ha] Owned and managed by Beds CC. A new site created on 
former arable land consisting of grassland and woodland. Although in Pulloxhill parish it 
is more accessible from Flitton and Greenfield. Planning permission is in the process of 
being granted for an extension to the Woodlands estate which will provide direct access 
to the site and increase visitor pressure considerably. A substantial sum of money will be 
provided to manage the increase. There is a small area of parking at the opposite side of 
the site. 
Campton Plantation [15ha.] Owned and Managed by Beds CC. Mature woodland 
adjacent to A507 and on the western outskirts of Shefford No facilities but now gets 
more use as a result of the building of Mid Beds DC offices immediately adjacent. 
Borderline Neighbourhood. 
Flitwick Moor [45ha] Owned and managed by Wildlife Trust some areas leased from 
Beds CC. It is accessed by footpaths from Flitwick and Flitton and Greenfield. There is a 
small informal car park at the end of an unmade track. It is an outstanding wetland SSSI 
that could be threatened by any adjacent development or increases in visitor pressure. 
Cooper‟s Hill [16ha] Owned by Ampthill TC and managed by the Wildlife Trust. A 
remnant heathland SSSI that receives considerable pressure from adjacent residential 
areas and a small area of roadside parking. The roadside section of the site is owned by 



the Bedford Estate and receives no management. The site is coming under increasing 
pressure from adjacent development to the south. 
Chicksands Wood [ ha.] Owned by crown Estate and managed by the FC. An anomaly 
in that officially the Crown Estate only allow permissive access via the main ride, so not 
included in the analysis, but in practice the whole wood is accessible via the ride system. 
Limited car parking at roadside entrance and on the Greensand Ridge Walk 
Swiss Garden Woodland [3.12ha] Owned by Old Warden Estate, leased and managed 
by Beds CC.  Open access on network of marked paths, accessed direct from Hill Lane 
or via the Swiss Garden. 
The Riddy [7.6ha] Owned by Sandy Town Council and managed in partnership with the 
Wildlife Trust and BRCC.  An urban fringe site between Sandy and Beeston, bisected by 
the A1(M).  Informal open access via four kissing gate entrances, with parking at Mill 
Lane, The Limes or the A1/ A603 northbound slip road.  Newly dedicated Public 
Footpath through site carrying Kingfisher Way long distance walk.  A neutral grassland 
site, bordered by the River Ivel and has „The Riddy‟ stream CWS passing though the 
eastern end of the site. 
Henlow Common and Langford Meadows [18.26ha] Open access CWS/ LNR Owned 
and managed by Bedfordshire County Council with assistance from BRCC.  River Ivel 
and Kingfisher Way long distance walk forming eastern boundary and dam‟s Ditch 
passing through centre of site.  Other Public Footpaths crossing site.  Wet grassland site 
with regular seasonal flooding restricting access.  The site is served by 4 kissing gate 
entrances with limited parking in Mill Lane, Langford.  Divided into two units to ensure a 
cattle-free area is always available for dog walking/ open access. 
Stanford Wood [23.96ha] Owned and managed by the Forestry Commission.  Public 
access served by rides and informal paths, with car park off Stanford Road.  Primarily a 
conifer plantation with some deciduous trees and large willows around a lake, let to an 
angling club.  Especially popular with dog walkers. 
Potton Wood 
[94.13ha] Owned and managed by Forest Enterprise.  CWS and part SSSI.  Part ancient 
woodland and part mix of semi-natural broadleaved and coniferous plantations.  Open 
access via network of rides and informal paths. 
Biggleswade Common 
Registered Common Land/ CWS, owned by the Lord of the Manor of Biggleswade and 
managed by the Fen Reeves of Biggleswade Common.  Numerous access points 
including Dan Albone Carpark off the A6001 (Shortmead Street) and B1040 (Potton 
Road) in Biggleswade.  Kingfisher Way long distance walk passes through western 
(Shortmead) part of Common and proposed Great North Cycleway (NCN Route 12) 
passes through central (Furzenhall) part of Common, linking to southern boundary of 
The Lodge.  South eastern (Pastures) part of Common anticipating significant increase 
in visitor numbers as abuts new housing estate (2,100 homes).  Majority of visitor activity 
is on southern half of Shortmead Common (with car parking at Dan Albone Car Park). 
 
3. Neighbourhood Sites. 
Flitwick Wood [14ha] Owned and managed by beds CC. Ancient woodland with recent 
hard circular track constructed to improve access. On the urban fringe with pedestrian 
access only. 
Flitwick Manor [11ha.] Owned and managed by Flitwick Town Council. Designed 
parkland, woodland and meadows. Severe restrictions on use imposed by planning 
permission after pressure from adjacent residents. Disabled parking only. Cattle grazing 
ceased after pressure from visitors. 



Flitton Moor [7ha.] Owned and managed by Beds CC a re-created wetland in the Flit 
Valley accessible on foot from Flitton. Strong volunteer input from local Friends Group. 
Maulden Church Meadow [3ha.] A small unimproved grassland SSSI with hay cutting 
and summer grazing by sheep and cattle. Existing levels of access especially by dogs 
already causes problems for the grassland management tenant. No official car parking 
but unofficial car parking upsets the Church. On the greensand Ridge Walk with good 
access to Maulden Wood. 
Duck End NR [2ha.] Owned by Beds CC and leased by Greensand Trust - small 
remnant of Maulden Bog with some habitat sensitive to trampling. Board walks provided 
over boggy areas. There is no car parking and access is along a dead end narrow road 
from the village. 
Rushymeade [8.5ha.] Owned and managed by Pulloxhill PC. An area of unimproved 
pasture on a steep south facing hillside grazed by horses and cattle. Footpath access 
only. 
Pussy Pond [2ha.] Owned by Beds CC with some management by the Greensand 
Trust. A pond and landscape tree belt adjacent to factory estate on the edge of Flitwick 
with foot access only. 
Plummer‟s Copse [1ha.] Owned by Woodland Trust. A newly planted woodland on the 
edge of the village with footpath access only. 
Cut Throat Meadow [1.5ha.] Owned and managed by the Wildlife Trust. A small 
isolated area of unimproved grassland and balancing pond adjacent to a recent housing 
development on the edge of Ampthill. 
Gannock's Castle, Tempsford 
[0.38ha] Owned by Bedfordshire County Council, managed by the Friends of Gannock's 
Castle with support from BRCC.  A SAM with informal open access via Parish Council 
owned football pitch off Church Street. 
Drover's Spinney, Shefford 
[0.94ha] Owned by MBDC managed in partnership with BRCC.  Riverside copse with 
circular grass path and easy access surfaced paths to viewpoint and picnic benches.  
Accessed via supermarket car park. 
Old Road Meadow, Meppershall 
[1.85ha] Owned by Meppershall Parish Council and managed in partnership with BRCC.  
Grassland site with young copses, specimen trees and a heritage orchard.  The site 
adjoins local residential areas and has informal open access and a Public footpath runs 
along 2 boundaries.  The site has an interpretative panel, benches and picnic benches. 
Arlesey Old Moat 
[2.12ha] Owned and managed by the Wildlife Trust.  Informal access on paths through 
woodland site.  Accessed only via Glebe Meadows.   
Glebe Meadows, Arlesey 
[2.14ha] Owned by Arlesey Town Council and managed by the Wildlife Trust.  Riverside 
meadows with exceptional pollarded willows adjoining the Arlesey Old Moat Nature 
Reserve.  Informal open access with riverside path and benches fenced off to provide 
cattle-free access.  Accessed via Arlesey Railway Station footbridge and slip road from 
the A507. 
Bellcote Meadow, Shefford 
[2.60ha] A Millennium Green site owned by Shefford Town Council and managed by 
local volunteers with support from BRCC.  Predominantly grassland site with young 
copse, hedges and mature trees.  The site adjoins local residential areas and has 
informal open access and a Public footpath passing through it; with numerous benches. 
Old Warden Tunnel 



Located between Old Warden and Cardington.  Access from the Greensand Ridge Walk 
along a track off Southill Road. Long flights of steep steps provide access to much of the 
site.  Mix of grassland and scrub in cutting and woodland above tunnel. 
Hatch Plantation 
[4.33ha] owned by BCC… 
The Pinnacle [5.8ha] Located to the east of Sandy, Access is from Cambridge road via 
Sand Lane or on foot from High Street or St Swithuns Way.  The Greensand Ridge walk 
passes through the site and the proposed route of the Great North Cycleway passes 
through the recreation ground at the south of the site.  An area of mature Oak woodland, 
Acid Grassland and Elm scrub and Gorse/ Broom scrub with some very steep slopes 
that are heavily eroding in places revealing geological interest and bare sand.  Provides 
some of the best views in east Beds. 
Baulk Wood, Henlow  [7.39ha] An area of Conifer plantation adjacent to rank grassland 
growing up on restored Landfill between Langford and Henlow.  Areas of grassland have 
been planted with trees to extend the woodland while retaining large open spaces, 
including planted areas of wildflowers.  Informal access on network of surfaced paths 
through plantation and on levelled and mown grass path through grassland.  Access via 
car park on Langford Road and via kissing gate to north of site. 
Warren Villas  [8.90ha] Located between Biggleswade and Sandy and between the 
River Ivel and the A1(M).  A flooded gravel pit adjacent to the river Ivel with islands, 
areas of extensive marginal vegetation, grassland, mature trees (including broadleaved 
plantation) and willow scrub, there are also some small ponds within the site. Informal 
access on mown path around site, part of which is a dead-end public footpath.  The only 
formal access is via riverside path on Biggleswade Common.   
College Wood 
[13.46ha] Located west of Northill, accessed from Bedford Road.  Owned and managed 
by Forest Enterprise.  Open access along rides/ paths. 



APPENDIX 8b Mid Bedfordshire greenspace matrix cross referenced to an early 
draft of an index ecological sensitivity to visitor pressures. 
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park 
Bellcote meadow 
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woodland. 
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Silsoe Millenium Green 
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Kings wood & Glebe 
Meadows H‟Conquest.  
Maulden Church 
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Tunnel.  The Pinnacle.  
Flitton Moor.  
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Glebe Meadows.  
Coopers Hill.  Marston 
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Potton Wood.  Kocking 
Hoe 

Centenary Wood.  
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Stanford Wood.  
Gannocks Castle.  
Drovers Spinney.  
Pussy Pond.  Plummers 
Copse.  Old Road. 
Meppershall.  Hatch 
Plantation.  Baulk 
Wood.   

 

Middle  Rectory Wood (inc. 
Thrift Way) 
Brogborough picnic site 
Henlow & Langford 
common 
Reynold & holcot wood 
Biggleswade Common.  
Flitwick Manor 

Blunham to 
Sandy 
railway. 
Kingfisher 
Way. 

Strategic Country parks and 
large urban parks. 
Ampthill Park 
Marston Vale Millenium 
Park 

The Lodge Aspley Woods 
Maulden Wood 
Rowney Warren 

 

 
Jackson ecological index of vulnerability20 
Red  The site is very vulnerable to recreation pressures 
Yellow  The site is moderately vulnerable to recreation and requires visitor 
management 
Green  A recreational asset with limited vulnerability 
Unshaded No significant ecological constraints. 
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 Amenity refers only to little bits of green immediately related to development which have a 

neighbourhood function.  Urban parks with variable facility levels and catchment areas may be of 

neighbourhood or middle scale.  Large areas of greenspace with bags of facilities in town or country are the 

strategic version of amenity space. 
19

 Neighbourhood and middle categories of provision are described in urban terms but rural nature reserves 

are often distant from settlements so few users will walk to them, they also don’t have a target catchment of 

1.2km or indeed any target at all because this wasn’t why they were established.  These two categories are 

merged for sites with a primary nature conservation purpose to separate them from strategic sites. 
20

 The index says how vulnerable the site is by virtue of the habitat present, designations etc.  It doesn’t 

look at the present capacity to accommodate visitors or the issues that may already be present.  This would 

need to be done via summaries of each site. 

 


